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PREFACE

Tin. principal ezi the existence of this volume

u that acne t its contents except the first
\

(which appealed in V ' previously

published in England Most of them originally ap-

red in the South .' I J ' They arc

rather a mixed lot—

r

oprcmonting some of the re< i

j
.1 and literary, of a colonial jud.

the circuit reminiscences, the collection includes three

raphico] sketches and four papers dealing with

vari aid phases of the law of crime and

criminal procedure. The address on Johnson with

which the volume concludes lias, I am sciisiUe, its full

• of the defects inseparable from such compositions.

infl no new matter and is meant only for those

who fancy t' \er their Boswell

hut who enjoy an occasional hour in the Btmosplu •:

the I. : . chile Well-informed peopli

fully warned off

Dtoin one or two incidental refer

to my " Colli " volume of

which I published under thai colourle me row

I I with, I '
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courtesy than they deserved on the part of the press

and with such complete indifference by the book-buying

public—if such an entity still exists—that I under-

stand some " remainders " are still procurable on very

reasonable terms.

I have to thank the editors of the above-mentioned

periodicals for their kind concurrence in the repro-

duction of the papers referred to. As regards " The

Unfinished Will," similar acknowledgments are due

to the editor of the Revue des Deux Mondes and to

the author of the original story, M. Masson-Forestier.
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former occasion '
\\<' related some of the experiences

and adventures of bench and bar, when travelling

Circuit through the country districts of the Cape

ay, during the piping times "t" peace— in the pre-

when the or.- of the " banket " i

irrepertum ti sic melius siti'm, and Dr. Jameson was

still practising, with distinguished success, the hauling

art at Kimberley.

i oil work during two years, with the

Open — or at all t-Yelits, as the

I mcellor might put it, dm sort of war/' with

ajar—

!

mother guess-thing. Travel-

ling is unpleasant and chancy, " communications

rtain, ami a wide margin h

allowed for what may euphemistically

Even in places which tin- lav.

.1 by rail, jurymen anil witni

mai l rally

<
' i r.-n it at the

"
\
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reckoned not by miles but by hours—of road-faring

from their distant homesteads to the circuit town. All

the horses have been " commandeered ;
" so they have

to come in by bullock-waggon, and some of the bullocks

have been taught to trot. The sheriff's officer, never

too popular, finds serving his blue papers a distinctly

risky business; and a painfully large proportion of

qualified jurors are probably themselves languishing in

the local gaol, awaiting further acquaintance with the

amenities of martial law.

At the beginning of the war a Court was being held

in a little town some distance from the railway line.

After the business was over the Judge and Bar,

who had come from Kimberley, returned to the nearest

station, only to find that "communications were

interrupted." No trains were running in that direction,

and the wires were cut. The siege of Kimberley had

begun ; and several months elapsed before the legal

refugees were able to re-integrate their domicile and

ascertain to what extent then hearths and homes had

suffered from the attentions of the Boers' big gun.

Since then the circuit work has been carried on

as regularly as possible, but on a scale which may be

described, like the style of certain joint-stock

companies, as " limited and reduced." On one occasion

the Judge, travelling on the single line of rails, was

detained many hours at a crossing-station, the

" opposing train " having been derailed by a mine,

supposed by some to have been prepared as a practical
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i>'T the

Judge himself, who had been trying political offendi :

while, en another, the members of the Bame Oonrt had

nasty collision with an armoured train, which had

ahead for their Bpecial protection. One •

ly leave 0] etch at a wayside Btation without

being challenged by a truculenl sentry; while the

attempt I a Little rest a1 night Lb frequently

Lnterrupted by a peremptory demand for the exhibition

of one's pass. When we take to the road, and

>ud the purview of the block-houses which guard

the line, there is always the chance of being held op by

• "marauding band" of "roving ruffians," who

might regard the circuit transport and supplies as a

ful supplement to their slender commissariat. The

advi metimes find there are no horses to be

hired, and think themselves fortunate it' they can

charter an ox-waggon ;
and altogether, while the work

done, and amid the clash of arms the law

is i. ilent, the conditions under which

it i rather exciting than agreeable,

dally to elderly gentlemen of peaceful habits,

whose only wea] is a punishment warrant.

< >n the whole the least di a of the Cape

my of 1 ite that where in former j

ther i' in

: iri i wa mtly kepi

the ap] : inded, of a Kafir

raid from th A!l th<
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the Kei, the Trauskei proper, Teinbuland, Fingoland,

Pondoland, and Griqualand East, has now been annexed

to the Cape, up to the border of Natal ; and this

region, which has a Kafir population of about three-

quarters of a million, with perhaps fifteen thousand

Europeans—mostly consisting of officials, police, traders,

and a few scattered farmers, with their respective

families—as a whole has not afforded a satisfactory

field for the operations of the Boers. With the

exception of one or two districts on the northern border

it is not a promising recruiting ground, and a commando

entangled between its streams and mountains might

find itself in a rather awkward position. Circuit

Courts have for some years been held in Kafirland ; and

the journey, though sometimes fatiguing, is a very

interesting experience.

The scenery is probably the most picturesque and

romantic in South Africa. The landscape up country

on a chill October day, after the spring rains have

begun to fall, sometimes reminds one of the Yorkshire

moorland : skirting the well-wooded banks of the

Umzimvubu—" the home of the hippopotamus "—as it

approaches its mouth at the gates of St. John's, one

thinks of the Tay at Dunkeld, while the forest scenery

in parts is not unlike that of the Schwarzwald. We
ride through wood and vale, by rushing brooks and

many a clamorous waterfall ; over rolling downs and

breezy uplands, with native kraals, like gigantic bee-

hives, dotted in clumps on hill and plain. The green
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:y fold aiv & ored with Mack patche by the

r plough (invariably made in the United Stat

tin- Beason La good, and there is a prospect of fine cro]

maize and millet, of which an undue proportioo will be

employed for the manufacture of Kafir beer. "\\

t browsing sheep and goats, and every now and

then a waggon or two, with their long spans of patient

oxen, loaded with produce for the coast or merchan-

dise for the interior. The i ittle ai • grazing on a

thousand hills; vaguely looming on the horizon we

h a glimpse of some snow-capped peak of the

distant Drakensberg.

manners and customs of the inhabitants, their

ads and superstitions, their ways of life and m

of thought, afford a Bubject of study and Geld for

bion of almost inexhaustible in1

ler, who cares for Buch matters, may be

popular writings of Mr.

Scully, for many years a M gists •' in Kafirland—such

"Kafir 81 : and "The White Be tomb"

—

which contain and embody

many curious traditions and remini

with marked literary ability.

Lves 1

mea ondulating plain winding

its or cut and blasted out of the mountain-

tal distance thui Uy from

I:. . Ond on •

line, being nearly fivi
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journey down through western Pondoland, from Umtata

to the Gates of St. John's, and thence up through

eastern Pondoland to Kokstad. Pondoland, annexed

only a few years ago, is the most barbarous portion of

the Transkeian territories ; but even there of the

methods of barbarism we saw but little. "I thought,"

with Orlando, " that all things had been savage here ;

"

but there was really no occasion to put on the

countenance of stern commandment. The barbarous

people, in fact, showed us no little kindness, mixed with

a good deal of curiosity, and plenty of politeness, not

untinged by anticipations of possible doles or profitable

barter. Fortunately for law and order there are no

licensed houses in Pondoland ; but one meets with a

courteous reception, and obtains all that is essential in

the way of accommodation at the wayside dwellings,

each ensconced in a leafy bower of gums and wattles, of

European traders.

Of course the quality of the entertainment varies.

At one stage the simplicity is Spartan ; the judge and

his registrar are lodged in a Pondo hut, while the

servants secure berths on the counter of the adjacent

store. At the next, we find every refinement—a piano,

a bath, and the latest production of Miss Marie Corelli.

The ladies of the household enjoy their croquet, and

are becoming skilled at ping-pong ; while an excellent

dinner, with the piece de resistance presented by a

neighbouring chief, is cooked by a Pondo chef and

served by a butler of the same tribe.
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Umtata, ;t little town on the border of Pondoland,

is the "cathedral city" of the diocese of St. John's. It

is also the capital of Tembnland, and the residence of

the Chief Magistrate, Sir Benry Elliot, an old army

man of Long nntry, who has filled

ponsible position daring many critica] periods, and

justly aoqnired the full confidence both of the Govern-

ment ami the various chiefs and headmen. The other

chief M .• is at Kokstad, the capital of I

Griqnaland, bo named after Adam Kok, the old Griqna

chief, whose sepnlchre, though not a work of artistic

merit, i- the i
aspicuous historical monnment the

town can boast The Griquas, who migrated with him

from Griqnaland We-:, are among the mosl loyal

of the coloured population; ami we Baw hut

littl . at the circuit court, were mostly

iged, in various

«

"at the front" As the

lition of things becomes more Bettled, it bi

probable that ti. in Kafirland will gradually

become assimilated to thai in the ..hi Colony, The

already return representativ<

Parliament, and their representation I try been

ttion will he facilitated by the

advent of the railway; and, when the present chief

;i well-earned rep se, it abt-

ful whether they will he replaced.

.\-
j

ttion, involving native customs,

comes seldom, ami only incidentally, before the circuit

courts. Such on ided by the : .
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usually gentlemen of long experience in Kafirland and

more or less conversant with the language—subject to

an appeal either to the Supreme Court or to the Court

of the Chief Magistrate, sitting with assessors. Should

the parties belong to different tribes, whose customs

vary, the defendant is entitled to rely on the custom

of his own tribe. Unfortunately, with the exception of

the official records, no reports are available of the

"leading cases " which have established precedents and

settled doubtful points. So far as one can gather, a

great revolution is being quietly accomplished, in native

law and usages, by the substitution of individual for

tribal tenure of the land. A good deal that is

picturesque and historically interesting will disappear,

and much that is salutary and stimulative to industry

and progress will emerge in its stead. The change,

which has not yet been initiated in Pondoland, has on

the whole been well received by both Tembus and

Fingos ; and, though it will vastly diminish the power

of the chiefs, the pressure of opinion in its favour

among the bulk of their people has been too strong for

them to raise much objection to its accomplishment.

Over a large portion of the country the titles were

understood to be practically ready ; but the Surveyor-

General had decided to defer their actual issue till the

King's pleasure became known as to the precise form of

the new style which, under the Act passed in 1901, he

has subsequently assumed.

Another difficult question, which may cause some
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le in the future, ia that of the Ian of marriage and

•.. The Kafir ia habitually polygamous, and for

polygamy, in condition of the social fabric,

I dealt ' in institution, it forma

theki I
. 1 i I i

•"•
•

' "•• and f*<>r many

pnrposea it i by the colonial government

The l:iw and inheritance i- elaborate ami well

unci tt wife," the "right-hand wife"

and the minor wives, ami the issue of each marriage, all

their defined status and prn But,should

a native marry according t<> tl atutory law,

officer-—andmany ministers ofreligion,

og that function, are tor obvious - anxious

b unions, and not alv. irticnlar

to proof of the necessary preliminary

itch law is held to apply. Though

•i may i. ral previous "reputed
"'

wives, the

the statutory marriage are regarded as his

only legitim ti< has been made,

but not adopted, that this result should only i

. at the time of the muni ige, an

: the native law. Possibly a

'•ami, in

his reputed wives, and

his future

which will require judici meat

by the < U ly may be
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The Circuit Court is mainly occupied with criminal

trials, of which a painfully large proportion are cases

of homicide. These often arise out of the trespass of

one man's stock on the cultivated land of his neighbour.

Such incidents arouse a great agitation; warning is

followed by impounding ; an arbitrator is sometimes

called in, but too often there ensues a fight to a finish.

More frequently the quarrel has occurred at a " beer-

drinking," for which, especially in a good season, there

are far too many pretexts. It could well be wished

that courtesy would devise some other form of entertain-

ment. The Kafir corn is brewed ; a goodly array of

pots has been prepared ; and the kraal is well furnished

with guests. Occasionally they belong to different

tribes, which much increases the probabilities of

friction. As the party becomes convivial, it may happen

that Tjala loses his tobacco-bag or Nkolo misses his

bungusa—a peculiarly deadly form of knobkerrie.

Invidious suggestions on the subject are made ; a single

combat begins and partisans soon join in. Other bun-

gusas do their work; there are often assegais in the

roof or corner of the hut ; if not, stones come in handy

;

and presently a jury has to decide, after an infinity of

hard swearing, whether the sequel amounts to murder,

culpable homicide or mere "affray." The Transkeian

territories, it may here be mentioned, are the only por-

tions of South Africa which have their own penal code,

enacted by the Cape Parliament in 1886, based partly

on the Indian Code and adapted to local circumstances,
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inquiry, embodied in the

the Native Laws I

In 1: a rule, the only witnesses are the

native participanta and those about them—wh

ovid( [ten rather difficult to follow, owing to the

tion when the mouth, however

capacious, ia Btuffed with charms to prevent the advo-

Erom trippi] ip—and the European doctor

who held the I- om

aplainant, flu n t) then

the complainant'a sun, who was present when the

injuries were sustained. "Your name," counsel said

M la, ami 1 b ilieve yi u are a son <>i'

the hist witness ?
" " Really, Mr. 1 ime from the

h ; and it was Bome time :

: : Mr. I

which he had I

making on t". of the district Burgeon. " In

the belaud," Baid tl Lord Morris, "the

<
. usually packed with M's. There is Michael

ris on the Bench, two Moriartya in the dock and a

panel, mainly i Murphy8, in the jury-

box." I- 8 • rland, the baptismal rule 1 f • M • r

[airly well ol

the female wit'

latfc

Somethi

WO hafl ' his native COll(

The wii r fortunately no Ion the

rly ; but tie
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reason to fear that there is still a good deal of " smell-

ing-out " on the sly ; and some of the apparently

motiveless homicides, at beer-drinks or elsewhere, are

probably " suggestionised " in the bad old fashion.

The ordinary Kafir doctor, however, has his merits.

Like Sir William Butler, he has little taste for surgical

operations and seldom ventures beyond a slight scarifi-

cation. The natives strongly object to the use of the

knife ; and in many cases where, with a European

patient, amputation would afford the only chance, there

are wonderful records, attested by experienced observers

like Sir Henry Elliot, of recoveries attributable solely

to the vis medicatrix natures. Sometimes, indeed, when

a skull has succumbed to the application of a bungusa,

the native practitioner resorts to trepanning, but in the

antiseptic treatment of injuries he is always sadly to

seek. As a rule, however, he confines his art to the

exhibition of certain decoctions of herbs and roots and

is often called in to prescribe for rather curious com-

plaints. A family, it seems, has suffered from a>a rash

sent by the river god," and the head of the household

demands as a corrective the native equivalent for Epsom

salts ; or perhaps a girl has taken to dreaming of the

impandulu or " lightning bird "—lightning is supposed

to be caused by a great bird, the beating of whose wings

produces the thunder—and everybody knows that such

cases are serious and require drastic treatment. Speak-

ing generally, there is probably at the present day about

as much belief in umtagati, or magic of sorts, in
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rland, as there was at Versaill two oentn

ago, in the glorious reign of Le Bei SoleiL1
< >n the wl

we may oonclnde that the aervicea of the native do

are often really useful in a oountry with a vast popula-

tion, where, even apart from prejudice, oonaiderationa

ind expense alike often preclude a visit to

the dispensary of the European practiti

bra! town. Of course gentleman is

not infallible; every uow and then he gives an overdose

of one of his favourite rem- D of

euphorbia or colchicine, culled perhape wh< the 1

ptioiially juicy ; and a prosecution for culpable

homicide is the inevitable result.

The natives occasionally play other parts in the

lit court than those of prisoner or witness. Some-

times Ivocate for the d< lb instructed bya

native agent, whose i splays a promini 1

: 1, describing him, in the vernacular, as " the speaker

and maker of writings,"— the nearest attain-

of the qualifications of an M
attorney

and notary publii I
• ry now and then a gentleman

11 is summoned to serve on the jury. This

happened recently toVeltman, the chief of the Kit:.

a man of intelligence and character, wh

church, accompanied by Dalindigebu, chief »>f the

T- .".us, whither tl. 1 in a

ted by a nun,' oite, who all oondui

1

Xl\ l'l' B 1 1 M 1901.
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themselves in the most exemplary manner, supplied at

the same period the subject for a paragraph in the

" personal " column in the local newspaper. Veltman

had been much interested in his experiences at Cape

Town, where he had been, among other notabilities, to

welcome the Duke and Duchess of Cornwall. He was

careful to take with him his " court dress," in the shape

of the uniform of a British admiral ; but on arrival it

was discovered that it had lost something of its pristine

freshness. By direction of Sir Gordon Sprigg, who, as

Prime Minister, also administers the department of

Native Affairs, he was supplied with a new rig-out,

suitable to the occasion. Sir Gordon some time ago

stood for Tembuland, but was defeated, after rather a

sharp contest, by Sir Bichard Solomon. Had Veltman

been one of his constituents, this " delicate attention
"

might have furnished a repartee to a political opponent,

who got into an awkward predicament a year or two

before, through a gift of blankets to a few of his

native friends and supporters, which unfortunately

coincided with the " electoral period."

A story is told of Veltman, which suggests that he

is not devoid of that sense of humour which the

European observer rarely detects among the native

races of South Africa. On one occasion the advocates

—there were four of them—were hard up for transport,

and were glad to charter one of his waggons, with a

span of six mules, for their conveyance to the next

circuit town. The charge, it was intimated, would be
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£i per mole, which the] ted was a trifle stiff.

man took tii.. Dsider tl. Bntation, and

ulti:: that his price would be, not

l' J per mole, bul 64 pei advocate. The circuit bar

itefnl for the rediiction, bat Bomehow did

feel exactly complimented by the basis on which the

by the Fing A; another

place, a native
|

being asked, on conviction,

whether he was in a position to pay a line, explained

that he had possessed a red OX with crumpled horns, hi::

tlu- ox had g his attorney. "And had yonno

other stock?" "Yes," was his reply, " I had also a

. bnt the attorney told me, when the circuit

court came round, that he must have that too, in order

to pay t\ tie"— B statement which perhaps may

furnish an argument for the fusion of the two bran

of th< -ion.

I.
•

hide thi in somewhat graver

vein— for, aftei all, there is more tragedy than comedy

about circuit work in Katirland—by an epitome of one

remarkable case, which, if tried in a more civilised

community, would doubtless have proved Bomethui

including as it did all the dramatic

love, jealousy and crime.

. k on a win! ing < Wedni

July :', 1901) a Btranger arrived at a Earn ome

•n miles from the •, .d asked

[man. I

c
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iu a jacket which, in the waning light, appeared to be

of the colour and material of khaki, with light tweed

or corduroy trousers and black stockings worn over

them. lie had a soft felt hat, with a red handkerchief

round it. Altogether, his get-up seems to have been

suggestive of some sort of uniform. The headman, a

grey-beard, named Easmeni, was well stricken in years
;

his sight was dim ; he described his sons, whose names

were James and Aaron, as his " eyes ; " his intelligence

was perhaps rather below the average for a man in his

position ; but he tried to do his duty conscientiously

according to his lights, and entertained a proper respect

for the powers that be. The stranger announced that

he was a policeman from Engcobo, and had come with

orders to arrest a certain Veliti, who had recently

arrived at the kraal. Easmeni asked how it was that,

if he was a policeman from Engcobo, he did not know

him. The policeman replied that he had come there

lately, with the new Magistrate, from another part of

the country. Easmeni knew that there wa3 a new

Magistrate, and therefore accepted the statement.

There was some doubt as to whether the policeman was

asked for his warrant ; Easmeni stated that the question

was put to him, the reply being that he had been

despatched in a hurry, after office hours, without being

supplied with any document. Veliti, he explained, was

charged with stock theft. Now, when the spoor of

stolen animals has been traced to any kraal in Kafir-

land, the headman is held to be responsible for their
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value and the expenses of th< t, and it ben

him i" be on the alert to bring the culprit to ju

Som ked the policeman whether he had brought

any handcuffs ; he replied In the negative and applied

of a reim to tie the prisoner's hands

bh< r. A reim was accordingly lent by Rasmeni,

at his sons, James and Aaron, in 1

with the policeman, to arrest his prisoner.

Yelki was found in his hut, warming himself by

the tire. The policeman remained at the door and only

in for a moment when Veliti, who repudiated the

chai oitted quietly t" and

bound, was about Veliti had not long

:i married. His wile was in the hut, with 1

men, but had little ox no opportunity of seeing the

policeman. The lire gave only a dim light; the man

kept in I ad and did ;
while in the

hut. Veliti was taken to Rasmeni's place, and the

policeman then pointed <'ui to Janus and Aaron that,

if the man v. .:rely and got away, I

would be responsible I told him t->

If, and b lingly pro,-,, .led to hind

Yrliti's wrist ether, ti reim by

the light of the fire. At this time his C

by both
'

1 'ii, and also by

•,i. a nephew of the headman, The latter tried

hard to j^rsHad-- the policeman ;<• tay I'm- the night,

that the hour \ aid tin- weather

my time is up, and
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my orders are to lodge niy man to-night in Engcobo

gaol." As he refused to stop, Easmeni sent Sesani to

accompany him and give him any help he might need

on the road. Not very long afterwards Sesani came

back, the policeman having dispensed with his services,

and bringing a message from Veliti to his uncle, one

Mbulawa, requesting him to bring in his pass the

following morning.

When the morning came, Easmeni felt uneasy about

the events of the previous evening. After thinking

the matter over, he decided to saddle his horse and

rode into Engcobo. On arrival, he spoke to the police

there and learnt from them that no one had been sent

to arrest any of the people at his kraal. Proceeding to

the gaol, he was there informed that no prisoner had

been brought in from his ward. There seemed to be

all the elements of une tenebreuse affaire. He returned

to the Magistrate's office and, while he was there, a

report came in that a dead body had been found at All

Saints, a place about half-way between Engcobo and

his kraal. He rode out to the spot and found that the

body was that of Veliti. " Veliti," as Mbulawa put

it,
" had been slaughtered." " The body," said Easmeni,

" was covered with blood and wounds all over
;

" and

the reim he had lent the policeman was still round the

dead man's right wrist. Mbulawa, it appeared, coming

in with the pass, as requested by Veliti, had found the

body, covered by a blanket, by the side of a footpath.

This was a short cut to the town ; Easmeni had ridden
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along the main road. The doctor described the worn

which wi terrible cl thirb en

in all, on tli** head, race, throat, neck, hands, anus and

body. The windpipe was completely severed, and there

me other mortal wound. All were <>f the

nature of gashes and had been inflicted with some

sharp instrument, such as a knife.

I: seemed clear that Veliti had been arrested by a

i policeman
;

it was perfectly clear that he had

. foully murdered. Suspicion e pointed to

the man in wh dy he had

W1k» was this man 1 A native policeman at E

named Masiti, ascertained "thai Veliti was the hus-

band of a woman whom a youngman had fa lope

with." Masiti knew something about the case, and

young man had recently Berved three months

for assaulting the woman and attempting to abduct

her. The description «
!* the policeman appeared to

•id with that of the young man, who bad been

aeighbourhood. M;i<iti had a due. 1 1 ..-

'.od up t! ind, three days afterwards, arn

man, whose nan:- \. Vetb i in aeighbouring

the hut of one Blanteku. He i aired that

he had : : of a wound on his thumb, both on the

inside and on the outside, Vetb< oi • taki d to

Bngcobo, where the injury camined by the

who pn had the a]

of a bite.

The storj of Manteku w ith whon \ i ad been
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staying, was of great importance. It appeared that, at

about mid-day on the 3rd of July, Vetbooi had left

the kraal, saying he was going to look for some horses.

He returned at daybreak on the following morning.

He was then wearing a drab jacket, light trousers with

dark stockings and a felt hat with a red handkerchief.

On his return, during the temporary absence of Man-

teku, he undressed and tied up his clothes in a bundle.

He did not appear to have worn them on the following

days. He was what is known as a " blanket " Kafir,

and such persons wear European clothes, if they

possess any, only on special occasions. Vetbooi, as

soon as he returned, tied a rag round his thumb, which

he said he had hurt. He explained the wound, first by

saying he had received it while helping a friend to cut

wood in the forest and afterwards by stating that he

had been at a " beer-drink " and taken part in one of

the fights incidental to that form of entertainment.

Nothing further happened till he was arrested by

Masiti. Some one then suggested to Manteku an

examination of the bundle of clothes. The bundle was

opened and found to be saturated with blood. His

knife was found in one of his boots ; it also had blood

on it. The blood on the clothes was examined by two

doctors under a microscope and pronounced to be that

of a mammal. Vetbooi explained to Masiti that it was

the blood of a goat he had slaughtered, in a certain

case in which he had played the part of a "Kafir

detective," and had given information to the owner.
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i knew about that affair, which had led to the

two other men. One of these men ••

called an i V< tbooi killed the •

he was not wearing any clothes bnt only hia blanket

on his way to Engoobo with hia

they met James and Aaron, who at i

•

identified the latter aa the policeman who had aw
VelitL

The question of identification was, of course, the

really vital one, Vetbooi was identified, firstly by his

lly by his clothes, and thirdly by

features. The- old man, Rasmeni, could only speak to

his v.
i & B it, as he admitted that there was nothing

med to have had little

irtunity of hearing it in court before he gave hia

evidence, hia assertion did not count for much. As to

the clothes, all th< from the kraal that,

in the dim light, the jacket appeared to be of a lighter

ir than the blood-stained garment handed to Maaiti

by Munteku. Th • other clothes were, at all events,

. similar worn by the sham policeman.

They COUld further than that. But J

i all swore t" hia appearanoe as welL

binding the reim by the tight

•iiti's wrista that they saw him dearly.

1 then particularly noticed him bj

I am Bure the pri

1 identify him more by In

the man'
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than by the clothes he wore." Aaron deposed :
" I saw

prisoner clearly in my father's house when he went to

tie Veliti's wrists together. I was close up to him."

And Sesani stated :
" I heard him speak to James

about the reim and warn him he would be to blame if

he didn't tighten it and the prisoner escaped. James

told him to satisfy himself. Prisoner then tightened

it himself, and I noticed him particularly at this time."

It was one of the most impressive incidents in the

whole of this strange case. The pseudo-policeman,

tightening the reim round the wrists of his unsuspecting

victim, was at the same time unconsciously tightening

the noose round his own neck.

Assuming the identity to have been sufficiently

proved when taken in connection with the evidence as

to the prisoner's movements on the fatal night, and the

state of his clothes when he was apprehended, the case

for the Crown seemed one of almost overwhelming

strength. But what could have been the motive for

this extraordinary crime ? Here the evidence of Masiti

again supplied the clue, and corroboration was not

wanting. There came forward ISTonayiti, the widow of

Veliti, and her statement, omitting " hearsay " and

certain expressions of opinion, which were excluded at

the trial, was in the following terms :

—

" I am wife of the deceased Veliti. Before I was

married the accused was rny lover. After I got married

he came to me one day when I was in the forest collecting

wood. He said I must go with him, but I refused. He
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then beat m<- and 1 went with him, After we had gone

banco,] refused t.> go any farther and he struck

;i the head. I came here to the office t" complain, and

d was arrested and sentenced to ! ; oned

for three months. I went back t<> my husband. After

the three months, I Baw the accused passing my hash

kraal, and some of the women called out to him and asked

!!•• said they mnsi runic and fetch it
;
they

me to fetch it, and th<- accused put a sixpence im -

>

in v band with tin- tobacco V week after thai acme

turn osme into the hut where I was with my husband and

lier-in-law and said they had (.•nine to arrest my husband.

... I did nut -.-. the policeman, t*.>r he kept in the dark."

After thi for the prosecution had been 1

1

in the m ailed aa a wit

in the gaol, apparently with reference

a, in which he also had been

implicated. The wita r, while not helping

him in this . I to narrate the follow

•• W'iii' it th.- kraal, I had a conversation with

the accused, and he told me that once he was in Bngoobo

gaol. I asked him what he had done. He ±-i\>\ he tried

tan'fl win-, and tli.it he was that woi

• before married. He also told me that he

liked the woman very much and would never give her up,

and would do something to get rid of her Im band I

'How wiU you iii-iii i II id h>- would

lain eman and go and arrest the won

husband and then kill him."

1'hi- evideo It waa
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elicited by the court that, owing to the trouble about

the goat, the witness naturally had some feeling against

the prisoner ; but the story was scarcely one which he

could have invented, and, unless it was true, the only

explanation that could be suggested was that somehow

he might have heard of the substance of the deposition

of the widow. On the whole, the jury were cautioned

against attaching undue importance to this statement.

The prisoner was defended by counsel, who called

no witnesses, and confined himself to criticising details

in the evidence for the Crown, especially with regard to

the identification, and warning the jury as to the risk

of convicting on " circumstantial " evidence. But there

was no suggestion as to anyone else who could have

had any motive for impersonating a policeman in the

manner described, and no explanation was afforded of

Vetbooi's movements or whereabouts on the night of

the murder. The trial had occupied some hours ; but

the jury convicted, after a very brief consultation,

without leaving the box. Had the prisoner tendered

his own evidence he would have been obliged to admit

the conviction for assaulting the wife of the deceased.

He would probably also have been cross-examined as to

certain admissions which he was alleged to have made

while awaiting trial, in circumstances which precluded

the Crown from tendering evidence on the subject.

The case was tried in a little circuit town in Kafir-

land, where there were no newspapers or reporters.

Some of the jurors were Dutch farmers, who had come
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in for the purpose from the neighbouring district, then

thing with rebellion, end bo infested with

"marauding bands" that the judge had found it

advisable, on the recommendation of the mil:

authorities, to drive into the town by ;i long detour,

increasing the journey by Borne limns and approaching

it by a literally " circuitous " route. < Others were local

trad* pers, mostly members of the

town-guard, ready at a moment's notice should the

bugle sound the alarm to repel an attack from their

country neighbours. For the nonce they met in the

jury-box, all equally prepared to perform their duty

public-spirited citizens, "not sinking the fees," and

concludim: their labours by the investigation of a 1

' which might well have had its venue on the

hanks not of the Isomo but of the Seine,

The Circuit in Kalirland is drawing to a close. In

: our travels from Kimberlcy, the capital

1 rriqualand West, to Kokstad, the capital

Griqualand East, we have witnessed many an int< n

ing We have visited the abodes of DQ

- died barbarous ; ried to lean

thing of their modes of thought and ways of lif

.• d ;
and the pro

dnate with the usua] polite dismissal of the jury,

:i from the Court that
I

moral I OUT 6X] in

nil Aii. tatry where
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white men are few and black are many, and that

its future progress and prosperity must in no small

measure depend on the former agreeing to dwell

together in unity, as in the pre-golden days, when

the ore of the " banket reef " was irr&pertum ct sic

melius situm, and Dr. Jameson was still practising, with

distinguished success, the healing art at Kimberley.
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SORT OF A WAR"

I r was only ;' a war;" thi illor himself

had said it —and it was doubt! tly to his credit

true that thi use of an after-dinner

ihand therefore aot quite as binding as an i

bom thi k or in the Judicial Committee; it La

. distinction once drawn

ter than Lord Halsbury, it" it was only of a

war"—just enough of a war, perhaps, to warrant the

Privy Coi ucil in tfa I Mr. Sis

— til- no doubt of the of " military

and though the

frequently reported to be " hemmed in
"

between block-] " surrounded
M by cordon

mounted tr. had still an awkward knack

turning up hi pre enoe v.
i both

unt" renient Still the ( IhanceU

. might I 11 event

-prandial I as such oould not fail

the law,
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when requested to endeavour to hold a Circuit Court,

towards the end of 1901, in a somewhat disturbed

portion of the western province of the Cape Colony.

We had already been engaged on a similar

mission for several weeks, travelling by road and rail,

dodging " marauding bands " of "roving ruffians " (here

we are indebted for our vocabulary to the President of

the Council and the High Commissioner) and strug-

gling, between whiles, to administer justice as truly

and indifferently as circumstances might permit. At

length we found ourselves, comparatively speaking, in

a haven of rest at Uitenhage, one of the oldest towns

in the Eastern Province, shaded by its avenues of

spreading oaks and cooled by rivulets of running

water. Here the " visible scene " was peaceful

enough ; but it was just as well to keep within doors

after dusk, as the Uitenhage Town Guard were

evidently very much on the alert, and, in the case of

any belated wayfarer, who happened to have mislaid

his pass, or forgotten the countersign, apparently had

received instructions " not to hesitate to shoot."

The question now arose as to how the next stage

of our journey was to be managed. The object was

to hold a Court at Oudtshoorn, the centre of a rich,

well-watered district, regarded as the most fertile in

the Colony, where agricultural land sometimes fetches

prices which would be considered fabulous in England.

At Oudtshoorn there was a good deal of work to be

done, and, owing to the " unsettled state of affairs," it
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.

my r.iil\.

irities hod discouraged the law department from

• usual transport; and it was then

the ]'li •<• from th«: little

lay, improvising the best arraii

for tlh- j.'iw in the then rusting conditi

Be mod available.

That those conditions were not altogether free from

from tin.- foil 'newspaper:

—

•• Nevi • tx : . ind probably never again, will there be

as in Ge the nurabe

had stat Id for thi

• day there were the hill,

overlooking i h<- town. It we tike an ai

i r 1,000 oxen I

I one

I in transport. Many of the were

mdiae, bat the majority had been engi

for the military, and wen- bound for Oudtshoorn, where,

we learn, there li They
:.' to < >u li from here, 50 and 7

tied by Town Guar I men and m<

the I >. M.T. AJth • igh th< lerable d(

in the dep irl

\>y our i
' immandanl

ma off to tli>ir destination with ai much al

have been timei

when, owing t.> the Boon being in the vicinity, th
had •

I. with raeh a mobile and capriaioa

enea the mountaina, it

to when tb t likely

D
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to get through. The convoy which left George at the

latter part of last week reached Oudtshoorn on Sunday.

The provisions for the civilian storekeepers were very

welcome. On this matter the Courant of Monday states :
—

' This morning we were able to get a bit of decent bread

again from the bakers. For the past week or so people

have been eating what looked like a mixture of bran and

soot. Groceries, too, had just about run out.'
"

A story is told of the children of the House of

France, shortly before the Revolution. On being in-

formed that the reason of the popular clamour, in front

of the palace, was that the people had no bread, " then

why," one of them ingenuously inquired, " don't they

eat cake ? " There seemed to be something in the alter-

native; and, as the prospect of asking for bread and

being supplied with a concoction of bran and soot

sounded rather unattractive, we decided to take with

us, on our journey from Port Elizabeth, a few little

trifles, such as cake and biscuits,pdfefoie, and chocolate,

which, without adding appreciably to the burden of

our transport, might form a useful supplement to the

slender resources of the local baker and grocer.

From Mossel Bay we proceeded, accompanied by an

escort of mounted cyclists, to the old town of George,

also famous, like Uitenhage, for its venerable oaks,

but of which, for the nonce, the most conspicuous

feature seemed to be a sandbag fort, which boasted a

gun of modest calibre but praiseworthy intentions.

There had been fighting in the immediate neighbour-

hood a few days before ; another party of Boers had just
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a klo.it" at ii

and it •
: • little hesitation, and a

htly in. i that the local Commandant

approved of our itarting on the ni tge of onr

as, od a perfe A spring i i

tin
-

' ry of the magnificent Monl

. Ob
•'

le of the P a onr early

man I 1 from G I an

halting at I'n.irn River, a

• and post-office. Here the Boers had, a

in looting, bnt >

ibly interrupted by two converging British

columns. Al there was .-• there a

;

hist
; bul atailed, from time

. <>f burying her instrum

and taking other had begun I n her

res, it had bei ad a military operator

her pis er breakfast we photographed

it, who wvvc shortly afterwards relieved by a

.
I tadtshoorn, where

• I n n.

ouih-hiH.ru is, as we have already remarked, the

f ahighlypros] listrict, where the fan

rn and | and

walnut rda and vineyards, and 1

1

flock lustry nouns]
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•
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with 1 million
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—are annually produced, as much as 2,000 lbs. weight

having been otowu from a single acre. The combina-

tion of a good season with the scarcity of genuine

Transvaal tobacco, which is much preferred by the

colonial connoisseur, had afforded a considerable

stimulus to the local industry. When the crop is

gathered, it is taken to a drying shed, a sort of " harte-

beest house," like the thatched roof of a building with

no building beneath it, where it is left for about a

month to dry.

The farmers are also doing well with their ostriches,

though, as the number of birds increases, the price of

the feathers is apt to dwindle. Ostriches thrive best

on lucerne, and lucerne is rather a thirsty crop
;

tobacco, corn, and fruit all require plenty of water

;

and thus it happens that no small share of the wealth

bestowed by nature finds its way into the pockets of

the lawyers owing to disputes about irrigation and

water rights. Water at Oudtshoorn is by no means

vilissima rerum ; Pindar's epithet is much more' appro-

priate. Each riparian proprietor claims his " reason-

able " share ; and, as he increases his cultivated lands,

his dams and furrows and leadings are apt to multiply.

The lower proprietors naturally complain ; and some

ancient tale of wrong, with plenty of evidence on both

sides from the oldest inhabitants, has to be threshed out

at the next sitting of the Circuit Court.

The ostrich is not only a valuable commodity, the

source of the lucrative industry of feather-buying
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(almost entirely in the hands of the '• ••
| and the

indirect canse of much legal emolument, bnt their

"camps " form a remarkably pictnresqne feature of the

local landscape. When we were there, Borne of the

bird Ltting, while others had already hatched

their broods. The sitting pn is well known, is

on by the cock and hen in turn. The latter,

the dun coloni of whose plnmage matches that of the

soil, performs her duty, as unobtrusively as the situation

in the day-time, while the Mack cock-hird

comes <>n at dusk, when his wife goes off to get her

supper. If the lady fails to relieve him punctually at

•1, he doubtless makes unpleasant remarks, just like

any ble citizen whose tea and toast, and .

and bacon, are nol ready al the proper time to enable

him •

rly train for the city. An ostrich

usually lays about fifteen eggs, but rejects, on principles

of her own, a certain proportion, and seems to know

instinctively which specimens are and which are not

able of incubation.

.V Ondl hoorn a military Court, for the trial of

political oii'i a ppened to be sitting at the same

time as the I I ourt. The persons brought before

it, on various charges, included a member of Parliai

and many other respectable and well-connected inhabi-

tants of the •

: and we had sometime 1 to n iti 1

the i-ainful bui h pri ing man

through to their ] lai •• of trial The pro-

there were no acquitl
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—were, as might be expected, of a somewhat summary

character. All legal arguments were severely dis-

couraged and the advocate for the defence was some-

times reminded that " that kind of thing might be all

very well, you know, in the Circuit Court," which the

gallant President seemed half inclined to describe as

" the Court below." The two tribunals, however, did

not clash, their sphere of operations being quite dis-

tinct, and the staff of the civil court were afforded all

necessary facilities by the local Commandant, as may

be gathered from the accompanying specimen of a

" district pass."

No. 45.
M.L. Form o.

DISTRICT PASS.

I E.

i MARTIAL LAW.

g Oudtshoorn District.

s The Bearer, the Judge President and Party, has permission

§ to travel in District riding, driving, cycling or walking at

^ any time of day or night.

Available until Dec. 31, 1901 (unless previously cancelled).

N. Cornish-Boivden, Copt.,

Commandant.

Dated Commandants Office, Oudtshoorn,

28.11.01.
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I:. :

" maitia] law," with at from

the town Btrictly guarded, it wa times convenient

ach a document in ket, if one v.

: ive, i r .m excursion to the famou I

wonderful series of vast rock chambers in the

Zwartberg mountain ted about a century

with insular and monumental formations of

dagmite. These caverns, about two

hours' drive from Oudtshoorn, are the
g

jht of the

district. They are the property rnment,

who provide a caretaker and guide. at, they

sible— though something has

by the construction of paths

and ladder-stairways, to facilitate th< n

—

and part I fi r a visit.

They are, indeed, well worth « i ing, and probal

day, when the railway, for which Oudtahoorn has long

lly arrives, will form the obje

aducted " • ;

. which

h a pleasing and ch

our modern civilisation.

i Oudtahoorn we found it unnecessary to return

al ouring dista time

rted qui( t, and w<

ingly n. at 75 miles off, •

the finest pi

• ing in South Africa. The t

avict lab or. I:
i

many mil tiff enough to
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demand a good team and skilled driver for the journey,

which affords a splendid panorama of constantly chang-

ing views over the rich Cango and West Cango valleys.

An accident to our mule transport, which broke down

while descending the pass, detained us for a day at the

village of Prince Albert, on the other side of the

mountain ; but, although the escort was still considered

indispensable, and its members sedulously "searched

the kopjes " on each side of our track, we arrived,

without further incident, at a wayside station on the

railway which threads the karoo, coming once more

within the ambit of the block-house system, and under

the protection, convenient during " a sort of a war," cf

"details guarding the line."
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was planting oaks—he admired his imagination. He
could himself, in his own way, be more imaginative

than most people, as is sufficiently shown by his

testamentary dispositions. Will there ever, I wonder,

be another Supplement of the great Dictionary, and to

whom, in that case, will Mr. Sidney Lee, or his suc-

cessor, entrust the task of describing the career of

the remarkable man

—

eKirayXog avijp—who so briefly

survived the epoch embraced by that monumental

work ?

I do not think Mr. Rhodes anticipated a long life.

From his early youth he had known that his heart was

weak, and he never liked to live or sleep except

within call, in case of emergency, of some trusty servant

or friend. But he had a great belief in his destiny, and

hoped to witness, at all events, the partial realisation

of many of the ideas and schemes on which that weak

heart was set. He could be very patient, with both

men and things ; if he was sometimes intolerant of

opposition and too much in a hurry to force events,

there may be some indulgence for one who wanted to

do great things and who felt that his time for doing

them might be short. The irritable temper, which of

late often proved trying to those about him, was

mainly attributable, in the opinion of those who knew

best, to the physical crisis which was approaching and

to which, after a brave struggle, he was destined to

succumb.

To these alleged defects of manner and temper, I
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evidently shaken in health, a ma and agreeable
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i go out at night. I think he rather
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of the year, after summer had set in with its usual

severity, probably stimulated the physical mischief

which was already latent. He was no fonder than

other people of " martial law ;
" and, as is notorious, he

had some tracasseries with the military authorities, in

which he appears to have displayed some want of tact.

However, while his presence probably animated the

attack, he was certainly in many respects the life and

soul of the defence. Just before the investment, he

sent out emissaries in every direction, with their

pockets stuffed full of bank-notes, to purchase horses, of

which the need was urgent, while the military, possibly

still preferring unmounted men, had no funds available

for the purpose. It would indeed be difficult to over-

rate the resourceful spirit and forethought which he

showed in many ways, in providing relief works for the

unemployed—which have resulted in a permanent

addition to the amenities, none too numerous, of

Ximberley as a place of residence—medical comforts

for the sick and wounded, and shelter in the mines, for

the civilian population, during the last days of the

bombardment.

This, however, is a digression, for which I must offer

a word of apology. For the moment I was referring

to a somewhat earlier period. Khodes at the time was

fijzhtinff his last election. He had rather a stiff contest

in the neighbouring constituency of Barkly "West, which

he had represented since its creation, in 1881, on the

annexation to the Cape Colony of the Province of
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" we are a political nuisance ; we are always putting

ourselves up to auction—but we always buy ourselves

in." He repeated the anecdote, with great gusto, in one

of his Barkly speeches. I had recently delivered an

address on Mr. Gladstone, before a local association,

and it had been reported at length in the local news-

paper. In the course of conversation, on the occasion

I have mentioned, Ehodes said to me :
" I see you gave

Mr. Gladstone several columns the other day ; I sup-

pose when I die you'll give me at least one." He did

not seem to imply that the prospect added a new terror

to the event. " Well," I replied, " should I survive you,

I think, if I began to write, I should need a little more

elbow-room than that." At the time, the contingency

scarcely struck me as probable ; for, apart from the

one weak spot, which was so shortly to prove fatal, he

was a man of exceptionally powerful frame and strong

physique, and seemed likely to outlive most of his less

robust contemporaries.

In the few notes of impressions and reminiscences

which, in accordance with his own suggestion, I have

endeavoured to put together, I may somewhat exceed

the narrow limit indicated by his modesty. They will,

however, necessarily be discursive and with no pre-

tension to the form of a biographical essay. At

biography, both during his lifetime and since, there

have been many attempts, most of them less distin-

guished for quality than bulk. A really satisfactory

Life can perhaps scarcely be anticipated ; since,
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admiration. It was difficult, I must add, to see much

of him without recognising the fact that of true great-

ness he undoubtedly possessed some of the essentially

characteristic elements. He was a man, with some

curious foibles and limitations, not too scrupulous

about methods, but endowed, if I may so put it, with

an imagination which was at once practical and vivid,

and in truth by no means devoid of that touch of

spirituality which the " leading journal " rather went

out of its way to deny him. Naturally of rather a

sluggish temperament, he had the great gift, rare in

these days of hurry and pressure, of steadily thinking

things out. In the early days he used often to sit for

hours on the margin of the De Beers Mine, apparently

idling, but really reflecting and getting his ideas into

shape. He thus acquired the power of anticipating

objections, and convincing others of the practicability

of projects which, if advocated by anybody else, would

have seemed chimerical. He had not only matured

them in his own mind, but realised the best method of

investing them with the appearance of simple matters

of business or dictates of practical policy. One rather

shuns the hackneyed word " magnetic
;

" but he cer-

tainly possessed an exceptional will-power and a

peculiar skill in using the topics and arguments which

most effectively appealed to his immediate interlocutor

or audience. He was thus enabled, by the combination

of force and knowledge of character, to exercise a

singular ascendency over all sorts and conditions of
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became a distinguished General. I shall afford no

great clue to his identity by observing that he must

now be reckoned among those to whose reputation

—

I feel convinced through no fault of his own—the

sinister influence of Africa has proved unkind. On

the way out, he asked me whether I knew anything

of Mr. Merriman, who he -had heard was about the

most interesting person in Cape Town. Shortly after

my arrival, I met Mr. Merriman and, when I went to

Kimberley, he told me to be sure to look out for Cecil

Ehodes, then an almost obscure young man, but one

who had struck Mr. Merriman as the most interesting

individual whom he had met on the Diamond Fields.

Since then they have sat together in two Cabinets and

subsequently been at opposite poles in politics ; but to

the last I believe each entertained a good deal of liking

and admiration for the other, and they remained on

the whole the two most interesting figures in the

public life of the Colony. For obvious reasons, the

topic is one on which I cannot dilate ; for the nonce,

I must confine myself to a few personal recollections

and impressions, which one feels an impulse to put on

paper before they become vague and blurred on the

elusive tablets of the memory of those who, as the

shadows lengthen on the path and their friends

and contemporaries drop on the way-side, feel they

have themselves reached that melancholy period of

life's journey when eras mihi sums up the inevitable

reflection.
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and specially dwelling on the impression produced by

lihodes's speech, the style of which had somehow re-

minded me of Mr. Gathorne Hardy, now the venerable

Lord Cranbrook, and formerly one of the pillars of the

Conservative party in the House of Commons.

In the Parliament of the Cape, as in other Legisla-

tures where " public works " loom large, there is a sort

of centripetal tendency. Members are disposed, ceteris

paribus, or only slightly imparibus, to support the

Ministry in being, who are the masters of the situation,

so far as concerns estimates and grants for roads and

railways, for bridges and public buildings, and such-

like local boons. Ehodes used to describe it as the

policy of the parish pump. The Scanlen Ministry,

formed at this period, lasted for three years and in the

end went out, as it was said, "on a bug"—there had

been some relaxation of the restrictions on the importa-

tion of plants, imposed with a view to keep out the

phylloxera, which annoyed the wine and brandy

farmers of the West—but really, as was understood,

on the policy, which they were believed to favour, of

the resumption of the Transkeian Territories by the

Imperial Government. I cannot however think that

Ehodes, who had been a Minister only for a few weeks,

was personally in sympathy with this course, and there

is probably no colonial politician who would now

advocate its adoption. The only question, indeed, of

practical politics is whether, in any future re-adjust-

ment of boundaries, the sister Colony of Natal may not
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he made some remark which elicited the explanation

that his fellow-traveller, on the African highway, was

getting lip the Thirty-nine Articles for his next Oxford

examination. For Oxford indeed, and for Oriel—the

hospitality of whose Provost he specially enjoyed—he

had that deep affection which Oxford seems to have a

peculiar capacity for inspiring in the worthiest of her

sons; he was even rather proud of possessing the

Bullingdon uniform—a social Club I believe mainly

composed of members of " the House "—and always

wore it on occasions when something was required in

the way of fancy-dress. When he went to take his

Doctor's degree, the opposition evoked—for which

indeed in the circumstances there was something to be

said— only increased the enthusiasm of the under-

graduates, and he declared, with a sort of boyish glee

and, as I was told by an eye-witness, with perfect truth,

" Why, I got a bigger reception than Kitchener him-

self." There was some rumour of a possible veto by

the Proctors. "Had the degree been non-placeted,"

the Vice-Chancellor wrote to a friend at the Cape, " I

should have had to dissolve the congregation !

"

From his early studies, at school and college, desul-

tory and intermittent as they were, his mind retained

a certain bent. He was specially interested in history

and antiquities. For literature in itself he cared but

little ; he did not appreciate it as an art ; but he pos-

sessed a very retentive memory, not impaired and

marred, as is the case with so many of us, by too much
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Governor of the Cape, he acted on the advice of his

Ministers—there was the usual Sprigg Ministry of the

day—and as High Commissioner on that of one of

the leaders of the Opposition. After the thing was

over, Rhodes was offered some small decoration, which

he did not care about. He said he would prefer a letter

of thanks from the Colonial Office. The thing was

unusual, and there was some demur ; but he was a

man who generally got what he wanted, and in the end

he had his letter. For Sir Hercules, Ehodes always

had a great respect and liking. Perhaps, at this date,

there may be no indiscretion in mentioning that I once

asked Mr. Buxton, who had been at the time the

representative of the Colonial Office in the House of

Commons, what was the real reason why Lord Ros-

mead, as he then was, at his advanced age, had been

asked to go back to the Cape when Lord Loch came

home. It had been supposed that a certain passage

about " Imperialism in South Africa," in a speech which

he had made before leaving in 1889, would constitute

an effectual obstacle to his return. " Well," Mr. Buxton

replied, " in the first place we knew that trouble was

brewing in South Africa, and we felt that his experience

and prudence might prove invaluable ; in the second

place, we also knew that Rhodes wanted it, and we

recognised that the Governor must be a persona grata

to the Prime Minister, who at that time was all-powerful

at the Cape."

When mentioning the offer of the decoration,
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Emperor dined with the British Ambassador to meet

Rhodes. In the course of conversation he told him

that he had never quite understood why the British

people, after Dr. Jameson's proceedings had been so

energetically repudiated, should have been so indignant

about a certain telegram. " Well, Sir," Rhodes replied,

" I think the feeling was that our own mother had just

given us a sound beating, and they didn't like the idea

of any one else coming down on us in our trouble."

The Emperor said that he understood the sentiment

and admitted there was something in it. He was not

the only European Sovereign whom Ehodes met ;
there

was at least one other, whose views on African topics

produced a less favourable impression. I remember he

once told me, knowing my admiration for Mr. Gladstone,

that the latter, while discussing with him the question

of Uganda, had been careful to explain that he had

never been a man for peace at any price. " Take the

case," he proceeded, "of the small nationalities; do

you know, for instance, that I would fight for Belgium ?
"

As a matter of fact, as he once reminded the House,

we are bound by treaty, should the contingency arise, to

do so. I told Ehodes that I was not surprised at the

old man expressing a sentiment to which he had given

practical effect, as Prime Minister, when the war broke

out between Germany and France, and that I myself

clearly remembered the indignation with which he had

repudiated, in the House of Commons, the language

of a former colleague, who had referred in a speech to
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"good business," yielded to the determination of

Ehodes, supported by Beit, that the wealth of the

Diamond Fields should furnish some of the sinews of

war for his policy of expansion. The De Beers share-

holders have suffered no loss ; and there was a time

when, without the funds so supplied, largely supple-

mented by Ehodes out of his own purse, Ehodesia

might have failed to survive the struggles of a

chequered infancy. It so happened that these and

other negotiations, scarcely less interesting in their

way, were all completed in a cottage which then

belonged to Dr. Jameson, which, after he left Kimberley,

was purchased by the present writer, and where I am
now writing these lines.

Ehodes had more than one sharp tussle with Barnato

and showed himself at least the equal in mother wit

of that astute specimen of an astute race. At one

time, it was a question of controlling the diamond

market. Barnato exhibited with pride a vast stock of

stones. " I will take the lot," said Ehodes, " it they

will fill that bucket. I should like, just for once, to

see a bucket-full of diamonds." Into a bucket, lying

handy, they were accordingly poured. It took at least

six months to sort and value them, and Ehodes mean-

while was in a position to make the necessary financial

arrangements at his leisure.

He was a man who could enjoy a joke ; but he

liked to be the one who laughed last. In the early

days he was once out shooting with some legal friends,
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him for some time in vain, it was concluded that he

must have forgotten his engagement. After dinner

some of the party went into another room, where they

found him asleep in an arm-chair. He had walked in

unannounced, rather before the time, and, finding no

one in the drawing-room, had strolled into the next

room, sat down and promptly fallen asleep, heedless of

the convivial board and flowing bowl. It was an illus-

tration of the old proverb

—

qui dort, dine.

Ehodes, as I have said, could be patient enough,

when it was worth his while. The quality was severely

strained when, for six sessions, he sat in the Cape

Parliament as Prime Minister. He had colleagues

better acquainted with the forms of the House and

the details of procedure ; but he never admitted

that in such matters he was himself a child. That

was not his way. On the contrary, he usually stuck

to his place, as leader of the House, from the com-

mencement of the sitting till the hour of adjourn-

ment arrived, suffering many things, enduring long

harangues on tedious subjects, often delivered in a

language which he imperfectly understood, but ever on

the alert, if trouble arose, to pour oil on the ruffled

surface and suggest something in the nature of a

billijke scliikking or "reasonable compromise." His

object was very simple—to conciliate the Dutch in

questions of parochial politics, and so secure their

support in the matters in which, almost if not quite

alone in that Assembly, he was deeply interested.
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an occurrence as a casus belli ; " and you may be sure,"

he added, " if Eosebery takes that view, the Conserva-

tives would if anything be worse." It was, in fact, an

issue on which Lord Salisbury, with Lord Eosebery'

s

staunch support, for once stood firm. In any case, this

conversation coupled with Sir E. Grey's official state-

ment in the House, should have prevented M. Hanotaux

from committing a blunder which it took all the tact

and statesmanship of M. Delcasse to repair.

Against Sir William Harcourt, whom it was at one

time contemplated that Dr. Jameson should oppose in

Monmouth, Ehodes, as I have mentioned, seemed to

have a marked prejudice, regarding him, perhaps rather

incongruously, as the typical " little Englander," whom

it is the fashion of the hour to denounce in the Harms-

worth press. To this feeling he once gave public

expression in terms which were not compatible with

good taste. I have an impression that the aversion

was not reciprocal. I remember Sir William, with

whom I had the honour of some slight acquaintance,

and who I hope will forgive the allusion, leaving his

place as leader of the Opposition, and coming to the

end of the House for a few minutes' talk, as I was

sitting under the clock. It was at the beginning of the

Session of 1896, just after the Eaid, and we had a brief

conversation as to the situation at the Cape, and the

prospects of Mr. Ehodes, of whom personally he spoke

in no unfriendly terms. But it so happened that at

the subsequent Inquiry, before the Committee, it
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at the time ran high, and there was some reason to

fear that the fire had not been accidental. " Thank

God," said Ehodes, when Lord Grey told him of the

disaster ;
" I was afraid when you came that Jameson

was dead
!

"

" Mr. Ehodes," Sir William Harcourt is said to have

once remarked, after a talk with him at an earlier

period of his career, " is a very reasonable man. He
only wants two things. Give him Protection and give

him Slavery and he will be perfectly contented." The

remark was what Ehodes would have called an epigram.

He had a strong idea that the sacred right of man to

live in idleness, provided he possessed a coloured

integument, was not as catholic and universal a dogma

as the famous canon of St. Vincent of Lerins. His

plan was by the gentle stimulus of moderate taxation

—

the proceeds of which were to be applied by representa-

tive bodies, elected by and from the natives themselves,

for purposes of local improvements—to give the

black brother an incentive to earn his share of the good

things of civilisation. When Prime Minister he

embodied it in a piece of legislation, the enactment of

which cost the Cape Parliament one of its rare all-night

sittings, and of which the results have on the whole

justified the experiment. The system however requires

the most careful watching; and the South African

capitalist will have to be vigilantly supervised, by

superior authority, if the native in the future is to have

fair play. As to protection, well, we are no longer in
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Parliament, having, during the debacle of 1874, won the

always doubtful seat of Durham, for which Russell

had at first been asked to stand. On further con-

sideration, it was thought that his religious faith would

diminish his prospects of success in that cathedral city

;

and, for the second time, he stood, as a Liberal, for

Dundalk, and was for the second time defeated, by

a narrow majority, by a Home Bailer. At the next

election, however, he turned the tables on his opponent

and became the last representative of that minute

borough. Dundalk was * disfranchised by the Eeform

Bill of 1885, after which he represented one of the

Divisions of Hackney. His opponent there was the

present Mr. Justice Darling, of whom, when appointed

to the bench, he is said to have remarked that it was

the first time he had seen him with a wig on.

Herschell meanwhile had acquired some reputation as

a private member. The writer of this article remembers

well being present in the House when he achieved his

first marked success in that capacity. It was on a

Wednesday afternoon, when he moved and carried the

second reading of a Bill for the abolition of the action

for breach of promise of marriage. When he came

into the lobby, and was being congratulated on the

result of the division, he seemed both gratified and

amused, and withal somewhat surprised, at the successful

issue. It was in fact one of those rare occasions on

which members can vote as they please and are really

influenced by speeches. His argument produced a
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wholesome tradition of parliamentary life ; and Mr.

Gully was unanimously re-elected to the Chair,

which he has occupied with general acceptance ever

since.

The third member of the little circuit dinner-party

was the late Lord Eussell of Killowen. He does not

seem to have shared the despondency of his comrades,

and indeed had no reason for doing so. It appears, how-

ever, as we gather from Mr. O'Brien's Life—a scrappy,

gossipy, rather egotistical piece of work, which scarcely

contains a dull page—that, before he was called to the

bar, he did contemplate the possibility of settling in

Australia, and made some inquiries about the state of

the legal profession at Melbourne. The moral, if moral

there be, may perhaps be drawn that if a barrister, at

the outset of his career, blessed with brains and a good

constitution, has, or can earn, enough coin to buy

bread and cheese at home, he should think twice before

deciding on expatriation. In a Colony, he may get on

more rapidly and soon acquire some measure of dis-

tinction, either forensic or political, or both. But,

whether at the bar or on the bench, he must be con-

tent, for the rest of his days, with an income which a

rising junior in London would despise as a meagre

pittance ; and, what perhaps is of more importance

—

for, after all, man does not live by bread alone—he

must be prepared in large measure to forego many of

those amenities—sympathetic comradeship, congenial

society, the gratification of artistic tastes, facilities for
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was attempted by the Liverpool solicitors, and fell

through only because one of the leading firms thought

no one else could do justice to their briefs. There are

few indispensable men; Eussell at this time, on the

Northern Circuit, happened to belong to that limited

category ; when and where they exist, they can practi-

cally make their own terms.

His course, however, during the earlier years was

not all plain-sailing. He entered on his professional

career with no conspicuous advantages. As a youth,

he was considered industrious and intelligent but far

from brilliant. He had no academical reputation

;

and, though he matriculated at Trinity College, Dublin,

he left, without taking a degree, to serve his articles in

a country town. The degree came afterwards ; it was

that of Doctor of Laws, conferred honoris causa, which,

as he good-humouredly remarked, he understood to

mean, being freely translated, " in the absence of any

distinct scholarly merit." After practising with some

success as a solicitor at Belfast, he was recommended

to go to the English bar. The advice came from two

Irish Protestants—a Dean and a County-Court Judge

—and was based in substance on the ground that for

an ambitious barrister, who was also a Catholic and a

patriot, there was in Ireland no professional career.

The result of such a state of thiDgs may sometimes be

England's gain but assuredly is Ireland's loss. He
may have felt there was some personal applicability in

a story he related, during his visit to America, " of a
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Tho bill was sarcastically described as the " Eipon and

Eussell Eelief Bill." The jest at the time seemed

rather pointless, since the party had an admirable ex-

Chancellor in Herschell and Lord Eipon was not the

only peer available for Dublin Castle. But a letter

written some years afterwards by Mr. Gladstone to

Lord Eussell, on his appointment as Chief Justice,

seems to give some colour to the suggestion :—" I have

never," he wrote, " got over my wrath at the failure of

our effort to repeal the unjust and now ridiculous law

which kept the highest office in your profession out of

your reach. It is, however, some consolation to reflect

that you are on a throne only a little less elevated,

and very far more secure. From that seat I hope you

will for a long time continue to dispense justice in

health, prosperity and renown."

As already observed, there was nothing, when

Eussell joined the bar, to indicate that he was destined

for a career of rapid and brilliant success. His equip-

ment indeed seemed somewhat limited. He' enjoyed

no University prestige or professional connection. His

was not a subtle mind, like that, for instance of

Herschell. He was not a well-read man and he never

cared for reading. Of history, even of Irish history, he

knew little—not indeed so little as Parnell, but little

enough to be greatly indebted to his biographer for the

" coaching " he got from him at the time of the Parnell

Commission. He was never a great orator or amusing

speaker ; and he almost entirely lacked that sense of
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terrible ordeal. " He was not," as Lord Justice Mathew

mildly puts it, in his interesting article in the Supple-

ment to the "Dictionary of National Biography," "a

pleasant antagonist." He was indeed impartially dis-

agreeable and overbearing—to the Judge who tried to

keep him in order, to his opponent at the bar, to hostile

witnesses, in dealing with whom he was sometimes

inclined to exceed the legitimate limits of the discretion

necessarily allowed to counsel in cross-examination, to

the junior who had to coach him as to the facts, to the

solicitor who retained him and the client who paid, on

a high scale, for the advantage of his services. And

yet he made no permanent enemies. It was somehow

felt that, though never afraid to strike, he did not really

intend to wound. He was simply carried away by his

strenuous temperament, the eager delight of battle with

his peers and the keen effort for victory. We say with

his peers, for on the Northern Circuit there were giants

in those days. He had to measure swords with Holker

and Herschell, Benjamin and Pope. They have all

now joined the majority ; and of the men then coming

to the front perhaps the most distinguished were the

present Speaker and the present Master of the Rolls.

Among men of that calibre, hard blows were struck but

no malice was borne. Bussell was described by Bowen

as producing the impression of an " elemental force
;

"

and an elemental force is always an awkward thing

to encounter or oppose. Though his bearing and

demeanour were often justly resented, he was known to
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combined what has been well characterised as a

" creative receptivity." Mr. Gladstone once said of the

orator that, like the clonds in the atmosphere, he

should receive from his audience in a vapour what he

poured back on them in a flood. Eussell was a most

careful listener, to those he thought might help him,

examined and tested everything which was submitted,

insisted on having a clear and succinct note of the

material facts in every case, and, with wonderful

rapidity, as it were by a sort of instinct, discarded the

superfluous, assimilated the essential and went straight

to the root of the whole matter. His presence, voice

and manner were peculiarly impressive, and he never

knew when he was beaten. The result was that he

often swayed the Bench, and the case had to be a very

hopeless one in which he failed to secure the verdict

of the jury. Such a case, for instance, was that of

O'Donnell, whom he defended, with great ingenuity and

skill, for the murder of the informer Carey, on the

voyage from Cape Town to Natal.

In some departments he had special knowledge, of

which he made the fullest use. In commercial cases,

both at the bar and when on the bench, his extensive

experience at Liverpool stood him in good stead ; while in

affairs connected with the turf—such as the cause celebrc

of Chehvynd v.Durham—hewas an acknowledged expert.

He was in fact almost as well known at Newmarket as

at Westminster and as good a judge of horses as he was

of men. One day in Court he is said to have received
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by the Home Secretary, of another. If, he contended,

she had been charged with attempt to murder, the

defence would have been directed to that point and

might have been quite differently shaped. By the law

of the Cape Colony (Act 3, 1861, sec. 8) on any indict-

ment for a substantive offence, the jury can convict of

an attempt to commit it ; but it is obvious that, even

where the law permits this course, the discretion,

especially in capital cases, should be exercised with

extreme caution and, it may be suggested, only where

the point has been mooted by the Crown at a stage

when it can be efficiently dealt with by the defence.

Eussell was not only a great lawyer but a great

patriot. His opening speech before the Parnell

Commission, about which he took infinite pains,

at a great pecuniary sacrifice, was a most effective

presentation, from an historical stand-point, of the case

for Ireland. In view of this Inquiry, he had returned

the general retainer of The Times, peremptorily

repudiating a suggestion from their solicitor that he had

not done so "in order to be at liberty to represent

persons whose interests may be antagonistic to the

paper." Mr. O'Brien gives many interesting details of

the methods by which he prepared himself both for the

cross-examinatiou of Pigott and the general treatment

of the case. On the question of Home Eule, he had always

been of opinion that it would come as a natural develop-

ment of local self-government, of which all parties

admitted the necessity. When, however, the issue
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who was capable of bringing a weight, a gravity, an

indisputable supremacy in discussion and in argument

such as he brought to bear on the solution of that

question." In order to do justice to these matters, and

others which came before him as a law-officer, Eussell

made himself an authority on international law. The

last time the present writer saw him, he was discussing

a nice point of jurisdiction, sitting in his own Court,

listening to an argument by Mr. Eobson, with a dignity,

urbanity and competence which could not fail to

impress all who saw and heard him.

As a Judge, of course, like others he had his faults.

He was apt to be masterful and occasionally inclined

to strike too soon. Cases before him were sometimes

rather determined than heard. He had a great impa-

tience of petty or speculative actions for libel or slander,

which he thought occupied too much of the time of the

courts. But he was essentially a strong Judge, with a

thorough grip of his work, and his decisions were, rarely

overruled. On one occasion, when this had happened,

he remarked, at a public dinner, in the presence of one

of the Lord Justices of Appeal, " I will say here what

I never said in another arena, ' Thank God there is a

House of Lords.' " In that House he himself did good

service. For a short time, before he became Chief

Justice, he had been a Lord of Appeal, in succession to

Lord Bowen ; and subsequently he took a great deal of

trouble, in conjunction with Sir Edward Fry, in pre-

paring and introducing a Bill for the repression of the
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often illustrated in the members of his race, that a

strong sentiment of nationality is not incompatible

with distinguished service to the Empire. Those who

fear that South Africa, in the years to come, will prove

another Ireland may at least permit themselves the

hope that its patriotic sons, without distinction of

origin or race, will possess some of the characteristics

and display something of the spirit of Lord Russell of

Killowen.
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the same. If B. gained the public ear by writing

novels with a Highland mise-en-scenc, or L. makes a hit

with pictures of canals and gondolas, the former must

stick to his crofters and gillies, his salmon and grouse,

his heather and sunsets, till the end of the chapter,

while the latter must continue to aspire to the fame of

a modern Canaletto. The good conservative public

loves to have it so ; should its established favourites

break fresh ground, it shakes its head and intimates its

preference for the familiar type. There seems to be no

place in the modern organism for what used to be

known as " the man of parts." Somebody was once

speaking of the manifold accomplishments of the late

Lord Leighton ; he dwelt on his knowledge of architec-

ture and music, his fame as an orator, his distinction

as a critic, his skill as a sculptor. " Yes," added the

genial Whistler, who happened to be present, " paints

too, I believe." In the case of the lawyer, versatility

is rather distrusted than admired by his clients. Sir

Frank Lockwood was one of the few who possessed it

in a marked degree, who made no attempt to conceal

it, and to whose success it yet proved no obstacle. To

say of a practising barrister that he was a skilful

caricaturist, a trained actor, an all-round sportsman,

would be an encomium scarcely likely to commend him

to the average distributor of briefs. Yet no such pre-

judice interfered with Lockwood's career. With no

special advantages of birth or connection, no distinc-

tions won at school or college, he became, while
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author—the subject of the embarrassing attentions of the

Rev. Tobias Boffin, B.A., (Lond.)—and the execution is as

satisfactory as the circumstances would permit. Lock-

wood was a man whose charm of manner—we have no

precise equivalent for the French word Kant—could not

fail to impress all who came into contact with his win-

ning personality ; but such impressions elude description

and can seldom be the subject of effective illustration.

I remember being introduced to him some years ago,

when visiting the Law Courts in the Strand, by another

eminent Queen's Counsel and Yorkshire member, who

was engaged with him in the conduct of rather an

interesting case. I sat with them for some time while

the plaintiff, for whom they appeared—an American

doctor of rather singular appearance—was being-

minutely cross-examined by Mr. (now Mr. Justice)

Bigham, who was leading for the defendant. I have

always regretted that it did not occur to me to beg the

favour of a thumb-nail sketch of his client, which would

have proved a treasured souvenir of the occasion. Such

things were often circulated in Court, and sometimes,

by special request, handed up to the Bench. Most of

the Judges and leading counsel were hit off with a

success which, though owing little to technique, was

often considerable and by which none were more

amused than some of the victims themselves. Among

his favourite subjects was the late Lord Coleridge ; and

it is related that on one occasion that distinguished

Judge, when dining with him, and glancing over the
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who could have done so; and it will be remembered

that when he died the vacant seat, after an exceptionally

sharp struggle, was won for the Conservatives by Lord

Charles Beresford. A few years earlier, he had built

himself a house near Scarborough, and acquired a

grouse-moor. There he spent his holidays and enter-

tained his friends. A tablet to his memory has been

erected in York Minster as well as at Westminster,

and it would be difficult to say whether at Westminster

or in his native county his memory will be longest or

most affectionately cherished.

A barrister in large practice can scarcely keep in

full touch with the detail and routine of Parliamentary

life and work. He has no time to serve on Committees

and his briefs leave him little leisure for the study of

blue-books. In political matters Lockwood seemed to

distrust his own competence and perhaps scarcely did

himself justice. But few members were more popular,

and there were many who hoped to see him succeed

Peel in the great position which has been so admirably

occupied by Mr. Gully. On one occasion he made a

most effective speech in the case of Dr. Briggs, an

Indian officer, and succeeded in obtaining some redress

for a grievance which he had sustained in circumstances

of a peculiar kind, which need not now be recalled.

" The Doctor," he writes to his daughter, " has sent me

a very beautiful cup in recognition of what I did for

him in the House of Commons. It looks very hand-

some on the dining-room table, but the inscription on it
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to Lockwood by the Eighty Club at which Eeid, then

Solicitor-General, presided. In the course of a witty

response to the toast of his health he referred to certain

rumours of an impending dissolution and said a friend

had told him he thought there was something in it.

" I asked him why he thought so, and he said :
' I was

walking down Middle Temple Lane, and, passing the

door of the Solicitor-General, I noticed that his name,

which has been painted afresh, has only been done in

one coat of paint.' Of course I pointed out that my
honourable and learned friend came of a prudent race,

and that no importance must be attached to that other-

wise significant fact." He illustrated the position by

the story of a certain prophet, who had created a

sensation in a country town by predicting the speedy

end of the world. " A local coal merchant told me that

the number of persons getting in coal by the sack was

phenomenal. It was not because they expected the

world was coming to an end, but it would not be well

to be left, when it did come, with a stock of coal on

hand. It might be used, possibly, against you." In a

certain Colony the tale is told of a leading member of

the bar, who joined a Ministry supposed to be shaky.

On the door of his chambers a notice appeared, " Gone

to the office of the Attorney-General." Some malicious

person appended the postscript, " Back in six weeks."

Prophecy has been described as the most gratuitous

form of error ; but in that instance I believe that the

forecast was substantially justified by the event.
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their bouts with hostile witnesses ; the tables were

sometimes turned. One day he was cross-examining

a grazier and asking him at what distance he could

distinguish the points of a " beast." In reply he was

referred to the distance between the witness-box and

the bench reserved for Queen's Counsel. On another

occasion, when on Circuit, he, accompanied by some

light-hearted juniors, attended a conventicle where a

distinguished colleague and active Methodist was

announced to preach. "Brother W.," however, com-

bined with his apostolic gifts something of the serpent's

guile ; and it was generally felt that he had distinctly

scored when, at a certain stage of the proceedings, he

announced that " Brother Lockwood will now give out

and lead the hymn." Once, when riding through the

Horse Guards gate, he was, very properly, challenged

by the sentry, of whom he inquired, with much dignity,

" Are you aware that I am Her Majesty's Counsel ?
"

—

and pursued the even tenour of his way. It is asserted

that when writing his name in the visitor's book of a

Scotch hotel, and noticing that the preceding entry

was that of " Lochiel and Mrs. Cameron," he thought

that he ought to follow the precedent and, adopting the

custom of the country, proceeded to inscribe "26

Lennox Gardens and Mrs. Lockwood." The story

reminds one of the high consideration, duly reckoned

in the subsequent bill, of which we are told Mr.

Labouchere was once the recipient when at a German

Bath, much patronised by Serenities and Transparencies,
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• That is the alibi for our innocent man.' Well, we tried

that man and he was convicted, and on the conclusion of

the trial I had the opportunity of conversing with the

learned judge who tried the case. Said he :
* That was a

goodish alibi.' Said I :
' It ought to be, my lord, it was

the best of three.'
"

Soon after his return from America his health broke

down, and an attack of influenza, in the winter of 1897,

found him too enfeebled to resist that insidious malady.

To the last, his cheerfulness and playful fancy did not

desert him. Shortly before the end Lord Halsbury

paid him a friendly visit, which gave him great pleasure.

" The Chancellor must have felt," he said, looking rue-

fully at his once burly but then wasted frame, "that

I should have made an excellent puisne judge." And

such, it is sad to think, was the end of " Dan'l." With

all his apparent vigour, Lockwood was never really

robust. At Cambridge he received the nick-name of

"Dan'l Lambert." Though a big man and broadly

built, it was not particularly appropriate and was soon

abbreviated into "Dan'l," by which sdbriqiict he was

always affectionately referred to by many of his old

friends. "Even unto the day of his death," says

Mr. Birrell, " there were many who never spoke or

thought of Lockwood by any other title than ' Dan'l/

and whose hearts would be vexed were they to search

his biography in vain for the old, familiar name." It

has been held that for a man to have a hypocorism

of this kind is a sure sign of his popularity. The secret
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not the last, of the race." I happened to glance at this

article just after reading of the tragic blow by which

Wallace had been struck down on the scene where he

had gained so distinctive a reputation. Just as, on ray-

last visit to the English law-courts, I sat and talked

with Lockwood, so it happened that, when last I dined

at the House of Commons, I enjoyed a pleasant chat

with the late member for Edinburgh. To most of us

there comes a stage in life's journey— even before we

attain the grand climacteric—when the tidings that this

or that friend or acquaintance has reached the goal,

whither we all are hastening, recalls Lord Blachford's

Jwdic tibi— . The life of Lockwood, though the end

seemed premature, and though he was, perhaps in a

special degree, amid all his activities, somewhat

acutely oppressed by that fear which makes us all

our life-time subject to bondage, was doubtless on the

whole a singularly happy one ; if, as seems probable,

the greatest happiness is attained by those who best

succeed in imparting it to others, his share should

indeed have been good measure, pressed down and

running over.
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absorbed in the conflict for supremacy in South Africa,

a conflict which, whatever its other consequences, will

undoubtedly entail a heavy increase in the burden of

military expenditure for many years to come. At

the same time, with depressed trade and diminished

exports, amid the fierce strain of commercial com-

petition, and under a largely augmented burden of

public debt, it may well be doubted whether our

resources are likely to increase in proportion to the

obligations we have undertaken. On the Continent of

Europe there is indeed, if that be any consolation,

plenty of room for what our German friends call

Schadenfreude. France, like England, has a shrinking

trade and an expanding budget

;

l she has also a

stationary population ; and her wisest statesmen, like

M. Delcasse, admit that her policy in the immediate

future should rather be one of consolidation, and

development of the resources of her present possessions,

than of further expansion abroad. Germany, with the

obsession of maintaining an invulnerable dei'ence on

two extensive frontiers, has discovered that, in order to

become a Welt-macht, she must construct a navy in

proportion to her ambitions. Italy, staggering under

1 For 1900 the ordinary budgets of France and the United King,

dom amounted in round numbers to about 145 millions sterling and

£140,310,000 respectively ; during the same year the " peace footing "

expenditure on the army and navy was for Great Britain, GO millions

;

for France and Germany, 39 each ; and for Itussia, 37 millions. In

other words that of Great Britain was more than half as much as

those of France, Germany and Russia put together. All these figures,

when compared with those of pay a generation ago, donnent furieme-

ment a jyenser.
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In order to appreciate the work of the Conference,

it is necessary to consider the objects proposed, the

parties concerned and the results attained. Much

unjustifiable disparagement has been caused by a mis-

understanding on the first point. The main purpose

in view has been commonly described as disarmament.

No such project however was included either in the

Czar's original rescript or in the more definite proposals

subsequently formulated. The utmost that was sug-

gested was a limitation of armaments, some check on

their progressive development and a possible reduction

of expenditure on engines of destruction of excessive

costliness and ephemeral efficacy. In the late Count

Mouravieff's Circular of January, 1899, issued after

various pourparlers between the leading Powers, all of

whom had accepted the invitation to confer, the objects

of the Conference were more clearly defined. It was

expressly stipulated that " all questions concerning the

political relations of States and the order of things

established by treaties " were to be excluded from its

deliberations. The main points to be considered were

(1) means for limiting the progressive increase of

armaments and (2) "the possibility of preventing

armed conflicts by the pacific means at the disposal of

international diplomacy." The subjects submitted for

discussion were then summarised in eight clauses,

which formed the basis of the work of the Conference,

and to which we shall recur in examining what was

actually effected at its sitting.
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in the discussions and, during a recess, the entire text

of the draft Arbitration Treaty is said to have been

cabled to Tokio at a cost of some £1,400. There were

also delegates from Siam and Persia, who felt obliged

to demur to the red cross of the Geneva Convention,

Persia intimating its intention to substitute a white

flag with a red sun, and Siam " a symbol sacred in the

Buddhistic cult and calculated to increase the saving

authority of the flag." Besides the South American

Republics there were two other significant absentees.

No invitations were addressed either to the Pope or to

the Dutch Eepublics in South Africa, owing, as was

understood, to objections formulated by Italy and

Great Britain respectively. The Queen of Holland,

however, wrote a tactful letter to the Pope, requesting

his moral support ; and this letter, with a sympathetic

reply from His Holiness, was, at the request of the

Dutch Government, inserted in the report of the pro-

ceedings. As Pope Leo was fully justified in observing,

both in his own time and in that of his predecessors a

solution of international disputes has more than once been

found in their submission to the award of the Holy See.

For the authoritative and perspicuous account which

he has published of the deliberations at the Hague, all

interested in the subject must feel greatly indebted to

Judge Holls, who was the secretary of the American

Commission and took an active part in the proceedings. 1

1 He has recently been appointed a representative of Siam on the

Permanent Court of Arbitration. [I much regret to have now to

record the death of Mr. Holls, which occurred on July 22, 1903.]
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result from ambiguous expressions as to assistance

rendered by neutrals, or the subjects of neutral Powers
;

while, on the question of the immunity from capture of

private property at sea, they made an important

proposition, which, though ruled to be outside the

purview of the Congress, will probably form one of the

subjects for deliberation at a Conference on the rights

and duties of neutrals which it was proposed by the

Pinal Act should be held "in the near future." During

the discussion of the subject of mediation, an interest-

ing suggestion was made, on his own initiative, by Mr.

Holls, and unanimously adopted by the Conference

;

while, with reference to international arbitration, special

precautions were adopted against the risk of English-

speaking diplomatists being prejudiced by their com-

parative unfamiliarity with the terminology and

methods of ratiocination habitually employed by the

publicists and diplomatists of continental Europe. On

this point we cannot but recall the suggestive observa-

tions of Sir Henry Maine, pointing out a defect in our

system of professional training which it is to be feared,

in the many years which have elapsed since he wrote,

but little has been done to remedy :

" Englishmen," he wrote, "will always be more signally

at fault than the rest of the world in attempting to gain

a clear view of the Law of Nations. They are met at

every point by a vein of thought and illustration which

their education renders strange to them ; many of the

technicalities delude them by consonance with familiar
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Roman Law be useful or not to English lawyers, it is a

downright absurdity that, on the theatre of International

affairs, England should appear by delegates unequipped

with the species of knowledge which furnishes the medium
of intellectual communication to the other performers on

the scene." 1

It may be interesting to observe that the Code of

Procedure for the International Court of Arbitration

was based on the rules adopted for the Venezuela

Arbitration which are understood to have been framed

by the President, M. de Martens, of Eussia, Mr. Justice

Brewster, of the United States, and Lord Justice

Collins. In several respects they bear a close re-

semblance to the procedure adopted in cases on appeal

before the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

" Our Commission," the American delegates report,

" was careful to see that in this Code there should be

nothing which could put those conversant more

especially with British and American Common Law

and Equity at a disadvantage."

Nous sommes, one of the members is alleged to have

remarked, the day before the Peace Conference met,

a la veille de la bataille. The sarcasm pointedly

indicated the risks of which the situation undoubtedly

was not devoid. Carefully as the programme had been

prepared, there were dangers arising from interna-

tional jealousies, from the circulation of interested or

1 "Roman Law and Legal Education." Camhridge Essay*. 185G ;

" Village Communities," 3rd eil., pp. 352-4.
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defined conditions.1 There were other questions—to

which the limits of space permit only a bare allusion

—

such as the use of expanding bullets, the rights of

resistance of the inhabitants of invaded territories, and

the Eussian suggestion that in some cases arbitration

should be obligatory, which led to a certain amount of

friction ; but all these difficulties were successfully

surmounted, subject to reservations made in a few

instances by representatives of the minority. When so

many eminent men contributed to the adjustment of so

many intricate questions, it may seem invidious to par-

ticularise ; but we cannot help observing on how many
occasions the via 'prima salutis was indicated by, and

the Congress indebted to, the tact and resourcefulness

of two of its most distinguished members—M.

Bourgeois, a former Prime Minister of France, and the

veteran diplomatist, Count Nigra, whom Italy was

fortunate in securing as her principal representative at

the Hague.

Let us now proceed briefly to explain the modus

operandi of the Conference and the results actually

achieved. Count Mouravieff's Circular, as already men-

tioned, contained various suggestions, which were

embodied in eight clauses. Three Committees were

appointed. Clauses 1 to 4 were considered by the first,

clauses 5 to 7 by the second, while the Third Committee

— the " Comite d'Examen," to which were referred the

proposals for " Good Offices, Mediation, International

1 Articles 54 and 55 ; see Holls, p. 286.
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against the opposition of Great Britain and the United

States. The reasons for that opposition are fully

explained by Mr. Holls ; we can here only observe

that they were weighty and not inconsistent with a

perfectly humane attitude on the part of the opposing

powers. Captain Crozier, the American military

expert, proposed as an amendment that "the use of

bullets inflicting wounds of useless cruelty, such as

explosive bullets, and in general every kind of bullets

which exceeds the limit necessary for placing a man

hors de combat, should be forbidden." Contrary to what

we are accustomed to regard as the rule in deliberative

assemblies,1 this amendment was never put to the

Committee, and the original proposal was carried by 20

votes to 2. An attempt to obtain a re-consideration

of the subject, at a subsequent sitting of the full

Conference, was also unsuccessful. " There can be

little doubt," says Mr. Holls, "that history will

vindicate the position taken by the United Spates and

1 " It is a significant and characteristic fact that a proposition of

parliamentary law, which is as familiar as the alphabet to every

member of the various school-boy societies in America, and the

justice of which is self-evident, namely, that an amendment or a

substitute must be voted on before the original proposition is put to a

vote, was not only unfamiliar to most of the European members of the

Peace Conference, but was seriously disputed, and the contrary rule

adopted by an overwhelming majority. The result was that the

American amendment was never put to a vote, and although in this

particular instance there is every reason to believe that the amend-

ment would have been rejected, even if the fundamental principles of

parliamentary law and justice had been observed, the incident is

highly instructive, in that it proves the absolute necessity, in future

assemblies of this character, of at least a minimum in the way of

ordinary rules of procedure " (Holls, pp. 113, 114).
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upon the opinion that balloons, as they now exist, form

so uncertain a means of injury, that they cannot be

used with accuracy. The persons or objects injured by

throwing explosives may be entirely disconnected from

the conflict, and such that their injury or destruction

would be of no practical advantage to the party making

use of the machines. The limitation of the prohibition

to five years' duration preserves liberty of action under

such changed circumstances as may be produced by the

progress of invention." As to naval warfare, it was

resolved to condemn " the use of projectiles, the only

object of which is the diffusion of asphyxiating or

deleterious gases." From this the United States

delegates dissented, for reasons effectively expressed by

Captain Mahan, who failed to appreciate the greater

inhumanity of asphyxiating an enemy by the agency

of gas, than that involved in attaining a similar result

by the agency of water. It may be added that a

majority of delegates, on instructions from their

Governments, were willing to agree to a proposal not

to construct war-ships armed with rams, provided it

was unanimously adopted; this however was frustrated

by the opposition of Germany, Austria, Denmark and

Sweden.

Proceeding to the work of the second Committee,

an important convention was framed for the adaptation

to maritime warfare of the principles of the Geneva

Convention, while a hope was expressed that steps

might shortly be taken for the convening of a special
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belonging to the people of an invaded country to fulfil

their duty of opposing the invaders by the most ener-

getic patriotic resistance and by all permitted means."

The Swiss representative proposed to add that " reprisals

are prohibited against any population which has openly

taken arms to resist the invasion of its territory."

General Schwarzhoff, on the other hand, supported by

Colonel Gilinsky, of Eussia, " protested against the

proposition, which in his opinion would wipe out the

distinction between a popular uprising or levee en masse

in a country which was in danger of invasion, and a

similar uprising in a district which had already been

invaded by a hostile army." " Much," he added, " was

said on the subject of humanity, but in his opinion it

was time to remember that soldiers too were human

beings, and that tired and exhausted soldiers approach-

ing their quarters after heavy combats and long marches

had a right to feel sure that apparently peaceable

inhabitants should not suddenly prove to be wild and

merciless enemies." In the end Sir John Ardagh with-

drew his proposal and an article was unanimously

adopted providing that " the population of a territory

which has not been occupied, who, on the enemy's

approach, spontaneously take up arms to resist the invad-

ing troops without having time to organise themselves in

accordance with Article 1, shall be regarded as bellige-

rent, if they respect the laws and customs of war,"

together with a " rider," proposed by M. de Martens,

declaring " that in cases not provided for in the Articles
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of this d illations and belligerents remain under

guards and government of the principles of

internationa] law, resulting from the custom bed

between civilised nations, the laws of humanity, and

the demands of the public conscience."

Thf following articles (4 -20) —regulating the 1

ment of prisoners of war—are of much present and

but we cannot c. .;: to sum-

marise them here. They will be found set out at pp.

145 150 of the work under notice. Another important

article (23) enumerates various " special prohibitions"

in the following terms :

—

the prohibitions provided by special Con-

ventions, : lly prohibited :

—

I
To employ poison or poisoned ;tnns;

(l>) To treacherously kill or wound individuals

belonging to the hostile nation or army;

(') To kill ox wound any enemy who, having

laid down alius, or having no longer

any means of defence, has surrendered at

discretion
;

leolare thai no quarter will be gfr

To employ arms, projectiles, or materia] of b

nature to cause superfluous injur

(/) To make improper use of a Sag of truce, the

nata . or military 1 asigo 1, and the

enemy's uniform, as \\''ll as the distinctive

1

< lonvention

;

•• the enemy's pro]
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unless such destruction or seizure be impera-

tively demanded by the necessities of war.

It is a melancholy reflection that there is probably

not one of the acts, here solemnly reprobated as offences

against humanity, which, during the prolonged conflict

between civilised belligerents in South Africa, has not

been imputed, in some cases officially, in others by

assertions in the public press, to one or the other, and

in several instances to both, of the combatants engaged.

The experience, however, is one of constant recurrence

in similar circumstances. In time of war the elemental

passions are unchained; and in these days they are

stimulated by all the incentives of sensational journalism

and the reckless inventions of a " yellow " press.

Hatred, malice and uncharitableness abound, and human

nature shows its ugliest side. That some of these rules

have on some occasions been disregarded, and that not

by one side alone, has been too clearly demonstrated
;

and, in the whole course of the war, probably .nothing

has been more deplorable than the wide construc-

tion which, with reference to clause (^7), it has

apparently been thought legitimate to place on the

phrase " the necessities of war," 1 and all the misery

which that construction has entailed. But in many

1 "The plea of necessity, even 'when justified, has a dangerous

tendency to corrupt and degrade those who urge it; and when it has

sapped the foundations of one fence, no other fence into the construc-

tion of which it has been introduced can be greatly relied on." These

are the concluding words of Mr. Westlake's " Chapters on the Principles

of International Law," published at Cambridge in 189-1.
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the passage of troops, by the route actually adopted, in

time of war. Apart however from treaty, it may be

contended that a neutral State commits no offence by

allowing a belligerent to cross its territory, provided it

is willing to extend similar facilities to the other com-

batant. The point is one on which, as Mr. Baty shows,

there exists a great difference of opinion among the

publicists ; and it is to be hoped that it will be authori-

tatively determined by the proposed future conference

on neutral rights and duties. The position and liabili-

ties of neutralised States, such as Belgium and Switzer-

land, and the course pursued by them during the

Franco-German war, are obviously far from conclusive

as to the general question in the case of Powers enjoy-

ing the complete status of both sovereignty and

independence.

Among the proposals submitted to the Second Com-

mittee was that of the United States with reference to

private property on the high seas. As already men-

tioned, the American representatives took the oppor-

tunity, in accordance with their traditional policy, of

advocating an extension of the principles of the Paris

Declaration and the adoption of the rule that private

property, at sea as well as by land, should be exempt

from seizure and confiscation. Before this proposition

ao-ain comes up for international discussion, it would

be well for British statesmen to try to make up their

minds as to the attitude on the subject at large which

it is desirable that England should assume. It can
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the enemy, or is it necessary that the vessel conveying

them should be bound to a hostile port or at all events

that there should be a through bill of lading to the

enemy's country ? The question forms the subject of

an interesting discussion in Mr. Baty's book, in which

he argues in favour of the latter view. This, as he

shows, is in accordance with the traditional policy of

Great Britain, and the decisions of Lord Stowell, pro-

nounced in some cases in which—as in that of the

Tniina, bound for Emden, on the German bank of the

estuary of the Ems, at a time when we were at war

with Holland—there was the strongest presumption of

a hostile destination of the cargo.

It is obvious that this test operates in favour of

neutral commerce, while the other view extends the

rights of belligerents. On the occasion of the war

with the Transvaal, which had no port of its own but

a neutral port almost on its border, there were very

cogent reasons for Great Britain to take a broad view

of its rights of detention and search. Such a view, as

Mr. Baty admits, is supported by the modern practice

of Prize Courts in America, France and Italy, and is

not without support from German jurists, as was

pointed out by Lord Salisbury in his correspondence

with Count Biilow. The practical difficulties which

arose with regard to Delagoa Bay illustrated Lord

Eosmead's acute observation that in many respects

England, in the event of a struggle with the Transvaal,

would find herself in a better position if the Eepublic
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to the commercial operations of the subjects of neutral

powers.

Our limited space precludes a detailed analysis or

discussion of the work of the Comite d' Examen, which

led to the most valuable product of the whole Con-

ference in the preparation of the " Convention for the

peaceful adjustment of international differences." This

Convention has since been ratified by all the Powers

represented at the Hague. The methods of adjustment

prescribed by the Convention are (1) Good Offices and

Mediation, (2) International Commissions of Inquiry

and (3) International Arbitration. We must here con-

fine ourselves to a very brief reference to each.

There is little practical difference between good

offices and mediation. The former—as for instance the

offer made by Great Britain in 1870 on the eve of the

Franco-German war— being more general and less

definite, may often lead to the latter. Mediation must

of course be clearly distinguished from intervention,

which frequently assumes a hostile character, while the

Convention expressly provided, on the suggestion of

Count Nigra, that the offer of mediation, " in the case

of a serious disagreement or conflict, before an appeal

to arms, or even during the course of hostilities," shall

never be regarded as an unfriendly act. It is some-

what regrettable, as a matter of formal correctness,

that this distinction was not more carefully observed

in the communication addressed by the American

President to the British Government, in response to
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Continent of Europe, public opinion regards an appeal

to the tribunals as affording no adequate redress for

affronts to personal honour. In such matters recourse

is had to the duel ; but the institution of the duel has

itself in practice been beneficially influenced, and its

consequences mitigated, by the system of choosing

seconds, in whose hands the principals unreservedly

place themselves, and by whose decisions they are

bound to abide. It is for the seconds to determine

whether a meeting is inevitable and, if so, under what

conditions and restrictions the encounter shall be

allowed. 1 It will be interesting to observe whether in

any future case the provisions of this article are applied

and, if so, with what result. The interval of time during

which the parties are to leave the matter in the hands of

their seconds affords an opportunity for reflection which

may often prove of the greatest value ; should hostili-

ties nevertheless ensue, the seconds will enjoy a special

status, involving a moral duty to lose no opportunity

of promoting a speedy and honourable conclusion.

1 In the author's interesting disquisition on the history of the

duel, there are two misprints. In the quotation from Zallinger on p.

194 persequitur should be persequatur and earn should be eum. Other

printer's errors, which maybe noted for correction in a second edition,

are to be found on p. 25, where the dates under new and old style *

should be transposed; and on p. 330, where "impossibility" should

be " possibility." On p. 482 for " Art. 3 " read " Art. 8 ;
" on p. 516

for " exactions " read " empire ;
" while on p. 524 the reference in the

Report of the American Commission to Articles 20-29 is inadvertently

omitted.
* To ignore this distinction sometimes produces awkward compli-

cations, as in the leading case of Tristram of Blent.
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character as to be capable of settlement by a Commis-

sion of Inquiry—in cases, for instance, of the construc-

tion or application of treaties or conventions—in future

it will always be open to the parties to refer their

controversies to the Permanent Court of International

Arbitration, the creation of which, after many diffi-

culties and much debate, must be regarded as the main

achievement of the Congress at the Hague. This can

be effected either by an agreement pro re nata or by

one for the submission of future differences, such as

has been made in the case of the International Postal

Union, and also by treaties between various Powers

—

for instance between Holland and Portugal—and such

as was attempted by the treaty of 1896 between Great

Britain and the United States, which unfortunately was

not ratified by the American Senate. A proposal, sub-

mitted by Eussia, that in certain cases arbitration

should be compulsory was, at the instance of Germany,

rejected ; but a tribunal was established to which all

the signatories can have recourse on every occasion

which they may deem appropriate for such procedure.

Schemes for the establishment of a permanent Court

were brought forward by Great Britain, by the United

States, and by Ptussia. It was decided to adopt the

English proposals as the basis of discussion and they

were subsequently accepted in substance and embodied

in a series of articles, which however included many

useful features borrowed from the other plans. It was

provided that the Court should have a permanent
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interfering with, or entangling itself in the political ques-

tions or internal administration of any foreign State, nor

shall anything contained in the said Convention be so con-

strued as to require the relinquishment, by the United

States of America, of its traditional attitude toward purely

American questions."

The short speech in which M. Bourgeois summed
up the discussion, of which a report will be found at

pp. 273-5, is well worth perusal. It ended, we are

told, " with an outburst of eloquence which electrified

the Conference and led to the withdrawal of all hostile

motions." The remaining Articles of the Convention

(30 to 61) embrace a complete code of arbitral pro-

cedure, followed by provisions for ratification, adherence

and withdrawal. For the details we must refer the

reader to Mr. Holls's book (pp. 276-305) while some

later information will be found in the Appendix to

this article. It would be superfluous to emphasise the

significance of the task which was thus accomplished

and of which we have perforce confined ourselves to

the barest record. There is much weight in a remark

contained in the General Eeport of the American Com-

missioners. " It was felt," they observe, " that a

thorough provision for arbitration and its cognate

subjects is the logical precursor of the limitation of

standing armies and budgets, and that the true logical

order is first arbitration and then disarmament."

There was much that was appropriate in the selection

of the capital of the Netherlands for the meeting of the
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the theological rancour of the age and, while yet in

his early manhood, was sentenced, as a leader of the

Arminians, to imprisonment for life. Escaping to

France, he there resumed his youthful studies and

published his great work, the Be iure belli et pads, in

which, speaking of arbitration and mediation, he says,

maximc autem christiani regcs et civitcdes tenentur heme

inire viam ad arma vitanda.

On his tomb, on the 4th of July, 1899, a wreath

was laid, " in reverence and gratitude from the United

States of America." Eloquent speeches were delivered

by the American delegates and the Dutch Minister

of Foreign Affairs, by the President of the Institute

of International Law, himself a Dutchman, and by the

representative of Sweden, in the service of which State

Grotius, an exile from his fatherland, spent the closing

years of his life. Mr. White, the eminent American

Ambassador, declared that " of all works not claiming

divine inspiration, that book, written by a inan pro-

scribed and hated both for his politics and his religion,

has proved the greatest blessing to humanity. More than

any other it has prevented unmerited suffering, misery

and sorrow ; more than any other, it has ennobled the

military profession; more than any other, it has pro-

moted the blessings of peace and diminished the horrors

of war. . . . From nations now civilised, but which

Grotius knew only as barbarous ; from nations which

in his time were yet unborn ; from every land where

there are men who admire genius, who reverence virtue,
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with reference to (A) the adoption and ratification by

the various signatory Towers of the Conventions and

Declarations annexed to the Final Act of the Conference,

and (B) the composition of the Permanent Court. This

information was obtained in July, 1901, as to (A) from

the British Foreign Office and as to (B) from the

Bureau at the Hague.

(A) The Final Act, besides formulating six

" wishes," embraced three Conventions and three

Declarations, viz. :

—

(1) Convention for the peaceful adjustment of

international differences.

(2) Convention regarding the laws and customs

of war by land.

(3) Convention for the adaptation to maritime

warfare of the principles of the Geneva

Convention.

(4) Declaration prohibiting the launching of

projectiles and explosives from balloons

or by other similar new methods.

(5) Declaration prohibiting the use of projectiles

for the diffusion of asphyxiating or dele-

terious gases.

(6) Declaration prohibiting the use of expanding

bullets.

The signatory Powers were :

—

Germany, United States of America, Austria-

Hungary, Belgium, Bulgaria, China, Denmark, Spain,

France, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Japan, Luxemburg,

Mexico, Montenegro, Netherlands, Persia, Portugal,

Eoumania, Eussia, Servia, Siam, Sweden and Norway,

Switzerland, and Turkey.
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Germany :

MM. Bingner (President; of the Imperial Court at

Leipsic), De Frantzius, De Martitz and De Bar.

Austria-Hungary :

Count Sciionborn (President of the Imperial-Royal

Court of Administrative Justice), M. De Szilagyi

(died July 31, 1901) Count Apponyi and M.

Lammascii.

Belgium :

M. Beernaert, Baron Lambermont, MM. Descamps

and Rolin-Jacquemyns {deceased).

Denmark :

M. Matzen (President of the " Landsthing ").

Spain :

Due De Tetuan, Marquis De Pozo Rubio, Don B.

Oliver, Don M. Torres Campos.

United States :

Mr. Harrison (ex-President, deceased), Chief Justice

Fuller, Mr. Griggs (Attorney General), Mr. Justice

Gray.

Mexico :

Dons Aspiron, Gamboa, Raigosa and Chaveeo,

France :

MM. Bourgeois, De Laboulaye, D'Estournelles de

Constant and Renault.

Great Britain :

Lord Pauncefote (Ambassador at Washington), 1 Sir

E. Malet, Sir E. Fry and Mr. Westlake, K.C.

Italy :

Count Nigra (Ambassador at Vienna), Signor Guarna-

SCHELLl (President of the Court of Appeal at Rome),

Count Tornielli (Ambassador at Paris) and Signor

Zanardelli (Prime Minister).

Japan :

MM. Motono and Denison.
1 Deceased : Sir John Aedagh appointed.
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Britain with other civilised States were those of

uninterrupted peace. During the last three years,

questions have arisen for the decision of the tribunals,

principally in South Africa, of which no living member

of any British Court of Justice had any previous

practical experience. There have of course occurred,

within comparatively recent times, prosecutions for

high treason, such as the Fenian trials in Ireland, and

questions as to the operation and effects of martial law,

such as were raised on the prosecution of Governor Eyre;

but these were matters concerned with rebellion and

conspiracies against the State, unaffected by the con-

currence of external hostilities, or the consideration of

the rights and duties of a belligerent power. The

simultaneity of war and rebellion has produced many

complications. We have witnessed the exceptional

spectacle of Courts of Justice, endeavouring, truly and

indifferently, to perform their functions, within the

sphere of " martial law," proclaimed on the ground of

military necessity, and having to deal with multifarious

matters arising out of that abnormal state of affairs.

At the same time, wide-spread rebellion has led to many

indictments for treason, which, being laid under the

common law, have involved an investigation of the old

Eoman-Dutch authorities on such subjects as pcrduellio

and Isesa maiestas. Until recent years, it seems to

have been assumed, both by the Courts and by the

Legislature of the Cape Colony, that high treason was,

as it still is by the law of England, always a capital
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The South African lawyer, when dealing with

questions of criminal law and procedure, as well as with

other branches of jurisprudence, has to familiarise him-

self with the authorities, not only on Roman-Dutch law,

but also on the law of England, and especially with the

effect of the reported cases, in which many questions

are discussed with minuteness, and decided with

authority, of which the treatment in the writings of the

civilians is necessarily more abstract and general in its

character. The great English authority, as to criminal

jurisprudence, and particularly in its application to

political offences, is of course the Collection of State

Trials. Its very magnitude, however, presents an

obstacle to its systematic study, while unfortunately the

Index to the principal collection is far from satisfactory

and comprises no concise alphabetical arrangement,

either of the cases or their subjects, facilitating prompt

and easy reference. It may perhaps be convenient to

avail ourselves of this opportunity of giving a brief

sketch, from a bibliographical point of view, bf this

publication, which it may be found useful to compare

with the interesting account of the Year-Books, and

other early Eeports of civil litigation, which appeared

in a recent number of this Journal. 1

The Collection which is commonly cited under the

name of " Howell " consists of thirty-four large octavo

volumes, including a General Index of the principal

persons mentioned, and topics referred to, in its pages.

1 19 & A. Law Journal, 23.
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extend only to 1685. The name of T. B. Howell

first appears on the title-page of volume 11, but

volumes 11 and 12 continue to bear the heading of

" Cobbett's Complete Collection," which disappears

from volume 13. Volumes 13 to 21 are edited by

T. B. Howell. Volume 22 is the first volume of the

" Continuation " by T. J. Howell, which covers, in

12 volumes, the period from 1784 to 1820. The whole

series comprises 705 cases, beginning with the "proceed-

ings against Thomas Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury,

for high treason," in the ninth year of Henry II., and

ending with the trial of Davidson and Tidd, on a similar

charge, in the first year of George IV.

After the Howells concluded their labours, there

occurred a long gap, which has since then been only

partially filled. In 1850, Mr. Townsend published a

work in two volumes, containing an interesting selec-

tion of " Modern State Trials." In 1882 there appeared,

also in two volumes, Mr. Browne's "Narratives of

State Trials in the Nineteenth Century, 1801-30.''

This work contains, set in a useful thread of historical

narrative, besides accounts of various press prosecutions,

charges against officials, in the colonies and at home,

and other matter, a description of several cases

of treason, rebellion and conspiracy against the State,

down to the end of the reign of George IV. The most

important cases of this kind included in the work are

the rebellion of Emmet and others in Dublin in 1803,

• the case of the Luddites in 1813, the trial of Hunt and
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by Lord Cockburn in 1888. The editors of the English

State Trials contrast favourably the law of Scotland

with that of England in its treatment of the accused,

especially with regard to the facilities afforded to

prisoners for examining the depositions
;

1 but such

facilities do not seem to have availed them much when

they came before a weak and pliant Bench, dominated

by the strong legal intellect of the notorious Braxfield,

presiding as Lord Justice Clerk. Lord Cockburn's

book contains twenty-five cases, of which the first

thirteen took place, mainly before Braxfield, in 1793-4,

five more in the last few years of the eighteenth and

the remaining seven in the first half of the nineteenth

century. The earlier cases owed their origin to the

French Eevolution, and the charges were mainly those

of publishing and circulating writings, alleged to be

revolutionary and seditious, such as Paine's " Eights of

Man," belonging to unlawful associations, and express-

ing sympathy with such propaganda. Lord Copkburn

tells us that, so far as he can discover, they were the

first cases of " pure sedition " ever tried in Scotland.

As he puts it, " Trials for sedition are the remedies of

a somewhat orderly age. They can scarcely occur in

1 " It must be admitted," says Mr. Salmon in his Preface (Vol. I.

p. XX.), " that the party accused has in Scotland all the fair play

imaginable : he has what counsel he thinks lit : he has a copy of his

charge in his own language ; and his counsel are permitted to inspect

the very Depositions against him before lie is brought to Trial." It

seems that Scotch criminal procedure, nearly two centuries ago, was

thus considerably more humane not only than the contemporary

English system but than that in vogue in South Africa before the

military tribunals of the twentieth century.
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works of indecency, it may be doubted if he ever read a

book in his life. His blameableness in these trials far

exceeds that of his brethren. They were weak; he was

strong. They were frightened ; he was not. They

followed ; he, the head of the court, led."

And he adds, in a note :

—

"Lest it should be thought indecorous, in a judge, to

speak so irreverently of judges, I may protect myself by

the authority of Camden, who, in delivering his opinion, as

head of the Common Pleas, in Wilkes's case about general

warrants, and referring to the weight due to the Court in

the case of the seven bishops, says, " Allybone, one of the

three, was a rigid and a professed Papist ; Wright and

Holloway, I am much afraid, were placed there for doing

jobs ; and Powell, the only honest man on the bench, gave

no opinion at all." (« State Trials," XIX. 993.)

Braxfield, it will be remembered, has since been

immortalised in " Weir of Hermiston," and his is one

of the characters included in a little book, recently

published by Mr. Watt, under the significant title

of " Terrors of the Law." 1

Simultaneously with the publication of Lord Cock-

burn's monograph, in 1888, there appeared the first

volume of the "New Series" of State Trials. This

important production was the result of a memorandum

presented to the Treasury by Lord Thring, then Parlia-

mentary draftsman, which led to the formation of a

Committee to deal with the subject. The Committee

was appointed, with the consent of the Treasury, by

the Lord Chancellor, and included, besides several

1 « Terrors of the Law." By F. Watt. London : Lane. 1902.
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shortly have to be added—that of Mr. Lynch, M.P.,

who has been committed for trial on a charge of treason

in taking up arms in the cause of the South African

Republic, of which he alleges that he was at the time a

duly admitted burgher.1

Among more recent publications on the same branch

of law, we can afford space for only a very brief

reference to Mr. Atlay's " Famous Trials of the

Century," which appeared in 1899, and makes a very

readable book. It begins with the once famous trial of

Thurtell and Hunt for the murder of Weare, a case

now perhaps chiefly interesting, from a literary point of

view, as the origin of Carlyle's " gigmanity," and, from

the lawyer's standpoint, for the technical ground on

which Chitty, for the defence, unsuccessfully moved in

arrest of judgment, the trial having commenced on the

feast of the Epiphany, " when it was the duty of

Christians to cease from all labour and apply themselves

to holy works." 2 Mr. Atlay's book contains seven more

criminal trials, all of considerable interest, and con-

cludes with an elaborate account of the Tichborne case,

and the prosecution of the claimant, which was the last

occasion of a trial at bar before that of Dr. Jameson.

In the following year, as a result of the world-wide

interest taken in the case of Dreyfus, Mr. Sanderson

1 Since this was written, Mr. Lyncli has heen convicted, the Court

holding his naturalisation to have been, in the circumstances, invalid.

- The most recent cases, in England and South Africa, on the

effect of the occurrence of dies nefadns on criminal proceedings

appear to be B. v. Whisor, L.Tl. 1 Q.B., 2S9, 390 : It. v. Herman, 1

Buch. A.Q., 316.
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of the High Court at Calcutta, of which the first series,

in two volumes, appeared in 1899 and seems to have

proved sufficiently popular to warrant a continuance

of the experiment, with the result that a second

series, of similar form and size, was published last

year. " Popular " is perhaps the most appropriate

epithet for this production, to the merits—and demerits

—of which we may subsequently refer at greater

length. It is rather difficult to follow Mr. Stephen's

conception of a "State Trial," which is withal of a

" social " and non-political character ; but presumably

what he means is that he has taken his cases from the

Collection which goes under that generic name, as

indicating the nature of the bulk of its contents. The

cases related by Mr. Stephen—twenty-one in all—are,

with one exception, abbreviated from Howell, while

the editor has added a few words of introduction and

running commentary, together with some biographical

notices, apparently mainly derived from the Dictionary

of National Biography. These notices are convenient

and would be still more useful were they not disfigured

by an extraordinary number of inaccuracies—especially

in dates—which, it is charitable to surmise, may possibly

be to some extent attributable to the author having ac-

cepted a wider sphere of usefulness, and gone to Cal-

cutta, before the whole of the work was sent to press.

Mr. H. Stephen's 1 volumes have been well reviewed

1 To avoid confusion with Mr. Justice Fitzjames Stephen, we refer

throughout to the editor of this collection, notwithstanding his pro-

motion to the Indian bench, as Mr. H. Stephen.
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notes taken in court." Again, with regard to the Trial

of Charles I., the report was first published " by

Authority, to prevent false and impertinent relations."

Clement Walker tell us :
—" I hear much of the King's

argument is omitted, and much depraved, none but

licensed men being suffered to take notes; " and Mr.

Stephen adds that the narrative " so far as one can

judge from internal evidence, is rather the slightly

amplified transcript of a barrister's note than the work

of anybody who in those days might represent a modern

newspaper reporter." In these and many other cases,

the professional reader, knowing by melancholy ex-

perience how seldom the current reports, especially of

criminal trials, are even tolerably satisfactory, is apt

to inquire, with Lord Macnaghten, "Why should an

obscure report be taken for gospel merely because it is

old ?

"

1

As a matter of fact

—

pace Mr. Stephen and his

" twenty generations of defunct reporters "—the, earlier

cases in the Collection were not reported at all, and the

first trials of which we possess what purport to be reports

of the oral evidence took place in the time of Queen

Mary. Previous to this, we have merely copies, taken

from the court records, of indictments—often very copious

and including much recitation of what would now form

portion of the evidence—depositions and other similar

documents. As for short-hand reports, they are of

much later date. The art is said to have been invented

1 Cf. 19 S. A. Law Journal, 311.
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unprofessional reporter, even though he be an expert

stenographer, who is hampered by the conditions under

which he works, and can scarcely be expected to take,

or transcribe, a full note for which there will probably

be no demand.

Notes taken by the judges, or by counsel present

in court, often supply a sufficiently accurate summary

of the pith of the evidence; as to the speeches, they

have probably, as a rule, been composed from brief

notes, aided by recollection, of their substance, but in

a good many cases the editors seem to have obtained

corrected versions from the speakers themselves. As

Mr. Salmon puts it in his Preface, " the further we

search into Antiquity, the less perfect will our Accounts

be ; the same exactness cannot be expected there as in

Trials of a modern date ; but this much may be said

for the more antient Trials, that they are the most

perfect and compleat that could possibly be procur'd."

That is probably not saying much; but he goes ^on to

add, " As to the mss., such care has been taken to avoid

all mistakes, that the Judges and Counsel, who were

concern'd in such Trials, and are still living, have been

attended with their respective Arguments, and have

been pleased so far to encourage the Undertaking, as to

correct whatever was omitted." As everyone knows,

who has had any practical experience of the matter,

the task of revising from memory an imperfect or

inaccurate report is one of almost impossible per-

formance ; as a rule, all that can be attempted is to
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contain much varied fare, and in fact afford, like the

calf's head, "a good deal of fine confused eating."

Many cases are included which, as the editors admit,

"cannot properly be called State Trials." As is

explained in the Preface of 1766, "it would be confining

the Collection in too narrow a compass, to insert only

State Trials ; we have endeavoured to follow Mr.

Emlyn's steps and taken in such Trials, for Murder,

Perjury, Forgery, &c., as have been published at large

;

for all Trials, even in these Cases, are Helps to History,

and are useful to the gentlemen of the Law as well as

to Historians, as they give the opinions of the greatest

lawyers on the different points brought before them."

Similarly, Mr. Townsend, following Emlyn and Har-

grave, does not confine himself to political offences, on

the ground that such a work, " however logically correct,

would be wanting in spirit and variety." His volumes

embrace " such legal proceedings as would be most likely

to command the attention of all members^ of the

community, and to be read by them with pleasure and

profit." The ponderous result of this comprehensive

ambit of the older editors reminds us of the wise

proverb, qui trop embrasse, mal etreint ;
and a judiciously

abridged selection of those political cases which deal

with topics still practically important is, from the

lawyer's point of view, still a desideratum.

As it stands, Howell's Collection, besides cases of

crimes against the State, and trials of peers for divers

felonies before the Court of the Lord High Steward,
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a noble (6s. 8d.) apiece, with a warning that, as it was

a test case, they were let off lightly, "but now that a

verdict had settled it, there would be very heavy fines

upon those who should presume to offend in like

manner hereafter." The law, however, as thus laid

down, was scouted by Lord Hardwicke, when Chancellor,

in 1745. The ruling does indeed seem to have been a

trifle harsh ; but the modern victims of charity-mongers

and subscription fiends, and the numerous tribe who

practise philanthropy as defined by Sydney Smith, may

sometimes sigh for the good old times and think that,

after all, there was something to be said for the view

taken by Justice Powys and the twelve good and true

men of Kent, whose names are duly recorded by

Howell.

The above quotations are taken from a long account

of his experiences on circuit, addressed by the Judge of

Assize, Sir Littleton Powys, to Lord Chancellor Parker,

better, and more unfavourably, known as Lord Maccles-

field. The Judge's mind was full of the nice point

about the charity sermon, as to which he concludes with

a reference to that arch offender, the Bishop of London,

who, as he had been informed

"had issued a circular letter to all his clergy to collect

charities in their parishes for the poor vicarages in England,

which I thought much akin to the late collection in Kent,

or rather more dangerous, not only by raising a vast sum

of money (if the like in all dioceses) but also by marking

out people how far affected to the Church throughout

England, and casting some reflection upon Queen Anne's
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sureties for his good behaviour for three years next after

the payment of the fine. I told him, that by his paying

£100 to King George, he would certainly know there is

such a person.

"Your lordship's notion, against setting a state offender

in the pillory, was certainly very right, and did so convince

me, that I have ever since ordered corporal or pecuniary

punishment upon them, as having a better effect upon

shameless people, and without giving the mob an oppor-

tunity to be troublesome.

" I declared in all my charges in this circuit, as I did the

two last terms at "Westminster, that the number of base

libels, and seditious papers, is intolerable, and that now a

quicker course will be taken about them ; for that now the

government will not be so much troubling himself to find

out the authors of them, but as often as any such papers

are found on the tables of coffee-houses, or other news-

houses, the master of the house shall be answerable for

such papers, and shall be prosecuted as the publisher of

them, and let him find out the author, letter-writer, or

printer, and take care, at his peril, what papers he

takes in."

The pillory, it may be added, notwithstanding the

sensible opinions here expressed, continued to be in

vogue as a punishment till long afterwards ; and, in one

of the cases selected by Mr. H. Stephen, we find that an

unfortunate prisoner, when in the pillory, was struck

dead, while three others were "saved from destruc-

tion by the popular fury, with the utmost difficulty,

by the sheriffs and other peace-officers." Some years

previously, in 1732, two men " were tried at the Old

Bailey for the murder of John Waller in the pillory,
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For the purposes of the New Series, " State Trials

were defined as meaning in general trials relating to

offences against the State, or trials illustrative of the

law relating to State Officers of high rank, e.g., Ministers

or Governors of Colonies." The first case reported is

that of Sir Francis Burdett, on an information for

publishing a seditious libel. It includes the full report

—taken from the Appendix to the Life of Lord Abinger

—of Scarlett's classical disquisition on the nature of

libel and the law of publication ; but, notwithstanding

that famous forensic effort, the King's Bench, by a

majority, discharged the rule for a new trial. Sir

Francis was thereupon sentenced to a heavy fine and

three months imprisonment; and the present writer

remembers being told by his grandfather that he

recollected forming one of a company of young and

sturdy Radicals, who escorted the prisoner to his place

of confinement " in the custody of the Marshal of the

Marshalsea." This, as well as two other cases reported

at great length in the same volume, arose out of the

Peterloo affair of 1819, of which the object, as alleged

by the Crown, was " to excite hatred and contempt of

the Government and Constitution," but which was really

little more than a great but orderly demonstration in

favour of reforms—such as " vote by ballot " and " no

corn laws "—subsequently incorporated into the said

constitution without any detrimental consequences to

the body politic.

One of the trials in the same volume, it may here
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historical evolution of our present system of procedure,

and some of the reflections which they suggest, of

special interest and importance, particularly in South

Africa, at the present day, are topics which we hope to

discuss in another article.
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Ealeigh, which to the modern lawyer seems a mere

mockery of justice, quotes the high authority of the

late eminent historian, Mr. Gardiner, to the effect " that

in political trials at all events, when the Government

had decided that the circumstances of the case were

sufficient to justify them in putting a man on his trial,

the view of the Court before which he was tried was

that he was to be condemned unless he succeeded in

proving his innocence"—for doing which, it may be

added, his opportunities were very limited.1 If the

judges were partial, and subservient to the Crown, it

was the natural result of the conditions under which

they held their office. As Becky Sharp put it, it is

easy to be virtuous on £5000 a year ; especially if the

£5000 a year is paid regularly, every quarter day, to

the incumbent of the office, dum hene sc gesserit, in the

modern meaning of that phrase, and not merely dum
jolacuerit, as was formerly the case. The distinction is

all important, although Mr. Chamberlain, in replying

to a question in the House as to the administration of

justice in the Transvaal, appeared to find it unintel-

ligible.

In the times of the Stuarts, there was short shrift

for an upright judge. Such an one, for instance, was

1 In England under the Stuarts the presumption was much the

same as in the nineteenth century, in the Philippines and elsewhere,

under the rule of Spain, where, as Mr. Clifford observes, in an in-

teresting account of " The Story of Jose Kifel the Filipino

"

(Blackwood's Magazine, Nov. 1902), " by the Spanish law, the burden
of proof is made to lie with the prisoner; he is held to be guilty until

he has proved his innocence."
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of Charles II., the Sheriffs of the City were sometimes

on the side of the opposition ; they did a little

jury-packing in favour of the accused ; but to such

displays of civic independence the Crown retorted with

the famous writs of quo warranto. In earlier times,

the jurymen, if they failed to agree, are said to have

been compelled to follow the Judges in Eyre, and to

have been carted round the country in their train,

until they came to a verdict ; and it was desirable

that the verdict should be in favour of the Crown. In

the case of Sir Nicholas Throckmorton, in the time of

Queen Mary, of pious memory, the jury, after a long

deliberation, acquitted the prisoner. " They were

committed," we read, " to prison for their verdict, and

eight of them (four having submitted and apologised)

were brought before the Star Chamber and discharged

on the payment by way of fine of £220 apiece." It is

scarcely surprising to learn that " this rigour was fatal

to Sir John Throckmorton, who was found guiliy upon

the same evidence on which his brother had been

acquitted." Even in the case of peers of the realm,

the legale indicium paHum suorum was interpreted to

mean a trial before the Lord High Steward and such

" Lords Triers " as he thought fit to summon ; and it

was not till the reign of William III. that it was pro-

vided that all Peers of Parliament should be summoned

to attend and have the right to vote at such trials.

Jury-packing has fortunately long been unknown in

any portion of the King's dominions, either within
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general : but when the King's Council have given the

evidence wholly you shall answer every particular.

And again

:

Raleigh.—If my lord Cobham be a Traitor, what is

that to me?
Attorney.—All that he did was by thy instigation,

thou viper : for I "thou" thee, thou Traitor.

Raleigh.—It becometh not a man of quality and virtue

to call me so : But I take comfort in it, it is all you
can do.

Attorney.—Have I angered you ?

Raleigh.—I am in no case to be angry.

Popham, C.J.—Sir "Walter, Mr. Attorney speaketh out

of the zeal of his duty, for the service of the king, and you

for your life ; be valiant on both sides.

Later on, after describing Raleigh as a " Spider of

Hell," Coke was rebuked for his impatience by Lord

Salisbury and " sat down in a chafe and would speak no

more until the commissioners urged and intreated him."

Soon afterwards, however, we find him " going strong
"

again :

Attorney.—Thou art the most vile and execrable

traitor that ever lived.

Raleigh.—You speak indiscreetly, barbarously and

uncivilly.

Attorney.—I want words sufficient to express thy

viperous treasons.

Raleigh.—I think you want words indeed, for you

have spoken one thing half a dozen times.

Attorney.—Thou art an odious fellow, thy name is

hateful to all the realm for thy pride.
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We have said enough about the court, the jury and

the counsel for the Crown. What about the case for

the defence? What was the position of the counsel

and witnesses for the accused ? The position was like

that of the Spanish fleet on an historical occasion;

they could not be descried, because they were not in

sight. They resembled the snakes in Iceland; they

are omitted from the description, because there were

none. In early days, apparently in England and

certainly in Scotland, the prisoner was not allowed to

call witnesses ; as is explained in a summary of the

law of Scotland, laid before Parliament in 1607, " If

A accused B for breaking his stable and stealing his

horse such an hour of the night, the pursuer may be

well admitted to prove what he hath alleged ;
but the

defendant can never be admitted to prove that he was

alibi at that time, for that would be contrary to the

libel, and therefore most informal." Later on, prisoners

were allowed to produce witnesses, but not to have

them examined on oath,1 a distinction however of

which a fair-minded judge often contrived to minimise

the effect. Thus, at the trial of Lord Warwick, presided

over by the Lord Chancellor, Somers, as Lord High

Steward, we find him explaining to a witness

:

" Capt. Keeting, you are not upon your oath, because the

law will not allow it. In cases of this nature the wit-

nesses for the prisoner are not to be upon oath ; but you

1 On the history of this subject, cf. Blackstone's " Commentaries,"

19th ed. IV. 359, 360.
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went away with a smile. Pray, niy lord Duke, might

not that smile express the consciousness of his innocence

as well as anything else ? A. I shall leave that to the

Great Judge.'

"

Mr. Justice Stephen appears to be of opinion that

this practice, " the growth of which," he says, " cannot

now be traced," dates from about the middle of the

eighteenth century; and a confirmation of this view

will be found in the report of the strange case of

Samuel Goodere and others, tried at the Bristol Assizes

in 1741, for the kidnapping and murder, on board a

man of war, lying in the Bristol roads—some question

was raised as to the jurisdiction of the court—of Sir

John Goodere, the prisoner's elder brother. In this

case, on the accused being asked by the Becorder, Sir

Michael Foster, whether he had any questions to put

to a witness, his counsel interposed as follows :

—

Shepard.—Mr. Recorder, what I have to ask of you,

with submission, in behalf of Mr. Goodere, is, that you

will indulge counsel to put his questions for him to the

Court, and that the Court will then be pleased to put them

for him to the witnesses. It is every clay's practice at the

Courts of Westminster, Old Bailey, and in the Circuit.

Vernon (for the Crown) replied that the matter was

entirely in the discretion of the Court, and that Shepard

could ask for nothing as a matter of right. The judges,

he proceeded, I apprehend, act as they see fit on these

occasions, and few of them (as far as I have observed) walk

by one and the same rule in this particular ; some have

gone so far as to give leave for counsel to examine and

cross-examine witnesses, others have bid counsel propose
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escape " which were thus supplied, of which, as Stephen

forcibly puts it, " the tendency was to make the adminis-

tration of justice a solemn farce." " Such scandals,"

he adds, " do not seem to have been unpopular. Indeed,

I have some doubt whether they were not popular, as

they did mitigate, though in an irrational, capricious

manner, the excessive severity of the old criminal law."

For instance, in the case of Goodere, it was objected

that, though it appeared that the deceased was a baronet,

he was not so described in the indictment. The Crown

replied, inter alia, that the baronetcy had not been proved

by the production of letters-patent; and the defence

rejoined " that they could not be expected to produce

letters-patent to show that the deceased was a baronet,

because the prisoner had not been allowed to see,

or to have, a copy of his indictment ; and that it was

only on hearing it read that the defence became aware

that the deceased was not described as a baronet." And

so the battle raged. Mr. H. Stephen suggests in ,a note

that " it is curious that Shepard (the prisoner's counsel)

did not take the point that the prisoner was not described

as a baronet, which he in fact became on his brother's

murder. Till recently such an objection would have

been fatal." But surely there is here a flaw in the

logic of the learned editor. Both the prisoner and

the deceased could scarcely have been described as

holding the same baronetcy. We fancy Shepard knew

his business ; the prisoner ex hypothesi did not become

a baronet till after the commission of the crime ; and it
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also proved that the person wounded by the prisoner

was a Captain Harvey Tuckett, but not that he was the

identical captain who also bore the names of " Garnett

"

and " Phipps." Follett, whose cross-examination was

masterly in its reserve, when the case for the Crown was

closed, pointed out the discrepancy between the indict-

ment and the evidence, and Lord Denman, presiding as

Lord High Steward, advised the peers that it was fatal.

There was an unanimous verdict of acquittal, the Duke

of Cleveland alone relieving his conscience by a slight

variation from the usual formula and declaring the

prisoner " not guilty legally, upon my honour." Mr.

Townsend concludes his account of the case by observ-

ing that it was the " first commission in this century—
perhaps the last—to try a peer on a charge of felony."

The prognostication proved correct; but the ensuing

century was still very young when Lord Halsbury had

to break, once more, the white staff of the Lord High

Steward, after pronouncing sentence for the crime of

bigamy, committed in very extenuating circumstances,,

on a peer bearing the honoured name of Russell.

A barbarous and oppressive system of criminal pro-

cedure, tempered by the operation of trivial techni-

calities, would seem likely to produce a melancholy

crop of miscarriages of justice. Such miscarriages

mi<dit especially be anticipated in the case of political

prosecutions, or in cases where there existed the

element of superstition, or where the tide of popular

prejudice ran high. It is, however, a remarkable fact
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meaning of that word, than " martial law," in the proper

meaning of the word, is law at all. It was an act of high

state policy, based on the dangerous maxim, salus populi

supremo, lex. As Mr. Morley puts it, in narrating the

earlier struggle between Pym and Strafford, it was a

case of " my head or thy head." In the matter of the

Kegicides, the tables were turned. The Act of Oblivion,

as a whole, was a generous measure ; the excepted cases

were few ; and in most of them there was, and could be,

practically no defence. In Lord Kussell's case, as in

that of Algernon Sydney, as Stephen remarks, "that

both of these eminent persons had been engaged in a

conspiracy for an insurrection there seems to be little

doubt ;
" and on the charge of misprision Eussell scarcely

attempted to deny his guilt. As to Lady Lisle, who

was convicted before Jeffreys, during the " Bloody

Assize " after Monmouth's rebellion, of harbouring a

rebel, the impartial reader of the evidence can entertain

little doubt that she must have had a shrewd suspicion

of the character of her guest. The mixture of ferocity

and cant with which Jeffreys treated the principal

witness, one Dunne, is disgusting reading ; still more

offensive, if possible, was his demeanour to the prisoner,

who was the widow of a judge under the Common-

wealth, and his brutal allusions to her husband's conduct

on the bench

;

x while his charge to the jury, and the

1 Lisle.—My lord, I hope I shall not be condemned without being

heard.

L.C.J.—No, God forbid, Mrs. Lisle. That was a sort of practice

in your husband's time, you know very well what I mean ; but God
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" I doubt," adds Stephen, " whether, on the mere point

of law, Jeffreys was not right."

We come next to the class of cases in which the

jeopardy of the accused arose not so much from the oppres-

sion of the Crown, or the subserviency of the Bench, as

from the effect of prejudice or superstition on the mind

of the jury. Among the historical parallels to the Drey-

fus case discussed by Mr. Sanderson are the shocking

proceedings covered by the general description of the

Popish Plot. As to the condition of the nation at this

time, and the manner in which justice was administered,

we may cite the impartial pen of Hallam. " There was

indeed," he says, " good reason to distrust the course of

justice. Never were our tribunals so disgraced by the

brutal manners and iniquitous partiality of the bench

as in the latter years of this reign. The " State Trials,"

none of which appear to have been published by the

prisoners' friends, bear abundant testimony to the

turpitude of the judges. They explained away and

softened the palpable contradictions of the witnesses for

the crown, insulted and threatened those of the accused,

checked all cross-examination, assumed the truth of the

charge throughout the whole of every trial." He
proceeds, in a note, to give a few illustrations, and

refers his readers to the volume of the " State Trials"

covering the period, as " a standing monument of the

necessity of the revolution ; not only as it rendered the

judges independent of the crown, but as it brought

forward those principles of equal and indifferent justice.
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desire to intei'pret all things to his prejudice, which had

been more grossly displayed by the bench under Charles II."

And once more

:

" There can be no doubt that state prosecutions have

long been conducted with an urbanity and exterior modera-

tion unknown to the age of the Stuarts or even to that of

William ; but this may possibly be compatible with very

partial wresting of the law, and the substitution of a sort

of political reasoning for that strict interpretation of penal

statutes which the subject has the right to demand. No
confidence in the general integrity of a government, much
less in that of its lawyers, least of all any belief in the

guilt of an accused person, should beguile us to remit that

vigilance which is peculiarly required in such circum-

stances." *

The first of the above-quoted passages was written

with immediate reference to one of the Popish Plot

cases—the trial of Green and others for the murder

of Sir E. Godfrey—which is narrated at considerable

length in Mr. H. Stephen's selection. Scroggs, who

presided at the trial, had all the brutality of Jeffreys

—

who was then Eecorder of London and one of the

counsel for the Crown—without his brains ; he may be

said to have displayed " the nodosities of the oak with-

out its strength." His intimidation of the witnesses

for the defence was peculiarly repugnant to all modern

notions of judicial impartiality. The prisoners were

convicted mainly on the evidence of an admitted ac-

complice, corroborated to some extent by Bedloe—the

1 Hallara, C. H„ ed. 1872, It 126 : III. 159, 160 : 165, 166.
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But there were a good many subsequent trials, and at

least one conviction, and the statute was not repealed

till 1736, when, by St. 9 Geo. II. c. 5, all prosecutions

for " witchcraft, enchantment or conjuration " were

prohibited. Hutchinson calculates that in all some

130 persons, convicted of witchcraft, suffered the

extreme penalty of the law, of whom, rather curiously,

the great majority were condemned under the Common-

wealth and Protectorate.

Mr. H. Stephen's selection includes an interesting

report of the trial of the Suffolk witches at Bury, in

1665, a trial which is generally regarded as a blot on

the reputation of that eminent and virtuous lawyer,

Sir Matthew Hale. Hale, says Stephen, " treated the

matter not only with gravity, which indeed was his

duty, but with that misplaced and misunderstood

impartiality which is one of the temptations of a judge

better provided with solemnity, respectability and

learning than with mother-wit. His obvious duty

was to see that the case was one in which two poor

old women's lives were put in jeopardy by the stupid

superstition of ignorant people." 1 This criticism

seems to assume that Hale himself was free from the

"stupid superstition" of his age. But Hale had to

administer the law as he found it ; he believed his

Bible ; and both authorities were equally emphatic as

to the existence and heinousness of the offence for

which the prisoners were indicted. That being so,

1 " History," I. 380.
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escape and returned to England. The case was in every

respect a most extraordinary one. The prisoners were

convicted apparently entirely on the confession of John

Perry himself, which he afterwards recanted, and which

can only be explained on the presumption, which he

himself suggested, of temporary insanity. It is obvious

that in any case this confession was no evidence against

the other prisoners ; and, further, there would have

been no conviction had the salutary rule been adhered

to, requiring ocular evidence, or the finding of the

body, in prosecutions for murder. On this ground,

when the case first came on, the Judge of Assize,

Turner, J., very properly refused to try the indictment

;

but at the next Assizes it was presented again before

Hyde, C.J., with the lamentable result of what may
well be characterised as a judicial murder.

For other miscarriages, in the case of charges of

ordinary crimes, the reader may be referred to the

pages of Mr. Atlay and Mr. Sanderson. One remark-

able and comparatively recent case, narrated by the

former, was that of Barber, a respectable solicitor, con-

victed in 1843 of forgery and fraud. Barber was

sentenced to imprisonment for life and suffered all the

horrors of transportation. His innocence was subse-

quently demonstrated. In 1848 he received a " free

pardon " for a crime he had never committed, and, on

the recommendation of a Committee of the House of

Commons, of which John Bright was chairman, he was

voted £5,000 as compensation for his unmerited
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effective means of protection as they now enjoy. In

the British dominions, at all events, the criminal law

itself, the rules of procedure and the methods of its

administration, may be described as affording insigne

mcestis presidium reis. Prisoners are allowed, and

encouraged, to tell their own story in their own way

;

the case of an innocent prisoner who, with such facili-

ties, cannot show probable or even plausible grounds

of defence, must be extremely rare ; and when such

grounds are even adumbrated, the tendency of the

modern juryman is usually to give the prisoner the

benefit of what are often rather slender grounds of

doubt. Probably, where nothing of the kind is put

forward, the real explanation, as a rule, is that the

accused has reasons of his own for reticence, which

may possibly in some cases be respectable, but of which

he cannot blame the system if he has to accept the

consequences.

Turning for a moment, in conclusion, from the

question of conviction to that of punishment, it may

perhaps be questioned whether the tendency of the

times—and judges and juries are always more or less

influenced by the trend of current opinion—is not to

be a little too soft. We live in an age, not only of

sensation, but of sensibility. We are perhaps rather

too much inclined to find excuses for the individual,

and insufficiently impressed with the social duty of

making the law a terror to evil-doers. It might per-

haps be desirable to have a thought more of the sterner
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presiding judge and his more experienced colleagues at

the bar, he ought, if well grounded in general principles,

soon to find his forensic feet and before long to be able

to hold his own.

Some such grounding is however essential. The

principles of criminal law and procedure cannot be

apprehended by intuition or grasped by rule of thumb.

Unfortunately, as a rule, its importance scarcely seems

to be sufficiently impressed on the ordinary student

and the weight attached to it, in his academical curri-

culum and professional examinations, is perhaps unduly

slight. There was certainly room for a good institu-

tional treatise on the subject ; and we are therefore

glad to be able to direct attention to the two works

mentioned above, recently published by Dr. Kenny,

Header in English Law at the University of Cambridge.

For many years, Dr. Kenny has enjoyed a high reputa-

tion as a lecturer on this among other branches of the

law, and by reducing the substance of his lectures to

the form of a book he has performed a service for

which he deserves the thanks of students unable to

enjoy the advantage of such oral training. Of the two

works, the " Selection of Cases " was the earlier publi-

cation ; but on the whole we are inclined to recommend

the reader first to take up the " Outlines," referring

pari passu, if time permits, to the illustrative cases

contained in the " Selection."

" The law of Crime," the a\ithor remarks in his

preface, " is a branch of jurisprudence peculiarly
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England, and large blocks of the statutory law, both as

to the substance and with regard to procedure ; and, so

far as the law of crime is concerned, it may be said

generally that the points of correspondence are so con-

siderable, and those of diversity so comparatively in-

frequent, that a treatise such as Dr. Kenny's should

prove almost as useful to the student at Cape Town as

to the student at Cambridge, and might, we think,

advantageously be included among the books recom-

mended, under the section "English Law," to our

University candidates for the LL.B. degree, which

qualifies for admission to the colonial bar.

Dr. Kenny, who regards the law of crime as "a

branch of jurisprudence peculiarly capable of being

rendered interesting," has, we think, by the publication

of his " Outlines," to a great extent proved his point.

The volume, which is of moderate size and price, and

neatly got up, is divided into three Books, the first

containing some " General Considerations "oil " the

nature of a crime," " the purpose of criminal punish-

ment "—a chapter which it would perhaps have been

more logical to relegate to Book III. and consolidate

with that on " The Problem of Punishment " with

which it concludes—and other cognate topics. The

second Book comprises " definitions of particular

crimes," often copiously illustrated, usually very care-

ful and precise, but perhaps in some cases showing

some want of proportion in the relative space devoted

to their treatment. The third Book is occupied with
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and Ingham, which deals with the right of one prisoner

to cross-examine another, reported in Hie Times of

April 28, 1902, was probably too late for inclusion.

The author, however, in a foot-note, on page 401, states

the law on the subject correctly, in accordance with the

decision of the Court for Crown Cases Reserved in that

case, overruling that of Ridley, J., on circuit.

There are many valuable legal treatises, which are at

once painstaking, accurate and dull. Omari res ipsa

ncgat, contenta doceri, appears to be the customary as-

sumption of the legal text-writer. There are others

—

such, for instance, as Mr. Birrell's epigrammatic epitome

of that fascinating subject, the law of trusts—which are

more lively but less precise. The great merit of Dr.

Kenny's book is that he manages to hold the attention

of his reader, and make his subject interesting by his

method of treatment, without ceasing to be a trust-

worthy guide and accurate expositor. From substantial

inaccuracies, indeed, a somewhat careful perusal, leaves

the impression that the work is singularly free. It is

perhaps hypercritical to point out, as a matter of

history, that Lord Cardigan was tried, not, as stated in

a note at p. 417, " for killing Captain Tuckett in a

duel " but for feloniously shooting at him with intent

to do bodily harm. On a point of more substance, it

may be observed that the denial by the author to the

Crown of the right of peremptory challenge, in cases of

the Eeport 'will be found in the October part, at p. 503, published

subsequently to Dr. Kenny's book.
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provocation, has a fatal sequel, we doubt whether it can

ever, strictly speaking, be less than manslaughter, or

culpable homicide, although in such circumstances the

sentence imposed would probably be merely nominal.

These however are minutiae. More debateable

perhaps is the author's interesting analysis of the

nature of crime and of the question to what extent a

guilty mind is a necessary ingredient. In dealing with

the former topic, and showing the inadequacy of various

definitions which have been propounded by jurists of

repute, Dr. Kenny is evidently a good deal embarrassed

by the anomalous class of " penal actions," in which

penalties are recoverable by civil process, and payable

either to private individuals, who play the part of

" common informers," or, in the qui tarn cases, partly

to the informer and partly to the Crown, or, in certain

instances, are recoverable by the State alone. In one

case, it may be remembered, the penalty, which was to

be divided, was fixed by the parliamentary draftsman

at £500 ; it was changed, in Committee of the House

of Commons, to twelve months' imprisonment ; but as

the words " of which half shall go to the Crown and

half to the informer " were allowed to stand, informa-

tions under that particular statute were conspicuous by

their absence. This form of legislation may however be

regarded as obsolescent and should not be allowed to

exercise a too obstructive influence on the work of

definition. As things are, Dr. Kenny is reduced to

suggesting that a crime is " an act which gives rise to
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R. vs. Marais, it may perhaps he described as an

expedient "which was both inconvenient and superfluous.

As to the old proposition that there is no actus reus

in the absence of a mens rea, we think Dr. Kenny clings

to it with an affection which leads to some straining of

both language and common sense. He lays down that

" even where one man's mens rea makes another become

liable, a mens rea is still necessary. ... It is, as we

have said, only in rare instances that any less degree of

mens rea than the ordinary one is allowed by law to

suffice, and clear words are always necessary to establish

that sufficiency." He refers to the well-known case of

Sherras vs. Be Butzen ; but the principle there laid

down, in the instructive judgment of "Wright, J., was

that " there is a presumption that mens rea, an evil

intention, or a knowledge of the wrongfulness of the

act, is an essential ingredient in every offence ; but that

presumption is liable to be displaced either by the words

of the statute creating the offence or by the subject-

matter with which it deals, and both must be con-

sidered."'
! To say, as Dr. Kenny puts it, that a person

selling an adulterated article of food, though not know-

ing it to be adulterated, possesses a mens rea, as "he

must have actually known that he went through the

act of selling," seems to be really a distortion of

language. Mr. Justice "Wright, as it seems to us more

1 L.E., 1 Q.B.D. 'Oo, at p. 021. quoted in Kenny's Selection, p. 32.

The most recent case on the subject, vrhich may usefully be compared,

is Brooks vs. Mason, 2 K.B. '02. 74:'.
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accordance with the high standard of " moral philo-

sophy " inculcated by Dr. Johnson.

In connection with the question of the mental

element in crime, one of the most instructive chapters

in Dr. Kenny's book is that in which he discusses the

defence of insanity and traces the gradual evolution of

the doctrine as to the exemption from responsibility on

that ground. On the question of an " insane impulse
"

he says

" How far an insane impulse to do an act is to be regarded

as affecting the criminal responsibility for doing it, is a

question which is not yet definitely settled. In the United

States both the Supreme Court and the courts of almost

all the States recognise irresistible impulse as being a

sullicient defence, even when accompanied by a knowledge

that the act was wrong. In England, however, the

balance of authority is the other way. In several cases

(coming down to so recently as the year 1882) it has been

held that an insane impulse, even when uncontrollable,

affords no defence. On the other hand, the authority of

Sir James Stephen and the dicta of other judges support

the view that an insane impulse should be admitted as a

defence if really irresistible (not merely unresisted), because

then the act done would not be a ' voluntary ' act at all."

It will be remembered that the topic was fully

discussed in 1899 in the Supreme Court at the Cape,

when it was laid down in a considered judgment

(28. vs. Hay, 1G S.C., 290) that

" Where the defence of insanity is interposed in a

criminal trial, the capacity to distinguish between right
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recognised learning as a ground of criminal immunity."

The limits of space preclude further quotation ; we

have said enough to indicate how multifarious is the

information, the result of wide reading, careful research

and contemporary observation, with which the author

has enriched a work which should find a place in the

library of every student—from the member of "the

great unpaid " to the youngest candidate for a degree

in law—of the important and interesting subject which

forms its theme.
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and particularly of some of the most competent among

the jurists of France. Some years ago, when reviewing

in these pages M. de Franqueville's " magistral " work

on the judicial system of Great Britain, we took occasion

to draw attention to some of the salient points of

contrast with that of France, in which, in the opinion

of the author, the English system was distinctly prefer-

able ; * and a similar impression is produced by a

study of M. Cruppi's very able work on La Cour

cVAssises,2 of which we have recently derived advan-

tage from a second perusal. M. Cruppi, himself an

eminent member of the Paris bar, gives an account of

the French criminal system, characterised by admirable

lucidity, full of information and practical suggestion,

and illustrated, for purposes of comparison and contrast,

by much careful study of the practical working of

the methods in force in England, Germany and Belgium,

in Italy, Portugal and Spain, and of the views adopted

by the most eminent authorities on the subject in those

countries. He is rather on his guard against the accusa-

tion of " Anglomania," and admits that many customs

and institutions which work well in England would

prove unsuitable to the French character and tempera-

ment; but in the organisation of the English bench

and bar, and the fashion in which trials are conducted,

he finds much which, mutatis mutandis, he would be

1 " The Judicial Systems of England and France :

" Cape Laio

Journal, XII. 1 : " Collectanea," 22G-241.

• "La Cour d' Assises," par Jean Cruppi. Paris : Levy. 1S9S.
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dissertation of M. Cruppi, a hundred playgoers will have

found food for reflection in the drama of M. Brieux.

All over the civilised world, at the present day,

there seems to be a tendency to criticise the working

of the system of trial by jury. As the Prince Consort,

with Baron Stockmar for his mentor, once asserted of

the British Constitution and the Parliamentary system,

trial by jury, it may be suggested, is itself "on its

trial." In some countries there is a marked inclination

to substitute for it trial by a single judge or magistrate,

or by a tribunal consisting of such an officer, assisted

by assessors and, in some cases, by experts. In the

Cape Colony, the effect of the Act of 1885 has been to

remit to the magistrates for decision a large proportion

of the cases which formerly came before a judge and

jury. In France, a similar result is produced by the

system known by the barbarous name of correctionalisa-

tion. According to the French theory, offences are

classified as either crimes, clelits or contraventions. Crimes

go to the Assizes ; delits are dealt with by the cor-

rectional tribunals and mere contraventions by the Com-

missaries of Police. The present tendency is, when-

ever possible, for the Parquet—the department in-

trusted with the investigation and prosecution of crime

—to treat minor crimes as delictual (ignoring, when

necessary for that purpose, some element of the offence)

and send them for trial to the " Tribunaux de police

correctionelle " instead of to the Assize Court. As M.

Cruppi points out, in a recent year the Assize Courts
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At the same time, there is often a hope that energy,

zeal and tact, displayed in presiding at the Assizes

—

roughly tested by the percentage of convictions

obtained and the absence of " regrettable incidents," or

errors in procedure, involving " annulment " by the

Cour de Cassation—may lead to promotion to a higher

sphere of usefulness. The nomination of the President

is to a great extent controlled by the Parquet; the

opinion of the Parquet exercises a material influence on

his prospects of advancement; and the Parquet is

represented at the trial by the Avocat-General, who sits

beside the President and his Counsellors on the bench,

enters and leaves the Court by the same door, wears,

like them, the scarlet robe, and is often a more highly

paid official, occupying a more elevated position in the

official hierarchy. We must always remember that a

French Judge is not selected from the bar ; he is, from

the beginning of his career, a civil servant, the Magis-

tracy being divided into two sections, the magistrature

assise, who act as judges, and the magistrature debout,

who act as prosecutors, and being only partially in touch

with the order of advocates. The President of the

Assize Court, seldom well versed in criminal work,

always poorly paid, much under the influence of the

Parquet, largely dependent on its good-will for ad-

vancement, and liable, should he give offence in

powerful quarters, to be transferred to some less con-

genial sphere of work, certainly does not possess those

guarantees of independence which we are wont to
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.... Cette historie, vraie clans tous ses details, s'est

terminee par la mort d'un pauvre brave homme, qui s'est

suicide au moment cm le procureur allait le faire arretcr.

Ce procureur est devenu Conseiller a la Cour de Cassation.

D'ailleurs il y a eu une fin tragique. II est mort fou et

dans sa folie revoyait les victimes de son affreuse rigueur."

Let us now consider for a moment in what the

judicial functions, referred to by M. Cruppi, consist

and how they are exercised, whether at the Paris Court

or, shall we say, at the Assize Court of Mauleon, a

third-class magistracy in the neighbourhood of Bordeaux,

and the scene of M. Brieux's play. The President, to

use a colloquialism, is expected " to run the show." Hav-

ing before him the indictment—a long, argumentative

and rhetorical document, reciting everything known or

suspected to the detriment of the accused, and based

on a minute investigation of his dossier or antecedents

—the depositions and other results of the preliminary

investigation, the President, after a careful preliminary

study of these papers, begins the proceedings with the

interrogcitoire, or examination, of the accused himself.

The French system of criminal procedure, as we must

always bear in mind, is, to adopt the phrase of Mr.

Justice Stephen, not, like ours, " contentious " in its

methods—a conflict between the Crown and the accused,

with the burden of proof imposed on the former—but

" inquisitorial " in its character, with the presumption

to a great extent reversed. After the President has

concluded the interrogatoire—often very prolonged and
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acquittals in trials by jury is far smaller than in France,

where the scarlet robes of the President and the avocat-

general invest functionaries sitting cheek by jowl, who

seem to be in as close touch mentally as physically, and

who resemble one another as much in their attitude

as in their garb.

Let us now see how the system works out, in

practice, at Mauleon, as depicted on the boards of the

Vaudeville, by Mme. Eejane and her colleagues in the

representation of the drama of M. Brieux. The curtain

rises in the modest salon of Mme. Vagret, wife of the

district prosecutor. The Assizes are drawing to a close

and she is about, in accordance with custom, to give an

official dinner in honour of the President. Meanwhile

she is much distressed by the attacks in the local press

on the want of zeal of the local parquet. A sensational

murder has been committed and, though there have been

several arrests, no real case has been made out against

anybody. One of the Mauleon papers is published in

French and one in Basque—it will be remembered that

we are in the Department of the Pyrenees—and Mme.

Vagret' s nervousness is enhanced when she learns that

the Procurcur General, or State Attorney, has trans-

lations sent to him of all the articles in the latter which

reflect on the local officials. She tries to get her servant-

girl to translate an article for her, but soon finds

it advisable to relinquish the experiment. There is

an allusion to Mauleon as a sort of legal Biribi which

puzzles them both. Meanwhile, she is distracted by the
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" Ah ! " she exclaims, " lesjuges d'instruction, ga devrait

elrc dcsfemmcs ! " In reply to an inquiry, he tells her

that he has just seen the Gazette, and a colleague has been

appointed axocat-general at another tribunal of higher

rank—a junior colleague, but the cousin of a member

of Parliament. Mme. Vagret quite breaks down, and

reproaches her husband for his want of push. She

speaks in the interests of society. If independent and

capable magistrates allow themselves to be passed

over, what will be the future of the magistracy itself ?

Other recent instances of promotions, due to political

influence, are being discussed when the servant enters.

On the occasion of the circuit dinner, the linen-room

has been converted into a cloak-room for the guests, and

she wants to know where she is to put a parcel which

she is carrying in her hand. The parcel contains the

scarlet robe, which Mme. Vagret had bought for her

husband two years before, when his appointment as

avocat-genercd had seemed assured. " However care-

fully," she sighs, " I pack it in naphthaline, the moths are

bound to get at it before you put it on !
" He tries it

on to see whether it still fits. " Oh," says his wife,

"those things fit everybody—and it means an extra

thousand a year." With sons to educate and a daughter

to marry, one can appreciate the importance of the

scarlet robe, thus reduced to its denomination in francs.

Mile. Vagret comes in and for a moment, seeing the

robe, believes that her father has got his promotion.

The disillusionment is prompt and painful. M. Vagret
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accused, a Basque peasant named Etchepare, which has

been received from Pau. He opens the parcel, as the

deputy observes, with rather a curious paper-knife.

He explains that it is a sort of " deodand "—the blade

of the knife withlwhich a woman

—

la belle Toulousainc—
had been assassinated^at Bordeaux ; it was he, Mouzon,

who had extorted certain admissions from the assassin

which had sent him to the guillotine : and he had had

the knife mounted as a souvenir of that caine celebre.

The easier judiciaire proves satisfactory ; four convic-

tions for assault. The information from Paris is also

useful; the wife, Yanetta, before her marriage had

been sentenced to a month's imprisonment for receiving

stolen goods. It appears, in the sequel, that, at the

age of sixteen, she had been seduced by the son of her

employer, who had run away with her—and with some

of his father's property, for receiving which she had

been convicted. She had returned to her home in the

south, where she afterwards married Etchepare, men

of whose race attached supreme importance to the

chastity of their women, and from whom she had con-

cealed her early fault. Her conduct as a wife and

mother—they had two children—had always been

exemplary. The role of Yanetta is played by Mme.

Eejane.

As to the prisoner, the report about him was less

favourable, and there were some suspicious circum-

stances. The murdered man was very old. Etchepare,

some years before, had bought from him a vineyard for
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In " The Scarlet Kobe," Etcliepare has no advocate

;

but, before he is examined, a note is taken that his

advocate has been summoned by registered letter, the

receipt for which is produced. These formalities having

been duly observed, Mouzon proceeds to display his

skill in extorting admissions and suggesting that, by a

frank confession and sincere repentance, the prisoner

may obtain " extenuating circumstances " from the

jury. He proceeds to examine him as to his movements

on the night in question and, by inventing statements

to which he pretends that witnesses have deposed, and

afterwards cynically avowing that they were inventions,

succeeds in involving his victim in a web of contra-

diction. Etchepare declares that, after eight days in

solitary confinement, he has lost his head. All he

knows is that he is innocent but that he feels half

inclined to confess his guilt if only to be left in peace !

He is sent back to his cell and Mouzon summons

Yanetta.

Yanetta is warned, as a preliminary, that any

evasiveness on her part will probably lead to her own

arrest as an accomplice. Mouzon soon shows that he

has her in his grip by his knowledge of the fault of

her girlhood, which she has concealed from her husband.

She implores him not to disclose the secret, which

would make Etchepare abandon her and deprive her of

her children on his release from custody. She promises

to endeavour to persuade him to be candid in his

answers. Etchepare is recalled and the husband and wife
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that the whole system is in need of further and radical

reform.

In the third act, we come to the trial of Etchepare.

The case is nearly over, and the requisitoirc of Vagret

has been followed by the plaidoirie of an eminent

advocate from Paris. The latter has sat down amid

applause, two of the jury have been seen to wipe their

eyes, and Mme. Vagret is terribly afraid that the up-

shot will be another acquittal. The scene passes in

the chambers, adjoining the Court, of the District

Prosecutor. The President enters, anxious to be

assured that there has been no technical error, and

alarmed at hearing of the presence of a reporter from

Paris, who had not been accommodated with a con-

venient seat! The next arrival is the Departmental

State Attorney, who is passing through Mauleon and

has in his pocket the appointment to a vacant judge-

ship at Pau, which he proposes to offer to Vagret.

Mondoubleau drops in and urges the claims of Mouzon.

Mouzon however has got into disgrace by a discredit-

able escapade at Bordeaux, and is only saved from

dismissal by his friend the deputy, who suggests that

his transfer to Pau will prevent a scandal and may

strengthen the claims of the State Attorney himself,

who is anxious for his own transfer to another Depart-

ment. Vagret meanwhile has been doing himself no

good. He had made, it appears, a really masterly

reply, ending with a glowing peroration, in which he

demanded the head of the criminal, as an exemplary
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the sense lie has indicated ; and the verdict, after a

prolonged deliberation, is in favour of the accused.

The next scene is between Vagret and the Presi-

dent, as the latter is about to leave to catch his train.

The President is not in a good humour, but consoles

himself with the reflection that, when there is an

acquittal, there is no risk of an appeal on the ground

of errors in procedure. Vagret, whose nerves are

unstrung, tells him that, in the course of his interro-

gatoirc, he has done an irreparable wrong, by revealing

to Etchepare that his wife is a woman with a past.

Meanwhile, Etchepare is saying the same thing to the

officer of the Court. He is acquitted, it is true, but

his home is ruined. The news of his wife's faux pas

has struck him as a thunderbolt ; he ascribes to it all

his misfortunes ; it is the one thing which a Basque

can never forgive. He now learns from his old mother

that his home has been broken up; the neighbours

refused to speak to her, and she was obliged to take

the children from school, where they were insulted.

They decide to emigrate to Brazil, explaining to the

children that Yanetta is dead. There follows another

powerful and harrowing scene between Etchepare and

Yanetta, who in the end agrees to the separation on his

swearing never to reveal her shame to the children of

her womb.

Mouzon, meanwhile, instead of being ignominiously

dismissed, as the State Attorney had proposed, for his

misconduct at Bordeaux, finds himself, through the
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the knife of the murderer whom Mouzon had tricked

into admissions which sent him to the guillotine, the

knife which he had had mounted as a souvenir of that

cause cdebre. He fails to observe her gesture and, on

a renewed appeal, repeats that he owes her nothing.

" You owe me nothing ! You owe me more than my
life, more than everything. I shall never more see my
children, never again hear them call me mother. It is

as if they were dead, as if you had killed them. You

—you evil judge—you have all but made an innocent

man a murderer and of an honest woman, a good wife

and happy mother, you have made—a murderess
!

"

And the knife—that famous deodand—does its

deadly work, and, for the last time, the curtain falls.

There is still a vacancy on the bench at Pau ; but we

scarcely think that Vagret, even now, will have the

chance to don his scarlet robe. Mouzon will probably

be replaced by another friend of Mondoubleau ; and

Mme. Vagret will have to renew her supply of

naphthaline.
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I was myself of delicate health—as a youth I had been

a somnambulist—and I wished to acquaint myself with

the literature of the subject. I borrowed some books

from the doctor—and surprised him by scrupulously

bringing them back ! In the end he permitted me to

use the hospital library which, thanks to him, was well

supplied with works on the pathology of the nerves.

Gradually I got into the habit of spending more of my
time on the study of certain branches of medicine, and

especially of hypnotism, where it verges on occultism,

than on that of law. Hence I was rather annoyed

when one day the leader of the local bar, M. de Cham-

boucy, sent for me and informed me that he proposed

to send me to the Channel Circuit Court to defend a

notary on a charge of forging a public will. I pleaded

my want of experience and asked why I should be

selected in such a serious case, that of forgery by an

officer of the Court, whose conviction might entail a

sentence of penal servitude. >

" My choice," he replied, " is based on special reasons,

reasons so peculiar that, if you decline, instead of

selecting any of your comrades, I shall request my
colleague at Saint-Lo to apply elsewhere. I see you

are puzzled ? The fact is that it is not so much as an

advocate, but as an occultist, a spiritualist, that I am

proposing you for the defence of this notary—a certain

Gourlot who "

" I don't understand," I said, blushing and be-

wildered.
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to your tastes and habits. Entrc nous, you do believe

a little iu the supernatural ?
"

" Certainly. I don't believe that all ends with

death. I do believe that the spirit survives."

" I should prefer to say the soul," M. de Chamboucy

replied. " Like you, I believe in the immortality of

the soul ; but I have no belief in the existence of

ghosts or phantoms communicating with human

beings."

"I affirm nothing, but I think it not impossible

that— "

" Good ! And so without any blind belief in these

supernatural forces, you don't deny their possibility ?

"

" Certainly not."

"Well, that's what I wanted to know. Whether

you like it or not, my dear Glatigny, you must defend

this notary. The case moreover is rather out of the

common. Just imagine that this scrivener, who had

begun to write a will at the dictation of a sick man,

asserts that he was able to finish it, after the testator's

death, by means of an indication of his intentions

supplied by his spirit."

" How extraordinary !

"

" It will be a curious case. If I were your age,

spiritualism or theosophy apart, I should like to make

the acquaintance of this Gourlot and study his cha-

racter. Knavery or hallucination, in either case it is

interesting. What, you object to ' hallucination ?

'

Why, you are already defending your client ! Let us
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" And that," added M. de Chamboucy, u

is all I

know. Well, you will take the brief and go to Saint-

Lo ? Good luck to you ! Excuse me now, I have to go

into Court. When you come back, you will tell me all

about it."

I went home in a state of emotion impossible to

describe. My life so far had been uneventful enough
;

and now this extraordinary case—at five and twenty,

one has no sense of proportion and I already regarded

it as one of the great trials of the century—fell into it

like a bolt from the blue, an aerolite plunging into

some peaceful lake. What a responsibility it involved,

but at the same time what a curious study in

psychology

!

I was however troubled by one scruple. Did I

really believe in the spirit remaining in the vicinity

of the body which had ceased to live ? I felt a difficulty

in answering this question. I must own that my
opinions, even in the most essential matters, are apt to

fluctuate. With me sentiments and emotions tend to

evoke ideas, to fix opinions. Should an accidental

cause make me earnestly desire that a thing should be,

I easily believe that the thing is. While still in my
teens, I had been assailed by doubts and had almost

ceased to be a Christian ; the loss, in rapid succession, of

both my parents caused me such a shock that faith

returned as if by enchantment ; the certainty of never

seeing them again would have broken my heart. As a

matter of fact I suspect that most people, without
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Some time elapsed and, after a long holiday in

Switzerland, my feelings changed. I gradually became

more sceptical on the subject of occultism. I had

observed that the spirit of my mother had never

revealed itself to me. No one had loved me so deeply
;

so I felt that, had her spirit been near me, it would

have succeeded in making itself manifest, if only to

comfort me when I was depressed by gloomy thoughts.

Later on, I took up the study of the leading works

on the disturbances of the mind. There is a chapter in

Ball—that on the simultaneous affections of twins

—

which influenced me profoundly. I see you don't

follow me at all. Well, I can assure you, it is here no

question of hypotheses, more or less conjectural, but

simply scientific facts, observed and related by hospital

doctors and professors of the faculty. Let me give you

one or two instances.

Two twin sisters, up to the age of eighteen, enjoyed

excellent health. They resembled one another closely,

so that it was difficult not to mistake one for the other.

Both had blue eyes, a fresh complexion, a lively dis-

position. They used to dress in the same style, think

and act in the same way. One of them, Louise, got

married and, after a while, her husband fell ill. One

evening the doctor came. Louise seized a knife and

stabbed the doctor, calling him a murderer. She had

become suddenly insane and they had to shut her up.

The same day, at the same hour, fifty miles away, the

other sister, Georgette, went to the house of a doctor
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think it an unreasonable supposition that there exist

in nature numerous forces, scattered, hitherto un-

suspected, some of the effects of which some accident,

from time to time, reveals to us. In former times we

had no suspicion of the existence of the electric current

or the magnetic fluid. They existed all the same.

What about hypnotism and the power possessed by

some individuals, like Doctor Gibert, of Havre, who,

from their chimney corner, can compel the subject of

their influence, miles away, to speak and act ? Is not

that wonderful ? Why is it more difficult to admit

that spirits, after death, instead of flying away im-

mediately into the clouds, remain in the vicinity of

the living and possess some power, vague and inter-

mittent, of communicating with them ?

Was this long preface to my story of the will

superfluous ? I think not. You will now see me face

to face with the prisoner, with the man who asserted

that he had been in communication with a spirit. If

I had not acquainted you with my point of view as to

the supernatural, you would have failed to understand

the motives which dictated my attitude.

Two days after the interview I have described, I

went to St. Lo and first obtained a permit to visit my
client at the gaol. On the way, I tried to imagine his

appearance
;
young, I guessed, thin, gaunt and nervous,

with a big white forehead, sunken eyes and cadaverous

hands.

The gaoler took a bunch of keys and bade me follow
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He began with a reference to the question of fees,

which he explained that he hoped to be able to pay

in the event of an acquittal ; otherwise it would be

impossible. He had no family and, since his misfortune,

no friends.

" M. Gourlot," I said, " I have purposely refrained

from acquainting myself with the case for the prose-

cution, lest it might produce a bad impression. Every

case has two aspects, according to the standpoint from

which it is regarded. Tell me your story, just as you

would like me to tell it when the time comes."

" So you know nothing about the case ?

"

" All I know is that you are accused of forgery,

and that it is alleged that you completed a will which

had been interrupted by the death of the testator."

Gourlot crossed his legs and began as follows :

—

"You must know, to begin with, that for fifteen

years I have been in practice at a small country town

called Vatteville. The district is neither populous nor

rich but some of the farmers have made a good deal of

money out of breeding stock. Since I established

myself there my practice has steadily improved and,

though it was not a fat one, I was comfortable enough,

especially as I had remained single. I believe I may

add that I enjoyed a good reputation. Of course every

one has his enemies, there is jealousy and envy every-

where, but at all events I was not conscious of any

marked ill-feeling on the part of any of my neighbours.

" One evening, I was called to the house of a
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. . . and Valentin Beausejour, farmer at Cochevielle.

... I bequeath to my servant Florentine an annuity

of two hundred francs. . .
.' At this period, I pro-

ceeded to read over the document and, turning to the

sick man, who seemed to have become worse, I asked

him whether he adhered to these dispositions. He

replied, very feebly, ' Yes.' ' Can you sign ?
'

' No,

I can't.' These last two answers, it seems, were not

heard by the witnesses. I added to the document that

the testator declared himself unable to sign, and then,

turning to the witnesses, said, ' Now, gentlemen, will

you sign ? Move the table a little away so as not to

disturb the patient.' The witnesses signed. It was

a long business ; for these country people an attestation

is a solemn affair. When it was over, they rose and

came to say goodnight to Morin. They then dis-

covered, as did I, that he had ceased to breathe,

perhaps a few minutes before."

" Come, come," I said, " you are going rather fast.

At this point I should like a few details. How was

Morin's death ascertained ? Did any one hear a groan,

a death rattle, or did he suddenly expire ?

"

"No, there was no noise. On touching him, we

felt that the pulse had stopped and that he was almost

cold. The witnesses knelt down and we murmured

a prayer."

" So you don't deny that he was dead before the

will was finished ?

"

" Certainly not. I can't deny it," was the answer.
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I scrutinised his features. He continued, with

downcast eyes and an aggrieved air

:

" As to the judicial authorities, their training makes

them suspicious ; and they are always apt to be severe

on public officers, when they get them in their clutches.

I can't prevent such people from asserting that I stuck

at nothing in order to keep in my office the administra-

tion of an estate which, in the event of an intestacy,

would have gone elsewhere. But," he proceeded, with

a depressed manner, " if they had had the slightest

fairness, if their intelligence was not clogged with

prejudice, ought not the State Attorney and the

examining magistrate to have recognised that, even if

I did not really hear Morin speak, I might have

imagined that I had done so ? Now, the Code says

expressly that fraud is not to be presumed. A man is

not to be condemned for an hallucination. To convict

me, they must prove that I acted with fraudulent

intent. Is there any evidence of premeditation, on my
part, with the view of obtaining some illicit advantage

through a forged will? They have done me a grave

wrong on mere presumptions. They have asked the

Minister to cancel my appointment and, strange to say,

they have got the order. And do you know on what

grounds ? Simply because I admitted that Morin was

dead before the will was finished. If I had denied

that, they could not have deprived me of my licence

to practise before the verdict. I have been punished

for my candour. You see before you a victim of
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friend, it must be so ; if not, what excuse should we

have for fighting a bad case? Heaven knows there

are plenty such ! D'Alembert, as a youth, in the

school of law, had dazzled the other students by his

fluency and eloquence. He went to the Courts to

study the procedure before being called, and took notes

assiduously. Some of the old hands asked him about

his impressions. "What strikes me," he replied, "is

that many causes are objectionable on both sides.

Sometimes, again, where the case seemed a fair one,

I have seen counsel adopt methods which were very

much the reverse. The inference was that, had he not

done so, he would have lost the verdict. That seems

to me very serious." The result was that, after full

consideration, D'Alembert, whose eloquence in the

schools had been so remarkable, never put in an ap-

pearance at the bar. My views on the subject being

as I have described, you will not be surprised at my
compliance with Gourlot's request.

" I will do all I can to persuade the jury, or force

them to the conviction, that you acted in good

faith."

" That I acted in good faith ! No, that is not

enough. I want more than that."

" More than that ?

"

11 The jury must really believe that I did hear the

voice, that such voices can be heard."

" What a task you are setting me !

"

" Sir, I insist."
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The case for the prosecution was stated in terms

comparatively brief. The falsification, it said, being

substantially admitted, the only question was whether

Gourlot could rely on his simplicity and the honesty of

his intentions, or whether, on the contrary, he had not

acted under the influence of vulgar cupidity and sordid

greed. Now, Gourlot was a needy individual. His

neighbours knew that he was in embarrassed circum-

stances ; he had the reputation of an artful intriguer,

always making plans for securing the handling of sales

and inheritances. He even went so far as to enlist

the services of brokers and paid agents to bring him

business.

Prosper Morin, it continued, whose will he forged,

was his best client; but there was nothing more to

hope for from the connection, as he was on bad terms

with the sole heir to the property. If he was to make

anything out of the succession, Morin must leave his

fortune to one of his own clients. If he left it to two

of them, so much the better ; in that case, the notary,

besides his fees for the will and inventory, would get a

percentage on the partition of the estate. Unfortunately
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singular reply having been forwarded to the law depart-

ment, the notary was arrested and taken to gaol.

Immediately afterwards, his tools, the two so-called

legatees, spontaneously renounced the benefits of the

sham will and the servant abandoned her annuity.

This renunciation is very significant. Gourlot, in short,

must be regarded as a forger. He now wants it to be

believed that he is a medium and communicates with

spirits. So gross and impudent an imposture requires

no further characterisation.

All this did not strike me as very formidable.

" Must be regarded !
" But insinuations are not proofs.

Gourlot, it is true, was poor, but he lived in his little

office. He was not in debt. Three inhabitants of

Vatteville would come and swear that Morin detested

his nephew, that he really intended to disinherit him,

and that the notion of making a will was his own.

Again, and this was a great point, there were four com-

petent witnesses, who asserted that they had heard

Morin distinctly pronounce the names of his legatees.

The case against my client rested on a series of pre-

sumptions. Of this I hoped to make an effective

demonstration, when I commenced my speech. But

then began the difficult part of my task ; to convert a

jury—a country jury—into a belief in occultism !

I shut myself up in my room and did not leave it

for three days. I have been told by advocates, who

have grown old in harness, that if you, so to speak, live

with a case, and mould it to your guise, it undergoes
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previous days a procession of gaol-birds, highway

robbers and thieves, who had got off with moderate

periods of imprisonment; and now there stood before

them this respectable citizen, this notary with his

white tie, whom they were asked to send to penal

servitude.

There had been a number of witnesses and counsel

for the prosecution had been prolix. It was not till

the evening sitting that I rose to begin my speech for

the defence. " How much time, Maitre Glatigny, are

you likely to occupy ? " inquired the presiding judge.

" At least three hours, my lord."

" Three hours ! What ? In such a simple case !

"

" My lord," I interrupted in a dry tone—I was

annoyed by the State Advocate's shrug of his shoulders

—" I am of opinion that the defence requires certain

developments. If I did not feel at liberty to dispose

of all the time I consider necessary, I should prefer not

to address the jury."

" Oh ! Maitre Glatigny, of course the defence is

perfectly free," the President replied, with a sneer.

" Still you will admit that the consideration due to the

jury made it advisable to warn them of what is in store

for them. And now you can begin your address !

"

Whereupon, pleased with his little sally, the President

reclined on his seat, his head in his hand, his eyes half

shut, with the air of an indifferent spectator.

At first I spoke with a difficulty, attributable to the

emotion which I felt ; but I had such a thorough grip
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strange things, but expressed with such an inspired air

that it seemed an echo of the world invisible.

" Yes, the dead can speak, and they do speak. To

some men they appear. And why should they not,

since the soul is immortal ? In the Scripture, spirits

appeared to Samuel, to Saul, to David. And so in

history. On the eve of the battle of Philippi, an

apparition presented itself to Brutus :
' I am thy

destiny, to-morrow thou shalt see me again.' The next

day Caesar's murderer beholds the same phantom, which

announces his approaching death. How many others,

like Jeanne d'Arc for instance, have heard the voices ol

invisible beings, or sighs floating in the air, borne as it

were on the wings of the wind ? Have we not some-

times a curious feeling that we have already been in

certain places which we are visiting for the first time ?

Doubtless because we have seen these places with the

eyes of another being, by whom, ever and anon, we

have been penetrated or possessed. On every side we are

s urrounded by mysteries. It is mystery which is the

mistress of the world !

" Who among you, on some night of pain, has not

heard strange sounds, which made the walls seem to

quiver ? It appeared as if they were about to open, as

if a voice were speaking to us from beyond the grave.

The next day, in our eagerness to dispel a troublesome

impression, we have attributed it to a nightmare. A
nightmare ! Why, when we heard the voices, our eyes

were wide open !
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Weary, enervated and alone, I paced the dimly

lighted corridor. I felt a barrier of silence between

myself and all other men, which I should have liked to

break, but among the few who were present at that late

hour, in the precincts of the Court, there was no one that

I knew. Fortunately for me, an elderly gentleman, who

had been sitting near the Begistrar throughout the trial,

and whose fine, intelligent head I had noticed, came up

and spoke to me. " Sir," said he, " excuse my address-

ing you. I am a philosopher, an admirer of the

beautiful in art. You have just delivered a remarkable

speech ; accept my congratulations. I have heard the

most eloquent speakers, but I really had no idea that at

any of our bars there was a man of such peculiar gifts,

one whose language was so loaded with thought, so

capable of stirring the imagination. Just now we were

all hanging on your lips, hypnotised by your eyes and

the terrible rigidity of their expression ! I have never

experienced such emotion. You made me shiver. I

felt as if I were no longer on earth, as if I had been

consigned to some limbo, as if I should never again

behold the daylight. It was really splendid ! Your

efforts, too, were helped by the storm, by the peals of

thunder, which seemed to mark the cadences of your

oratory."

" I am much obliged to you, sir. And so," I added

feverishly, " in your opinion the jury, on whom I was

certainly anxious to produce a strong impression, will

acquit the prisoner ?
"
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some will-o'-the-wisp, roam about at night over the

moors, among the great granite dolmens, or along the

coast, amid the murmurs of the receding tide. And
then these men who, in the day-time, had been the

bravest of the brave, fled terrified and panic-struck.

Well, now, on those twelve peasants whose pallid faces

confronted you, while the threatening thunder rolled

above their heads, you have inflicted a terrible ordeal.

You have made them accompany you to the edge of a

precipice. At the present moment they have escaped

you ; they are pulling themselves together. They have

run away and stopped their ears, so as to hear your voice

no more. ' No ! no !
' they are saying to themselves, ' it

isn't true. Those whom we have injured will never

come down the chimney at night and drag us out to

the heath, to join their infernal dances. No ! no ! the

dead can't speak
! '

"

" You make me very anxious."

" In any case, sir, your anxiety will be brief. I

hear their bell. They are coming back."

" Just one word more," I added, nervously detaining

him. " What line of defence, in your view, ought I to

have taken ?
"

" Hum ! I should scarcely like to say."

"Please tell me what you think."

"Well, since you insist, in your place I should

have confined myself to the contention that the

charge against Gourlot was a ridiculous one. Where

was the prejudice? As the old saying goes, 'No
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composed his poetry, with sobs and groans, and the

very marrow of his being. The strain was too much

for him. Be warned by his example."

" Unfortunately," I replied, " I feel that, however

prosaic the affair—even if it were a mere matter of

money—I am capable of ' suggestionising ' myself to

such an extent as might produce a recurrence of my
sensations of the other day."

"Then, my dear sir, give up pleading altogether.

Your case is a singular one
;
your feelings run away

with you. Now this Gourlot of yours, if you will

excuse my saying so, is, I feel sure, an impudent

scoundrel."

"Doctor, you are most unjust. I feel sure of his

innocence, sure, at all events, that he thought he

heard the voice. However, I know that you said that

simply to console me, and lighten the weight of my
remorse."

" Not a bit of it. I said so because I think so.

In his own district no one has a word to say for him."

" Because people are such cowards. When a man is

down, everyone kicks him. But I shall stick to him,

as I feel myself responsible for his condemnation. His

disaster weighs on my conscience. Had I handled

the case in a less tragic style, had I not frightened the

jury, they would have acquitted my client. My
advocacy has proved fatal to him. I have the evil eye."

" Ah !

" replied the doctor, " you are a terrible

casuist. All excesses should be avoided, even excess
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the Superintendent was with regard to the prisoner's

demeanour. Did he appear resigned ?

"The man is an enigma. I fancy he has a cool

contempt for humanity in general."

" It is very natural. If I told you his story
"

" Oh, but I know it. He has told me about it and

I have read the documents. Still, I scarcely know

what view to take. His innocence is scarcely credible

;

on the other hand, unless he is endowed with extra-

ordinary pride and phenomenal assurance, his attitude,

his bearing and behaviour, are not such as indicate

guilt. However, you will judge for yourself. And yet

scarcely so, for a confession will prove nothing ! Guilty

or no, he will doubtless make the admission which the

Minister requires as a condition of the reduction of his

sentence. I will send for him at once."

Gourlot's appearance had changed, but not to his

disadvantage. He bore himself not without dignity in

his prison attire. There was nothing in his ' features

denoting that disillusion, that lassitude, which cha-

racterise men whose life is ruined. He recognised

me at once and exclaimed, before I had opened my
mouth

:

"I was expecting you. I knew you would come

this morning."

" You knew ? Who told you ?
"

" Last night, Prosper Morin spoke to me. Since I

have been here, his spirit has come to cod sole me more

than once. The last time it was to tell me that he was
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The next day I returned to Paris, more anxious and

nervous than ever. I had passed a frightful night. So

this man, whose condemnation I had caused, was still

in communication with the spirits ! And this was the

man whose innocence I had sometimes doubted

!

I went to see my cousin, the Senator, who was

horrified by my appearance.

I told him that, the more I thought of my position,

the more miserable I became ! I felt that my remorse

would affect my reason, unless he succeeded in obtain-

ing the unconditional release of the victim of my
conduct.

" I can see that rascal will be the death of you,"

was the Senator's reply.

" For God's sake obtain his pardon."

" I will speak to the Minister this evening ; but it

will be entirely on your account ; as to the fellow

himself, he does not interest me in the least."

My interview with Gourlot took place on 'May 12.

On the 12th of June he left Clermont, a free man

—

just a month afterwards.

Well, there is my story. You have listened

attentively, you have formed an opinion. You have

come to the conclusioD, have you not, that this man

was—genuine ?

Why do you shake your head ? Is it possible ?

—

No, no, I can never admit it—Good God! have I

ruined my life by allowing myself to become the dupe

of a scoundrel ?
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in experimental sciences which demand a costly appa-

ratus and a dexterous hand, the many valuable treatises

that have been published on every subject of learning

may now supersede the ancient mode of oral instruc-

tion." Carlyle expressed the same thought in his

dictum that "the Modern University is a University

of books."

Now in face of these authorities—the authority of

Johnson, of Gibbon and of Carlyle—the question

suggests itself, "Why are you and I here this evening ?

There are no experiments to be performed ; no slides

to be displayed ; we are here to talk of men and letters.

Perhaps we may find a plea for the proceeding in

Johnson's own words. " Books," he says, " are so

numerous." Elsewhere he speaks of " this superfoeta-

tion, this teeming of the press in modern times
;

" how

much more numerous have they become since then

and how small a proportion of them do the exigencies,

real or imaginary, of life in the twentieth century

—

the obsession of what the Germans call Brodunsscnschaft,

the great stream of periodical literature, the pursuit of

athletic sports, the conduct of motor-cars, and the

tyranny of bridge—how small a proportion of the great

feast of literature do these pursuits and amusements

give us the leisure or leave us the inclination to enjoy

!

" Lectures," he added, " cannot do so much good as

reading the books from which they are taken." They

can however perhaps to some extent attract attention

to the books and stimulate the taste for reading them
;
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" one who well remembered he had a salary to receive

and only forgot he had a duty to perform." The duty,

when undertaken, of delivering an address may at all

events enable the lecturer to refresh his memory as to

matters of which his knowledge is like the possession,

according to Plato's famous illustration, of birds in an

aviary; and how much of our knowledge—especially

perhaps in the case of the lawyer and the man of

letters—is of that description! It is a good many

years since I last read my Boswell, in the excellent

edition of Mr. Napier. I know not how far I may

succeed in interesting any of my audience in the

subject ; but I do know that it has been an immense

interest to me, during the last few months, to read him

again in the classical edition of Dr. Hill, whose loss

all lovers of literature have lately had occasion to

deplore. Both editions— and, so far as I am aware,

everything else of real importance bearing on the sub-

ject—are to be found in our Public Library, and I shall

feel amply repaid for the work of preparing this address

if it leads to their being more frequently perused.

The thoughts which are suggested by the name of

Samuel Johnson might well afford material for many a

course of lectures ; the task of selecting the most

appropriate topics for a single conference is one of

almost overwhelming difficulty. I suppose I must say

something about his life and writings; but for these

matters you can go to the books—to Sir Leslie

Stephen's able appreciation—as to which, the more I
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and Tennyson, of Darwin and of Lincoln—held the

office of "sheriff of the county." That would mean

Sheriff of Staffordshire, a post tenable only by a gentle-

man of landed estate. The fact is that the city of

Lichfield was for certain purposes what is called an

administrative county, of which Michael Johnson, who

had with reluctance taken the oath, on his appointment

as a Magistrate, of fidelity to the Hanoverian dynasty,

held the shrievalty during that year. The bookseller

was a man of some energy ; he used to open a stall on

market-days at Birmingham, which had then no book-

shop of its own, and at Uttoxeter, where his son once

refused to attend him. " Pride," he explained to a

young clergyman in the last year of his life, " was the

source of that refusal, and the remembrance of it was

painful. A few years ago, I desired to atone for this

fault ; I went to Uttoxeter in very bad weather, and

stood for a considerable time bareheaded in the rain, on

the spot where my father's stall used to stand. In con-

trition I stood, and I hope the penance was expiatory."

It was the only instance of such disobedience that he

could recall ; and in general, in his behaviour in family

and domestic life—in his filial piety, his devotion to his

aged mother—it was to pay her debts and funeral ex-

penses that he wrote " llasselas " in the evenings of a

single week—his affection for his elderly wife, his kind-

ness and consideration in later years to what he called

his " seraglio," which consisted of certain aged and help-

less dependents on his bounty—he showed an admirable
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American controversy—"Taxation no Tyranny"—which,

like his pamphlet on the Middlesex election, "The False

Alarm," shows his notions of arbitrary power and con-

tempt of public opinion in the most unpleasing light.

It redounds to the honour of Boswell that he never

hesitated to condemn these contributions to the con-

troversies of the day, though the work of his own hero

and on the side to which his sympathies mostly in-

clined. One regrets, on the other hand, to learn that

Johnson's views on the American question were shared

by Wesley. The principal excuse pleaded for Johnson's

vehemence on the subject is that he hated the Americans

as slave-owners and distrusted the " cant " of constitu-

tional liberty when it came from the drivers of negroes.

He had a great sympathy with subject races, " rightly

struggling to be free
;

" he once wrote that " I do not

much wish well to discoveries, for I am always afraid

they will end in conquest and robbery." " I love," he

said, "the University of Salamanca; for when the

Spaniards were in doubt as to the lawfulness of their

conquering America, the University of Salamanca gave

it as their opinion that it was not lawful." What, I

wonder, would he have thought of the modern scramble

for Africa ? He might not have been much impressed

by the blessings of civilisation—or, as he preferred to

say, " civility
"—as illustrated by what Lord Cranborne

calls the "highly developed" administration of the

Congo " Free " State ; he might even have felt some

lurking sympathy for the Mad Mullah ; and I fear he
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extent perused, and Sir Eoger de Coverley is something

more than a mere name, Johnson did not possess, in

the same degree as Addison, " the antiseptic of style."

Stephen considers that " the Rambler marks the

culminating period of Johnson's worst qualities as a

writer." When it appeared however it enjoyed a fair

measure of popularity and, what was more important,

brought in for its writer two guineas a number or four

guineas a week. It was translated into Italian as ilgenio

crrante or il vagabondo, of which titles the translation

of Mr. Kipling's " absent-minded beggar " as 11 mcndico

crrante reads like a combination. Johnson, in his old

age, was highly elated at a report that the Empress

Catherine—the patron of Diderot and Voltaire—had

ordered the production of a translation in the Eussian

language. He himself admitted that his style was open

to criticism ; he had been in the habit of using too many

words and too big ones. Darkness for instance he

defined as " inspissated gloom
;

" while the ",Beggar's

Opera " involved such a " labefactation of all principles as

might be injurious to morality." He admitted that he

" borrowed Gargantua's mouth ;
" " something," how-

ever, he claimed in the concluding number of the

Rambler, speaking of what he had done for our

language, " something perhaps I have added to the

elegance of its construction and something to the

harmony of its cadence."

To the English language however he was at this

time en£ja<?ed in rendering a much greater service.
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written " Great Chum." In his first edition he anim-

adverted on his ignorance ; in a later edition, having

been corrected by Lord Palmerston, he apologised to

his remains. Johnson was described not only as the

Great Cham, but as Ursa Major, or the Great Bear.

He was so dubbed by Boswell's father, after his visit

to Auchinlech ; but it seems that in his epithet Lord

Auchinlech had been anticipated by the poet Gray.

There was no love lost between the poet and the

critic ; though Johnson admitted that one or two stanzas

in the " Elegy " were not devoid of merit.

I have sometimes wondered whether it may not

have been to some extent in connection with his work

on the "Dictionary" that Johnson acquired his remark-

able store of practical knowledge. He was once de-

scribed by a manufacturer as "the only person who

on a first view understood both the principle and

powers of his most complicated pieces of machinery."

It is perhaps not surprising that he had made himself

acquainted with all the details of the bookseller's

business, as shown by his letter on the management

of the Clarendon Press; or with that of the brewer,

owing to his intimacy with the Thrales. Mr. Thrale

indeed had so much confidence in his judgment that he

made him one of his executors, in which capacity he

explained that what he had to sell was " not a parcel

of boilers and vats, but the potentiality of wealth

beyond the dreams of avarice." The brewery was in

fact sold to Barclay and Perkins for .£135,000; and
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disabilities and defects. His face was disfigured from

his infancy by that " evil " which, in his case, the hand

of Queen Anne had failed to cure ; his massive frame

was indeed a corpus incultum ; his gestures were

uncouth. Dr. Hill has I think satisfactorily demon-

strated that it was not Johnson whom Chesterfield

described as a "respectable Hottentot." But his

habits at table were disagreeable; his toilette was

often neglected, and for clean linen he once mentioned

that, like "poor Kit Smart," he had no passion. He

was however a man of great physical strength and

dauntless courage. As a youth he was a strong

swimmer and a bold rider ; he enjoyed roughing it in

the Hebrides, and braved with equanimity those dark

and stormy waters in small and ill-found boats

;

although perhaps he was then confirmed in his opinion

that no sensible man would go to sea, who had " suffi-

cient contrivance " to get into a jail. " A ship," he

explained, " is a prison, with a chance of being

drowned." He thought nothing of separating two

fierce dogs who were fighting. He once knocked down

a bookseller with a Greek Bible—in folio ; he knocked

down Lord Chesterfield with a letter ; and he bought a

stout cudgel with which to repel the threatened attack

of McPherson and chastise, if need be, the insolence

of Foote. In the sequel, the author of "Ossian"

abstained from paying his promised visit, and Foote

abandoned the idea of mimicking him on the stage.

By the publication of the "Dictionary" Johnson's
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scoundrel; anyone who went to bed before twelve

o'clock was a scoundrel; a Whig was ex vi termini a

scoundrel; when talking about the Nabobs—whom it

was then the fashion to denounce in terms applied in

the present day to mining magnates and other capital-

ists—carrying elections by their wealth, he opined that

" there is generally a scoundrelism about a low man."

Johnson, as a pensioner, emerged from Grub Street

and lived at his ease. His natural indolence, largely

the result of ill-health—he rarely knew the luxury of a

good night's rest—was no longer goaded into writing by

the necessity of earning his daily bread ; and although

he planned a good deal, the outcome was desultory and

intermittent. The long-promised edition of "Shake-

speare " at length came out, after he had been stung by

the taunt that he had taken the cash of the subscribers

—as the pensioner in the "Dictionary" took that of the

State—" without an equivalent." The edition contained

much sound sense and judicious criticism ; the editor

did not attempt to explain what he himself failed

to understand, and may be said to have paved the

way for the work of Malone and other subsequent

commentators. A more congenial production was the

"Lives of the Poets," which occupied the closing years of

his life, and which showed much of the same skill

—

the same just conception of what a biography should be

—as the " Life " of his friend Savage, published in his

youth. In biographical detail and personal character-

istics, Johnson was always much more keenly interested
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Indiscriminate reading, regardless of quality, is perhaps

rather debilitating, and prejudicial to intellectual

vigour, than otherwise, unless corroborated by an

exceptional memory ; and Johnson's memory was as

tenacious as that of Macaulay himself. In addition to

the vast stores of knowledge thus accumulated, he had

a remarkable power of swift apprehension and a gift of

penetration rarely equalled and never excelled. He
read rapidly and roughly and seemed to tear the heart

out of a book. He was no enemy of skipping. Speak-

ing of a recent work of travels, he praised its contents.

" It is true," he added, " that I have not cut it ; but I

have no reason to suppose that what is on the uncut

pages is worse than what I have read." He was a man
of robust judgment and many prejudices, and the latter

often coloured and sometimes distorted the former.

Many of his critical observations seem strangely

capricious. We must remember, however, that they

were often thrown out in the course of casual conversa-

tion and not pronounced as definite verdicts. There is

a well-known passage in which he praises a certain

description in Congreve's " Mourning Bride " as superior

to anything of the kind in Shakespeare. He failed to

appreciate the charm of "Lycidas," though of Milton,

notwithstanding his republicanism, his judgment on the

whole was not ungenerous. He referred to him as

"that poet whose works may possibly be read when

every other monument of British greatness shall be

obliterated." He did not think much of Swift and
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halfway between Johnson's disparagement and the

eulogy of Gibbon. Gibbon, alluding to the fact that the

Denbigh family, to which Fielding belonged, was con-

nected with the House of Hapsburg, asserted that " the

romance of ' Tom Jones,' that exquisite picture of

human manners, will outlive the palace of the Escorial

and the imperial eagle of the House of Austria." The

authors to whom Johnson paid his highest compliment

were Cervantes* Bunyan, and Defoe. " Was there ever

yet," he asked, " anything written by mere man that

was wished longer by its readers, excepting " Don

Quixote," "Robinson Crusoe," and "The Pilgrim's

Progress ?
"

Johnson's own writing during his later years, as I

have said, was desultory ; it was also curiously hetero-

geneous in its scope and subjects. He often assisted

his friends and acquaintances by writing prefaces or

dedications for their books ; a dedication, he held,

should not be mendacious, but was not expected to

be impartial ; the difference, as he put it, between

a dedication and a history was like that between a

lawyer's pleading a case and reporting it. He was

great at epitaphs ;
" a man," he said, " is not on his

oath in a lapidary inscription." Such inscriptions, he

held, like " everything intended to be universal and

permanent," should always be in Latin. After he had

composed the celebrated epitaph for Goldsmith's

monument in Westminster Abbey, it was agreed, at

a dinner at Pteynolds's, to draw up a " round robin," as
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the Wise," which, damned cm its first appearance, partly

owing to political feeling, was afterwards represented,

for one night only, for the benefit of his widow and

children :

—

This night presents a play, which publick rage,

Or right or -wrong, once hooted from the stage :

From zeal or malice, now no more we dread.

For English vengeance wars not iviih the dead.

A generous foe regards with pitying eye

The man whom Fate has laid where all must lie.

To wit, reviving from its authour's dust,

Be kind, ye judges, or at least be just

:

Let no renewed hostilities invade

Th' oblivious grave's inviolable shade.

Let one great payment every claim appease,

And him who cannot hurt, allow to please
;

To please by scenes, unconscious of offence,

By hai'mless merriment, or useful sense.

Where aught of bright or fair the piece displays,

Approve it only ;
—

'tis too late to praise.

If want of skill or want of care appear, »

Forbear to hiss ;—the poet cannot hear.

By all, like him, must praise and blame be found,

At last, a fleeting gleam, or empty sound

;

Yet then shall calm reflection bless the night,

When liberal pity dignified delight

;

When pleasure fir'd her torch at virtue's flame,

And mirth was bounty with an humbler name.

From the church and the stage Johnson would

sometimes turn to the law, to which profession he

often regretted that he had not been bred. He had

a more than ordinary acquaintance with the principles
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Johnson had a great esteem for Baretti as a man and

a writer. " He has not indeed," he observed, " many

hooks ; but with what hooks he has he grapples very

forcibly." The hooks, at his trial, proved to be hooks

of steel. Johnson was one of a distinguished company

who were called to give evidence, principally as to

character, for the defence. The affair had happened

on a Club night of the Eoyal Academy, of which

Eeynolds was the President and Johnson Professor

of Ancient Literature. Goldsmith was Professor of

Ancient History, an office in which he was succeeded

by Gibbon, and which is now held by Mr. Morley.

Baretti was the Secretary for foreign correspondence

—

a post in which he was succeeded by Boswell—and

had been expected at the meeting. Sir Joshua as well

as Johnson spoke to his long acquaintance with him

and his amiable disposition. Among other witnesses

were Beauclerk and Garrick, Goldsmith and Burke.

It is not surprising to learn that, after such impressive

testimony, the Court stopped the case.

During his latter days, for a period of some fifteen

years, the happiness and comfort of Johnson's life were

much augmented by his association, which soon ripened

into an intimate friendship, with Mr. Thrale, the wealthy

brewer and member for Southwark, and his vivacious

and accomplished wife. He had a room in their house

in the Borough and at their pleasant villa at what was

then rural Streatham, afterwards occupied by Shelburne

when Prime Minister. Shortly before his death, Mr.
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reference to futurity, I would spend my life in driving

briskly in a post-chaise with a pretty woman ; but,"

he added, "she should be one who could understand

me, and would add something to the conversation."

He was frequently at Oxford and once enjoyed a week

end at Cambridge. He used to visit his friends and

relatives at Birmingham and Lichfield, and his dear

friend Langton in Lincolnshire. He once had an

agreeable tour with Eeynolds in the West of England,

where they were received with great distinction. He
stayed with the Thrales at Brighton and at Bath, then

in the height of its glory as the resort of the world

of fashion ; he accompanied them on a tour in Wales,

visiting Burke at Gregories, near Beaconsfield, on his

return; non eguidem inxkleo, miror magis, was his

comment on Burke's charming retreat, which caused

him so much embarrassment, and which, in the after

years, inspired Disraeli in his selection of a |itle. He
spent some weeks with them at Paris and was much

disappointed when a family bereavement caused the

abandonment of a projected tour in Italy, to which he

had looked forward with anticipation of great delight.

He went about a good deal with Boswell, whom he

described as "the best travelling companion in the

world." Soon after making his acquaintance, he paid

him the compliment of accompanying him to Harwich,

on his way to Holland ; and their journeys culminated in

the tour to the Highlands and the Hebrides, which Bos-

well has immortalised in his " Journal " kept at the time,
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• of which wai perused, with increasing admiration

for the author, by Johnson himself. Even then

rly seventy—his 1 b ive! was not satiated

and he more than on rted to Boswell a voj

to the Baltic. Boswell, Less ambitions, proposed Wales

• L Bui W I a Johnson had already

opined that the Giant's Causeway was
' wi rth seeing but not worth going to see." For natural

indeed I I the indifference which was

common to his sge; what he mostly cared for was the

Btudy of men and manners, the observation of indus-

axta When Boswell in Scotland called his

attention n immense mountain," Johnson dis-

missed it as merely s "considerable protul

It may u ibted whether he did not share the

view of his typical B bman that the "noblesl

tland was the read to London. "The

full "in his judgment, oould

•
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The Duchess of Argyll was as friendly to Johnson as

she was rude to Boswell, her demeanour to both being

described with impartial minuteness by the latter. " I

have seen," says Wraxall, " the Duchess of Devonshire,

then in the first bloom of youth, hanging on the

sentences that fell from Johnson's lips, and contending

for the nearest place to his chair." Mrs. Vesey, whom

I have mentioned, was, like Mrs. Montagu, a leader of

what then were known as the " blue-stockings," a nick-

name of which Boswell explains the origin. With Mrs.

Montagu, whom Wraxall describes as the English Mme.

du Deffand, Johnson did not always hit it off; but at

her hospitable mansion in Portman Square he often

enjoyed " good talk." I have already spoken of his

friendship with Hannah More ; and among the many

ladies with whom his name is associated—of whom you

will find a lively account in Mr. Craig's little book on

" Doctor Johnson and the Fair Sex "—it is impossible

to avoid a word about Fanny Burney, the author of

" Evelina," " Cecilia," and other stories, which evoked

the enthusiasm of Johnson and Burke and which

Macaulay nearly knew by heart. Her father, Dr.

Burney, was an old friend of Johnson, and he first met

the daughter—"little Burney," as he always called

her—at the Thrales'. Once when she was having tea

with Johnson in Bolt Court, Boswell, who was present,

mentioned " Cecilia." " Sir," Johnson exclaimed, " with

an air of animated satisfaction," "if you talk of 'Cecilia,'

talk on." It was of " Cecilia " on its first appearance
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that Gibbon declared thai he read the whole five

volumes in a day ; Bnrke Baid it was impossible, as he

had taken three 'lays, doling which he did nothing •

enjoying the society of ladies <>f fashion, and

those distinguished fox theii literature and learning,

Johnson also had a liking for those of the stage. Ee

acquainted with the leading actresses of the day. At

AMngton's urgent request he attended her benefit,

though he could neither hear nor sec
; he was visited by

lira. Siddons and was fond of a chat with Kitty dive

iu tli<' green room of Drury Lane.

But, while he mixed freely in society of many kind-.

his full powers and the characteristic qualities of his talk

wen chibited among his more intimate friend-,

at a dinner for instance with Reynolds, or BoeweU, or

thorpe, or with Dilly the publisher in the

Poultry, where, through BoswelTs raperb diplom

he : [atheTed with "Wilkes. The episode is ten

well known for description here, hut I may mention

that they met again, years afterwards, at the same

hospitable board. No diplomacy was then required;

they found common ground in chaffin 11 about

ftchmen ; the anther of " The 1

rm " indulged in a sly allusion t" the Middli

1 hint from Wilk 1 r patriot

who 1
• ula not afford t<> buy such things, presents 1 him

with a copy ofthe Liv< lof thePoets." Perhaps John-

son
•

est at the 1 rtinga of the fan

Club, which he and Reynolds founded, and admission
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to which is still regarded as a high distinction. There

were originally only nine members, and in Johnson's

time the number never exceeded thirty ; the Club was

always very exclusive, and Lord Chancellor Camden, of

whom Goldsmith once complained—and was supported

by Johnson in his complaint—that " he took no more

notice of me than if I had been an ordinary man," and

Bishop Porteus, of Chester, were rejected at the ballot

on the same day. Johnson's influence secured the

admission of Boswell ; Garrick, after some demur, was

admitted with his support ; and it was there that

Johnson used to meet statesmen like Burke and Fox,

men of wit and fashion like Beauclerk—I wish I had

time to speak of his early and intimate friends, Beau-

clerk and Langton, of both of whom you will find

interesting accounts in a volume of " Essays " published

by Dr. Hill—Keynolds among the artists, Gibbon

among the historians, men of letters like Goldsmith

and Sheridan, eminent divines such as Bishop Percy

and Bishop Douglas, eminent lawyers like Dunning and

Chambers, Sir William Scott and Sir William Jones.

In the days of Johnson the republic of literature

had become a monarchy. All sorts and conditions of

men resorted to his morning levee, and he became the

autocrat of the dinner-table. He was described by one

of his friends as " a tremendous companion." Some-

times, as when he explained the process of making

gunpowder to the officers at Port George, he admitted

that he " talked ostentatiously." He habitually " talked
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Cibber, " for if his pistol misses fire he knocks you down

with the butt end of it." He once said that when in

his talk he lost a trick, he was apt to throw up the

game. "You are much more inclined," said Boswell,

sotto voce, "to beat other people's cards out of their

hands." When some one insisted, contrary to his

opinion, on the virtue of the medicated baths of an

Italian quack named Dominicetti, "Well, Sir," he

retorted, " go to Dominicetti and get thyself fumigated

;

but be sure that the stream is directed to thy head,

for that is the peccant part." On one occasion, after a

supper-party in the Strand, when he began by crushing

Dr. Percy and afterwards, to show his impartiality,

extinguished Tom Davies, he observed to Boswell,

"Well, we had good talk." "Yes, Sir," was the reply,

" you tossed and gored several persons." As I believe

happens sometimes on the Stock Exchange, the bear

for the nonce had become a bull. Boswell himself was

often a victim of the process. " Sir," said Johnson,

when Boswell was talking about him in his presence,

"you have but two subjects, yourself and myself. I

am sick of both." When Boswell mentioned the

"Dunciad," Johnson said, " It was worth while being a

dunce then. Ah ! Sir, hadst thou lived in those days
!

"

Johnson during most of his life was a teetotaller, and

intemperate only in his use of tea. Boswell alleged

that " drinking drives away care, and makes us forget

whatever is disagreeable. Would not you allow a man

to drink for that reason ? " Johnson :
" Yes, Sir, if he
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B • I] i role accepted bis snubs

with imperturbable good humour and ohronicled them

with scrupulous fidelity, usually substituting however

for his own nun.', when he had i jhly handled,

thai of "a gentleman present" or ";i member of the

ipany."

.'ell, from the first day he met Johnson, in Tom

Daviee's back-parlour at Covent Garden, had to put up

with a good many 3 on the Bubjecl of his

nationality. Johnson Bhared the current prejudice of

his time against the Scotch, which was Largely attri-

butable to the Feeling that, under tin- Ministry of Lord

Bute, they had enjoyed an undue share of public

pati 1 that thrir clannishness gave them an

unfair advantage in the battle of life. " 5Tou km

!1, " the disposition of
3

countrymen to tell lies in favour of each other." He

eked by b Scotchman who wanted him t"

mmend, for the mastership of an English bcI

:i friend of whom he confessed that he knew no n

than that he was ;i fellow-countryman. !!•

the Scotch that their " mediocrity <»f knowledge, com

nanoed . national combination so invi-

dious that their friends cannot defend it. ;m<l

in
)

pirit of enter] bus that

their enemii ined to \ t hem

to make their way to employxnei I and distinc-

tion." In t! • the lii li shone bj

" The Irish/
1

he said, " are oot in ;i conspi]
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the world by false representations of the merits of their

countrymen. No, Sir ; the Irish are a fair people—
they never speak well of one another." When the

Irish Dr. Campbell observed that the first professors at

Oxford were Irish, " Sir," he replied, " I believe there is

something in what you say, and I am content with

it, since they are not Scotch." "When some one

expressed surprise that the Scotch had selected for

occupation a barren district in America, "Why, Sir,"

said Johnson, "all barrenness is comparative. The

Scotch would not know it to be barren." " Much," he

admitted, however, speaking of Lord Mansfield, " may

be made of a Scotchman, if he be caught young." In

point of fact, he had a high appreciation of Scotch

hospitality and Scotch politeness and many of his best

friends spoke the accent of the north. When Boswell

asked, soon after making his acquaintance, if he would

meet him at dinner at the Mitre, though he was expect-

ing a friend from Scotland, "Mr. Johnson," was the

reply, " does not see why Mr. Boswell should suppose

a Scotchman less acceptable than any other man. He

will be at the Mitre."

Johnson often said that he did not care for " book

talk," or people who talked from books, as he thought

was too often the case, without any originality of

thinking. At the present day, he would have com-

plained that they mostly talked from newspapers.

" You and I, Sir," he once said to Boswell, " do not

talk from books." Johnson once mentioned that when
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in WaL s lira, 'l'lmilc's mother Enid of me what flat-

i me much. A clergyman was oomplaining of

want of society in the country where he lived, and

said, 'They talk of nmli 1—that is, young cows. 'Sir,'

1 1 . Salusbury, • Mr. Johnson would lean to talk

of rums.' " As a matter of fact, however, when ho

jred with his friend I'r. Taylor, the talk u^ed to turn

a big hulls and ho found it monotonous. The

it merit of Johnson's conversation was that, whafe-

t the topic, it seemed always t" be enriched with

thought 1: •'. ia remarked that ideas, long revolved in

his great mind, acquired a polish like pebbles washed

by the ocean. "This man," said a doctor whom he met

in the Hebrides, " is jnsl -
• The

day he was described by a Inly as a "dungeon of

wit." B was ir:.- by his power of dis-

( riminati id i^ his own •
I >;

\\

'

merit they have must be imputed, in measure,

to the education which I nid to have had under

l»r. Johnson . . . he qualified mymind to think justly."

" I think myself/' Johnson once "a very

polite man." When Lord ChesterfieJ

g disCUl any

education would rath

of deficiency in the gi G

"in his 'piaint manner, tapping bis muff-l id to

a lady, who knew Johnson well, "Don't you think,

M (1 oking to.. hnson), thai
|

<»//

[uaintanoe, you could find
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" I look upon myself," he said complacently to Bos-

well, " as a good-humoured fellow "—which Boswell

good-huinouredly denied. Gracefulness, politeness and

good-humour were qualities which—whatever his own

opinion—could be predicated of Johnson by an impar-

tial observer only very much sub modo. In point of

fact, he was frequently rough and rude, overbearing

and tyrannical. He quarrelled, and made it up again,

with most of his companions ; even such long-suffering

friends as Langton and Boswell himself were at times

estranged. Men of eminence, like Fox and Gibbon,

were chary of speech in his company—at all events

when Boswell, with his note-book, hovered in the

background ; and Burke himself, who could hold his

own in any company, was content, in suggesting topics,

to " ring the bell for him." But he was wholly devoid

of rancour ; he seldom wounded intentionally unless he

thought himself offended ; when he had given pain he

was ever anxious, as Reynolds observed, to make

amends. If he was not always either good-humoured

or urbane, he was, to adapt one of his own sayings, " at

bottom" good-natured; he may be said to have been

"fundamentally" polite.

For our knowledge of his private life and table talk

we are of course in the main indebted to Boswell's

recording pen. Boswell, it must however be remem-

bered, knew Johnson ouly during the last twenty years

of his life and was in his company, or his neighbour-

hood, only from time to time and for an aggregate
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period of little more than two years, Sometimes too

be was slack in keeping ap hie notes; his convivial

habits made him too frequently oblivions of the least

•i and the flow of son] ; bnt on the whole he

• diligent in thedia barge fhia self-appointed task,

ami he spared do pains in acquiring and carefully veri-

fying information supplied by others and in gleaning

of his earlier life from Johnson himself.

Johnson helped him a great deal, put his correspondence

at Lis disposal, and fully authorised the contemplated

biography. Here is tittle Deed at this time of day to

defend Boswellrrom Biacaulay's sneers. aCacaulay him-

self admitted that, as a boy of fourteen, he was proud

of his grip of BoswelTs l»>"k. Boswell of course was a

man whom his contemporaries— such men, for instance,

i Horao Wal] ! and those who came afterwards

found no difficulty in deriding. Be Lent himself t<>

ridicule and was always .1 sort of social butt. Bis

vanity and oonoeit were phenomenal; his impudence

what the French call « . he often

f low dissipation; and intemperance

'•in -d his end. But In- was a man

nuine. though erratic, ability; his reading, though

. lt"i y, w.ts wide ; hi-

tble and hi- . d exemplary. Like

had I;

:i indiscn i.is own

illy when it served as ;i foil \<< John-

and good Datura. Perhapa hi-
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principal characteristic was his naivete ; and, from the

time of Herodotus downwards, the combination, in a

skilful writer, of naivete with shrewdness has ever

enhanced the charm and contributed to the permanence

of his work. Boswell loved Johnson, and might have

said, as Ben Jonson said of Shakespeare, " I loved the

man and do honour his memory, on this side idolatry,

as much as any." That Johnson, who hated a fool,

loved Boswell— "I hold you," he once wrote, as

Hamlet has it, " in my heart of hearts
; "—" I count

your kindness," he says elsewhere, " as one of the chief

felicities of my life . . . my regard for you is greater

almost than I have words to express "—that he

delighted in his company, and practically appointed

him his biographer, would be a sufficient testi-

monial to his real merit, were any needed beyond

the monumentum acre perennius which he himself

built up.

In the useful and elaborate chart of the contem-

poraries of Johnson, which is inserted in Dr. Hill's

edition, there is one singular omission which, in an

address prepared at the request of the Wesley Guild,

I think, before concluding, I should endeavour to

supply. No mention is made of the name of Wesley,

who, born six years before Johnson, survived him for a

similar period. It was just after Johnson had

matriculated at Pembroke that the Wesleys began to

hold their devotional meetings at Oxford and religion

revived under the guise of Methodism. Of Methodism
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I have of murder; so that I cannot rationally doubt

of one any more than the other." Johnson in intro-

ducing Boswell, wrote that " I think it very much

to be wished that worthy and religious men should

be acquainted with each other." The fact was that

Boswell wanted to investigate the story of a ghost in

which Wesley believed, and which was said to have

appeared, not, as Boswell states, at Newcastle but to a

servant girl at Sunderland. You will find the narrative

in Wesley's "Journal." Wesley, whose omnivorous

reading on hisjourneys had included Boswell's "Corsica,"

received him very politely, but Boswell tells us that

" his state of the evidence as to the ghost did not satisfy

me." In this view Johnson concurred. A certain

piece of exclusive information, attributed by Wesley

to the ghost, could, he thought, have been conjectured

by anyone with a knowledge of the procrastinating

habits of attorneys at law. Johnson would npt accept

the Sunderland ghost and, so far from believing in, as

alleged by Macaulay, he really helped to expose the

celebrated Cock Lane ghost. He went into the matter

personally and wrote an account of the imposture in

the Gentleman's Magazine. Each case, he thought,

depended on its own evidence. He was rather inclined

to believe in the " shadowy being," which was supposed

to have appeared to his friend Cave, the publisher ; and

he thought there might be something in the story,

investigated by his own wife, of the ghost of the visitor

which had alarmed the waiter in the cellar of the
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Hummums. Of Wesley Johnson said

u Eeoan talk well

on any il he ii aeveral leisure. !(•• is all

obliged t" go at oertain honr. This La very diaa

able to man who loves to fold bis legs and have ont

his talk, as 1 tin." Wesley mentions in his" Journal"

having read Johnson's own aooount of hia tour throngh

tland. II rvea that " many of the reflections

are extremely jndicioua ; some of them very affecting."

< >n«- of bis last entries relates that "I spent two honra

with that great man, 1 >r. Johnson, who is irinlring

into the grave by a gentle decay." Tln-v were both

t men ; and among the leaden of thought in the

eighteenth century, among those who influenced th.-ir

contemporaries for good, and whose uames posterity

will not willingly let die, the names, in their several

spheres, of John Wesley and of Samuel Johnson will

tin a deserved pre-eminence.

And what shall I more Bay I For the time would

fail me to tell, as I had hoped to tell, of the communing

of Johnson with some of hi I friends, in that

illustrious company of which be was the chief, the

company which included Games and Goldsmith ami

Qolds—to whose brush we owe our knowledge of

the i and t<» whom Boewell dedi-

I his book— and, last but not least, the une

of Burke <m this branch of my subject, I had accu-

mulated many notes. But I fear I have already unduly

oed your pal u ugh

i>> induce you to pursue the to] I
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will conclude, with your permission, by attempting, in

a few brief sentences, to indicate how well it is worth

your pursuit.

Of Garrick—who always retained in his intercourse

with Johnson something of the attitude of an old pupil

to his old master—it was remarked, both by Boswell

and by Reynolds, that Johnson would allow no one to

attack him except himself; he always defended him

when attacked by others and his defence was warmer

than his attack. Eeynolds composed two imaginary

dialogues in one of which Johnson was represented as

attacking Garrick in answer to Reynolds himself and

in the other as defending him in answer to Gibbon.

Johnson maintained that, while Garrick was apt to be

parsimonious in small matters, he was really a man of

most generous disposition and behaviour. He admired

his versatility and maintained that he had advanced

the dignity of his profession. At his funeral in the

Abbey, says Cumberland, " I saw old Samuel Johnson

standing beside his grave, at the foot of Shake-

speare's Monument, and bathed in tears." Of Garrick

Johnson wrote that he had "gladdened life," and that

his death had " eclipsed the gaiety of nations and

impoverished the public stock of harmless pleasure."

Boswell criticised the phrase. " Why nations ? Did

his gaiety extend further than his own nation ?

"

" Why, Sir," was the reply, " some exaggeration must

be allowed. Besides, nations may be said, if we allow

the Scotch to be a nation, and to have gaiety—which
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they have n< B swell, he added, was the exception

that proved the rule.

Aa to Jolmaon's relations with Goldsmith, I cannot

do better than refer yon t<» the skilful picture which has

d drawn by Sir I -1 Stephen. One of Gold-

smith's many foibles was that, though he had little

conversational power, his vanity constantly prom]

him t»> talk at random and endeavour to attract atten-

tion. If : Walpole called him " an inspired tdi<

< Warrick described him as one

I or boi • :.• called N" < .11,

W bo irrote 1 i let - an angel and talked like poor Poll

Qoldamith might have said, as Addison said of himself,

that, though he had only oil • In his pocket, he

could draw for a thousand pounds; oiifoftuuately,

unlike Addison, he. waa always jingling the ninepence.

Johnson, though 1
I imea " tossed and gored " him,

was very fond of "Goldy" and did him mani

1 i pronounced 1: Frai Her" t!.

that hail appeared since the time i I I nith

.

manner; hut no man alive has a more tender hi

He l;as nothing of \'. Johj

h, when pany, at a dii

iking of him in

terms, growled OQi that "if col : to

Goldy hut those who could wi .11,

he would have \ must indeed
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have been something winning in the nature of the man

whose death, we read, "made Eeynolds lay aside his

brush and Burke seek relief in tears." Perhaps,

after all, his best epitaph is not the "lapidary

inscription " in the Abbey but the simple phrase

which occurs in a letter from Johnson to Boswell :
" Let

not his frailties be remembered ; he was a very great

man."

Of Johnson's dear friend Eeynolds, it might almost

be said that, if Johnson taught Eeynolds how to think,

Eeynolds showed Johnson how to live. " Sir Joshua,"

he declared, "is the same all the year round." He

described him as " the most invulnerable man he knew,

a man whom, if he should quarrel with him, he should

find the most difficulty how to abuse." There is no

record of any quarrel ; but the one occasion on which

Johnson was seen to blush was when he had made a

rude remark at Eeynolds's table and accepted his quiet

but just rebuke. "We are now old acquaintances,"

Johnson wrote to him, shortly before his own death,

" and perhaps few people have lived so much and so

long together, with less cause of complaint on either

side. The retrospection of this is very pleasant, and

I hope we shall never think on each other with less

kindness." Eeynolds was one of his executors; his

last request to him was to read his Bible and never

to paint on Sundays.

For Edmund Burke, Johnson, while detesting his

politics, had a deep affection and a profound respect.
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He aid be did Dot grudge Burke being the first man in

the Bouse of Commons, for be would be the first, man
anywhere, One of the best accounts given by Boswell

of Johnson's table talk is an unusually full report of a

dinner at the dub, when he was in a very genial mot d,

and Reynolds and Burke joined in the discussion oi

many topics, both grave and gay.
w

I low," Johnson

Burke, "his knowledge, his genius, his diffusion

and affluence of conversation." "Burke's talk," he

ved, "is the ebullition of his mind; he dors not

talk from a desire of distinction, bul I his mind
11." Johnson once declared that Thuxiow was the

only man in England whom i:. ition he regarded

i formidable antagonist ; hut on anothi ion,

when he was ill. and Burke's n mentioned,

"That fellow/' he said, "calls forth all my powi

Burke now, it would kill mo." But

wh.-n ho was dying, ami Burke had •

that he was being fatigued by tin- oompanj Sir,"

Said ' " it i
: and I must be in a

i. when your company would

delight to mo." My dear sir." Burke rep]

with much emotion,

to in
.

I

•

..: ... Uately afterwards," we read, " he went

away. This was the last circumstance in the acquaint-

minent men." I kids

Burke declared in thi B bat "he

valued Dr. Johnson's friendship as thi

d and happiness of hi
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We have come to the closing scene. Worn out

with sickness and suffering—" my diseases," he wrote

to Hamilton, " are asthma and dropsy and, what is less

curable, seventy-five "—the old man fought hard for his

life. He was a man of fervent piety, but through fear

of death, as he never hesitated to admit, he had all his

lifetime been subject to bondage. His sentiments on

the subject are perhaps best expressed in a short

discourse, delivered on a certaiu Sunday morning when

sailing in the Hebrides, which is too solemn for quota-

tion here. Few men had led a more blameless life
;

but the day of his departure was to him indeed a dies

irac, mainly because, like the great apostle, he regarded

himself as the chief of sinners. Well, indeed, might he

have exclaimed—as who may not ? — in the words of

that impressive hymn

Qui latroneni exaudisti,

Et Mariam absolvisti,

Mihi quoque spem declisti.

His monument was the first to be erected, not far

from the spot where he lived and died, in St. Paul's

Cathedral. The inscription was composed by Dr. Parr.

On the scroll in his hand is engraved the Greek line

with which the Rambler concludes, slightly modified

to meet the susceptibilities of the Dean and Chapter.

His dust is mingled with other venerable dust in the

Poet's Corner of the Abbey. So long as the English
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ken, bo I English literature is loi

r men and women pm proper stuii.

mankind, hie memory will be cherished as an unpen

in.

nil.

I»» WILLIAM t.Lu»
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EXTRACTS FROM REVIEWS
SOUTH AFRICAN NEWS (leading article).— "The Judge President

has produced a book which should have a place on the book-shelves of

even- South African who thinks. Law, in the shape of reviews and essays,

which cannot fail to be of assistance to ' stuffs' and ' silks' alike ; Politics,

in the high sense, as apart from party controversy, and consisting of the

reflections of a man singularly fair to the European races in South Africa,

their good qualities, their defects and their needs ; Anecdote, stories grave

and gay, of some of the most notable men of the time, several of them the

author's friends and contemporaries—all these good things, and many
others, are contained in this useful and interesting book. . . . The reader's

only adverse criticism of the book, especially the papers that deal with

(.'ape life and society with such a happy and sympathetic touch, will be

that there is not enough of it. . . . There is a sketch of the life of Mr.

Gladstone which is packed with good things and is, we venture to think,

the best that has yet appeared. . . . We can only conclude by advising the

reader to study the Judge's pages for himself, they are worth reading and

reading again."

EAST LONDON DISPATCH.—" It is perhaps enough to say con-

cerning the address on Gladstone that the author's work is worthy of his

theme. It is difficult for the reader to express a nobler praise. ^ . . When
he is really touched as in the address on Gladstone, he is touched to fine

issues, and noble passages of musical prose are the. result. ... It only

remains to say that the book bears an additional charm to that of style, in

the author's personal reminiscences of great men and events. It is well

bound and printed ; herein the publisher has done the author excellent

service."

PALL MALL GAZETTE.—"These papers deal generally with legal,

social, and biographical matters—for example, 'Mr. Gladstone at Cam-
bridge ' is an excellent specimen—and are all eminently readable, the work
of a clever, learned, genial, chatty Cambridge don who knows how to write

good English pleasantly, and many a good story is told in these pages. . . .

They include a group of South African essays in which the author's special

knowledge and experience and trained power of observation give him
a great ' pull.'

"

DAILY CHRONICLE.—-"Here is a book to remind us of the high

culture which has so often distinguished our judicial Bench. . . . The
traditions which moulded the characters of Lord Bowen and Lord Coleridge

have set their impress on the author of this book. Literary gifts of no

contemptible order are his, and a style marked by the love of classical

culture, by wit, urbanity, and ease. . . . One chooses for detailed notice

Dr. Laurence's appreciation of Mr. Gladstone—an appreciation of which no
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man met veel denkkrackt en uitstekencle universiteits opleiding. Wij

behoeven net dus uiet to zeggen dat zijne 'essays, reviews en addresses'

lcerzame zoowel als aangename leesstof verschaffen. . . . Wij hebben met

veel genoegen keunis met deze verzameling van opstellen en voordrachten

gemaakt, ea wij twijfelen er niet aan dat net boek een warme plaats bij

velen zal vinden."

CAPE TIMES.— 11 A man of richly stored mind and of fine scholarship,

•whether he draws upon the fund of personal experience or records his

judgment upon questions within his own range of study, can hardly fail

to produce something of substantial and enduring interest. It is true,

indeed, that ripe scholars and extensive thinkers have sometimes turned

out books that are ' caviare to the general ' by reason of a crabbed or

tedious literary style. ... On this score, however, Judge Laurence has

nothing to fear from criticism. ... He has mingled lighter with more

serious matters in his literary recreation ; stories of life on circuit with

essays on popular government and on the origines of custom and law.

Biographical notices of eminent lawyers, of Sir Henry Maine and of Robert

Louis Stevenson, include personal reminiscences, as well as the Gladstone

papers. . . . We have said enough to commend a volume which needs no

commendation of ours to ensure its circulation."

SOUTH AFRICA.—"Whether it be a treatise on the juridical systems

of England and France, peasant life in France and Russia, or Aryan

Society, an appreciation of the work of Sir Henry Maine, or a reminiscence

of Mr. Gladstone at Cambridge, the Judge President is equally at home
with his subject, and equally luminous in his expositions. . . . The

addresses deal with a variety of subjects, most of these having a special

interest for South African readers."

SCOTSMAN.—"This is an interesting miscellany of essays, addresses

and reviews from the pen of a Colonial Judge. . . . the papers are invari-

ably suggestive and instructive on the subjects of which they treat, and

cannot but excite the interest of readers to whom these subjects make a

particular appeal."

DAILY NEWS (leading article).—"The Judge President of the High

Court of Griqualand has compiled a readable and entertaining Volume of

essays and reviews. . . . There are two or three chapters in the book

which will be found particularly interesting at the present time. . . .

Among the papers in this volume not specially connected with South

Africa may be mentioned some interesting reminiscences of Mr. Gladstone

at Cambridge, to which the great statesman paid a visit in 1878."

SATURDAY REVIEW.—"These papers and addresses are pleasantly

written, and several of them bear on the present South African problem.

. . . The Essay on Mr. Gladstone is noteworthy just now on account of

the view taken of Mr. Gladstone's retrocession of the Transvaal."

LITERATURE.—"Do the Boers read? . . . Some further light is

thrown upon the problem by a paper on Public Libraries in South Africa

included in Collectanea, a volume of essays by Mr. Justice Laurence. . . .

By way of bringing into relief the comparative reading power of Dutch

and English, he describes a visit to two Public Libraries, one English and

one Dutch, in a country town which is one of the headquarters of the

Afrikander Bond."

Copies of this book may be obtained from Mr. Francis Edwards,
83, High S"treet, Marylebone, price 3s. 6t/. net.
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